SB 1. Relating to driving while intoxicated, involuntary manslaughter involving the use of a motor vehicle, and allowing a dangerous driver to borrow a motor vehicle; providing for visual recording of a person arrested.
Author: Sarpaluis
House Sponsor: Smith, Terral

SB 4. Relating to the date on which the terms of office expire for members of the board of regents of The University of Texas System, the Texas A&M University System and the Texas State University System.
Author: Doggett
Received from the Senate 2797. — Read first time 2852. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 2852.

SB 6. Relating to child passenger safety seat systems.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Hill, Anita
Companion document(s): HB 3
Received from the Senate 167. — Read first time 218. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 218. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 699.

SB 7. Relating to the insanity defense in criminal prosecutions, to hearings and other procedures relating to commitment of persons acquitted by reason of insanity, to discharge, and to outpatient supervision.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Bush
Companion document(s): HB 760
Received from the Senate 704. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 704. — Postponed 2504. — Read second time 2725. — Passed to third reading 2726. — Read third time 3072. — Passed 3072. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3072. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 10. Relating to authorization of counties to establish and finance alternative systems for resolving citizen disputes.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Hill, Anita
Companion document(s): HB 39
Received from the Senate 244. — Read first time 388. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 388. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 482. — Read second time 830. — Amended 830. — Passed to third reading, as amended 831. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 831. — Read third time 858. — Passed 858. — Record vote 858. — Senate concurred in House amendments 872. — Signed in the House 913.

SB 11. Relating to the quorum and the number of votes required for a commissioners court to levy a tax and the meetings at which a tax may be levied.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Cain
A336

SENATE BILLS, HISTORY OF

Companion document(s): HB 992
Received from the Senate 304. - Read first time 400. - Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 400. - Reported from committee favorably with substitute 287. - Read second time (committee substitute) 2543. - Passed to third reading 2544. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2544. - Read third time 3069. - Passed 3069. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3069. - Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. - Signed in the House 3606.

SB 18. Relating to the punishment for certain offenses committed against a school employee or on school premises.
Author: Brown
Companion document(s): HB 1003
Received from the Senate 468. - Read first time 492. - Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 492.

SB 21. Relating to the offense of selling an alcoholic beverage to a minor; permitting an identification card issued by the Texas Department of Public Safety to have the same effect as a valid Texas driver's license.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Laney
Received from the Senate 400. - Read first time 425. - Referred to Committee on Liquor Regulation 425. - Posting rule suspended 1448. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2854. - Read second time 2869. - Passed to third reading 2869. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2869. - Rules suspended 2912. - Read third time 2912. - Passed 2912. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2912. - Signed in the House 3232.

SB 22. Relating to creation of the criminal offense of possession, manufacture, transportation, repair, or sale of armor-piercing ammunition.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Criss
Companion document(s): HB 67
Received from the Senate 320. - Read first time 388. - Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 388. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 817. - Read second time 2505. - Amended 2506. - Passed to third reading, as amended 2506. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2506. - Read third time 3059. - Passed 3059. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3059. - Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. - Signed in the House 3524.

SB 23. Relating to the exemption of certain buildings of veterans' or fraternal organizations from ad valorem taxation.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Kemp
Received from the Senate 673. - Read first time 803. - Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 805. - Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2853. - Read second time (committee substitute) 3024. - Passed to third reading 3025. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3025. - Read third time 3110. - Passed 3110. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3110. - Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. - Signed in the House 3606.

SB 24. Relating to a driver's license issued for essential need; providing for notice, hearings, court orders regulating use, and enforcement procedures; relating to certain duties of persons issued a licenses under this Act.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Rudd
Received from the Senate 412. - Read first time 492. - Referred to Committee on Transportation 492. - Posting rule suspended 2559. - Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2769. - Read second time (committee substitute) 3017. - Passed to third reading 3020. - Read third time 3106. - Passed 3106. - Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. - Signed in the House 3606.

SB 25. Relating to the right to a duty-free period to eat lunch for teachers actively engaged in the instruction of public school students; making certain exceptions to the requirement.
Author: Truan
Received from the Senate 564. - Read first time 611. - Referred to Committee on Public Education 611. - Posting rule suspended 2559.
SB 26. Relating to students eligible for admission to public schools.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Garcia, Matt
Received from the Senate 1213. — Read first time 1335. — Referred to Committee on Public Education 1335.
— Posting rule suspended 2306. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2365.

SB 27. Relating to public school textbooks.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 309
Received from the Senate 333. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Public Education 389.
— Message from the Governor 422. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 452. — Read second time (committee substitute) 825. — Amended 830. — Passed to third reading, as amended 830. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 830. — Read third time 857. — Passed 857. — Record vote 857. — Senate concurred in House amendments 872. — Signed in the House 872.

SB 33. Relating to rights, powers, duties, and functions of the Texas Rehabilitation Commission; providing for a right of subrogation for the cost of services provided.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Barton, Erwin
Received from the Senate 422. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Human Services 492.
— Reported from committee favorably without amendments 888. — Withdrawn from calendar 1194. — Read second time 1344. — Read third time 1380. — Passed 1380. — Signed in the House 1454.

SB 36. Relating to interest rates on judgments and the period for which judgments earn interest; placing certain responsibilities on the consumer credit commissioner.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Bush
Companion document(s): HB 707
Received from the Senate 564. — Read first time 981. — Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions 981.

SB 38. Relating to the meaning of “qualified voter” for the purpose of responding to a challenge of a voter at a polling place.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Wolens
Received from the Senate 333. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Elections 401. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1246. — Read second time 2130. — Passed to third reading 2130. — Rules suspended 2209. — Read third time 2209. — Passed 2209. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 41. Relating to required disclosure of financial interests, activities, and gifts by elective county officers and candidates for elective county office; providing standards of conduct.
Author: Mauzy
Received from the Senate 2350. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2578.

SB 42. Relating to the making and accepting of political contributions and expenditures by a candidate or a political committee and the filing of a statement of organization; making provisions for reports after the ninth day before election.
Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Gibson, Bruce
Received from the Senate 468. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 492. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2365. — Read second time 3345. — Amended 3345. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3345. — Read third time 3390. — Passed 3391. — Senate refused to concur in House amendments 3558. — Conference committee requested 3558. — Senate conferees appointed 3558. — House granted request for conference committee 3561. — House conferees appointed 3561. — Rules suspended 3566. — Senate adopted conference committee report 3609.
SB 45. Relating to the establishment of a domestic relations office in certain counties or areas with certain duties in regard to court orders for child support and other matters affecting a child; imposing fees.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Smith, Terral
Received from the Senate 2006. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 2304. — Posting rule suspended 2559. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2769. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2869. — Passed to third reading 2869. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 46. Relating to local regulation of a business that sells alcoholic beverages and in which an employee engages in certain sexually oriented conduct.
Author: Henderson
House Sponsor: Toomey
Received from the Senate 2006. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Liquor Regulation 2304. — Posting rule suspended 2633. — Rules suspended 2959.

SB 59. Relating to registration by manufacturers of food and distributors of drugs, to powers and duties of the Texas Department of Health and its commissioner; creating offenses and providing penalties.
Author: Leedom
House Sponsor: Oliver
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 981. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 981. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1554. — Read second time 2130. — Passed to third reading 2130. — Rules suspended 2209. — Read third time 2209. — Passed 2209. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 60. Relating to certificates of completion withheld by proprietary schools, refunds given by proprietary schools, and fees imposed on proprietary schools and their representatives.
Author: Leedom
House Sponsor: Smith, Terral
Companion document(s): HB 1098
Received from the Senate 589. — Read first time 611. — Referred to Committee on Public Education 611. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1449. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2473. — Laid on the table 2475. — Rules suspended 3009. — Vote reconsidered 3009. — Amended 3010. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3010. — Read third time 3425. — Passed 3425. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3556. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 62. Relating to the procedure for verifying voters’ signatures on carrier envelopes for absentee ballots voted by mail.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Granoff
Received from the Senate 1213. — Read first time 1335. — Referred to Committee on Elections 1335. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561.

SB 67. Relating to the filing of an application for a place on the ballot by a candidate for the office of precinct chairman and prohibiting reimbursement of certain expenses incurred by early filing.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Gandy
Received from the Senate 252. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Elections 389. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 482. — Read second time 1539. — Passed to third reading 1539. — Read third time 1565. — Passed 1565. — Signed in the House 1602.

SB 68. Relating to the qualifications of election judges and clerks.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Oliver
Received from the Senate 358. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Elections 401. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 533.
SB 69. Relating to the authority of the State Commission for the Blind to make or guarantee loans used to purchase technological aids necessary for the successful employment of visually handicapped persons.
Author: Leedom
House Sponsor: Barton, Erwin
Received from the Senate 423. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Human Services 492.

SB 78. Relating to the prevention and treatment of alcohol abuse and alcoholism.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Madia
Companion document(s): HB 436
Received from the Senate 2112. — Read first time 2311. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 2311. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2769.

SB 79. Relating to access rights to a child by grandparents of the child.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Madia
Companion document(s): HB 807
Received from the Senate 264. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 401. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1579. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3022. — Passed to third reading 3023. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3023. — Read third time 3109. — Passed 3109. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3109. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3291. — Signed in the House 3524.

SB 80. Relating to the certification of fire protection personnel; defining fire protection personnel and municipal fire department.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Luna
Received from the Senate 196. — Read first time 388. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 388. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 867.

SB 82. Relating to a requirement that a dental hygienist receive training in cardiopulmonary resuscitation except under certain circumstances; absolving a dental hygienist from liability except in certain situations.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Received from the Senate 1080. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2003. — Read second time 2659. — Passed to third reading 2659. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 83. Relating to appeal from a probation revocation proceeding.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Hurry
Received from the Senate 227. — Read first time 388. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 388. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1041.

SB 84. Relating to the treatment of sex offenders; providing for the establishment, organization, administration, powers and duties of an Interagency Council on Sex Offender Treatment and cooperation by certain state agencies.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Burnett
Companion document(s): HB 313
Received from the Senate 227. — Read first time 388. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 388. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. — Read second time 2945. — Amended 2945. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2945. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2945. — Read third time 3014. — Passed 3014. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3014. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3291. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 86. Relating to vehicles hauling loose materials on highways.
Author: Henderson
House Sponsor: Emmett
SB 89. Relating to the requirements for a person who is 15 years of age to obtain a driver's license and to suspension of such a driver's license.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 7
Received from the Senate 304. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 401. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 441. — Read second time 523. — Amendments offered 523. — Amended 524. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 524. — Amendments offered 524. — Record vote 525. — Amended 524. — Passed to third reading, as amended 525. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 525. — Read third time 539. — Vote reconsidered 539. — Amended 539. — Passed, as amended 540. — Record vote 540. — Senate refused to concur in House amendments 600. — Conference committee requested 600. — Senate concurred in House amendments appointed 600. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1250. — Signed in the House 1296.

SB 91. Relating to appointment of regents of North Texas State University.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Horn
Companion document(s): HB 1
Received from the Senate 865. — Read first time 981. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 981. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1554. — Read second time 2130. — Passed to third reading 2130. — Rule suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 94. Relating to hunting and fishing and to the conservation of wildlife resources in all counties.
Author: Lyon
House Sponsor: Agnich
Companion document(s): HB 1
Received from the Senate 564. — Read first time 587. — Referred to Committee on Environmental Affairs 587. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 597. — Read second time 600. — Motion to table 600. — Amendments offered 601. — Record vote 606. — Passed to third reading 607. — Record vote 607. — Read third time 646. — Passed 646. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 646. — Signed in the House 675.

SB 95. Relating to the authority of the lieutenant governor and the speaker of the house of representatives to administer oaths, affidavits, and affirmations and to give a certificate of the fact.
Author: Blake
House Sponsor: Bomer
Received from the Senate 192. — Read first time 218. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 218. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 290. — Read second time 526. — Passed to third reading 526. — Read third time 540. — Passed 540. — Signed in the House 571.

SB 97. Relating to the designation and qualifications of the presiding judge of the First Administrative Judicial District and to the qualifications of district judges assigned by the presiding judge of that administrative judicial district.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Bush
Received from the Senate 802. — Read first time 981. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 981. — Posting rule suspended 2455. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769.

SB 98. Relating to the composition, powers, and duties of the Texas Board of Health, the Commissioner of Health, and the Texas Department of Health and the authority of the county commissioners court to expend money for its county's public health
SB 99. Relating to juvenile court orders for family counseling.

Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Khoury
Companion document(s): HB 1479
Received from the Senate 546. — Read first time 611. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 611. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 915. — Withdrawn from calendar 1194. — Read second time 1412. — Amended 1412. — Passed to third reading 1438. — Senators concurred in House amendments 1516. — Signed in the House 1602.

SB 100. Relating to the continuation, organization, personnel, functions, powers, and duties of the State Depository Board; giving certain savings and loan associations rights to apply for and be designated as state depositories.

Author: Howard
House Sponsor: Schlueter
Received from the Senate 412. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions 492. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1491. — Read second time 1799. — Passed to third reading 1799. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1799. — Read third time 1909. — Amended 1909. — Passed, as amended 1909. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2797. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 101. Relating to certain reports required from and the continuation of the office of the Interstate Oil Compact Commissioner for Texas.

Author: Howard
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles
Received from the Senate 244. — Read first time 388. — Referred to Committee on Energy 388. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 469. — Read second time 740. — Passed to third reading 740. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 740. — Rules suspended 759. — Read third time 760. — Passed 760. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 760. — Signed in the House 833.

SB 103. Relating to regulation of health spa services.

Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Edwards
Companion document(s): HB 294
Received from the Senate 444. — Read first time 561. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 561.

SB 105. Relating to the membership, operations, and continuation of the Industrial Commission under the name of the Texas Economic Development Commission and to commission's advisory council of small business assistance.

Author: Howard
House Sponsor: Laney
Received from the Senate 244. — Read first time 388. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 388. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2635. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2824. — Amendments offered 2829. — Amended 2831. — Read vote 2831. — Amendments offered 2831. — Record vote 2832. — Amended 2833. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2833. — Nonrecord

SB 106. Relating to the continuation of the State Securities Board and to the membership, qualifications, powers and duties, and administration of the board and the duties of the Securities Commissioner.
Author: Howard
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles
Companion document(s): HB 1138

SB 108. Relating to the offer for sale, delivery, or display of certain abusable glues or aerosol paints.
Author: Vale
House Sponsor: Madla
Companion document(s): HB 1197
Received from the Senate 673. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1041. — Read second time 1538. — Passed to third reading 1538. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1538. — Read third time 1565. — Passed 1565. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1565. — Signed in the House 1602.

SB 109. Relating to the powers and duties of cities and counties and the Texas Board of Health in public health matters; providing for the establishment of public health districts, local health departments and public health regions.
Author: Vale
House Sponsor: Keller

SB 112. Relating to technical-vocational education and to the continuation, membership, qualifications, terms, and powers and duties of the Advisory Council for Technical-Vocational Education.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Clark
Companion document(s): HB 1300
Received from the Senate 892. — Read first time 981. — Referred to Committee on Public Education 981. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1449. — Read second time 2834. — Passed to third reading 2835. — Read third time 2924. — Passed 2924. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 114. Relating to the continuation of the Office of State-Federal Relations and to the personnel, operations, and powers and duties of the office.
Author: Howard
House Sponsor: Salinas
Companion document(s): HB 670
Received from the Senate 244. — Read first time 388. — Referred to Committee on State, Federal and Int. Relations 388. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 482. — Read second time 648. — Amended 648. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 648. — Passed to third reading, as amended 648. — Record vote 648. — Read third time 675. — Amended 675. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 675.
SB 116. Relating to death benefits from the Employee Retirement System of Texas based on service as a law enforcement or custodial officer.

Author: Traeger

House Sponsor: Finnell

Received from the Senate 729. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Retirement and Aging 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1579. — Read second time 2931. — Passed to third reading 2931. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2931. — Read third time 3011. — Passed 3011. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3011. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 117. Relating to procedures for the administration, disbursement, and termination of block grant funds; providing for administration of the primary care block grant by the Dept. of Health and establishment of the Community Health Advisory Comm.

Author: Doggett

House Sponsor: Hinojosa

Companion document(s): HB 371

Received from the Senate 1920. — Read first time 1921. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1921. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3195. — Amended 3195. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3311. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3311. — Passed, as amended 3312. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3312. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3374. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 118. Relating to the reorganization of the 20th and 82nd Judicial Districts.

Author: Caperton

House Sponsor: Kubiak

Companion document(s): HB 527

Received from the Senate 400. — Read first time 425. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 425. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1269. — Read second time 2472. — Passed to third reading 2472. — Read third time 3054. — Passed 3054. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 120. Relating to residency requirements for certain municipal public officers.

Author: Caperton

House Sponsor: Presnal

Companion document(s): HB 404

Received from the Senate 252. — Read first time 388. — Referred to Committee on Elections 388. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 533. — Read second time 3021. — Passed to third reading 3021. — Read third time 3108. — Passed 3108. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 121. Relating to the creation of a judicial district composed of the counties of Washington, Lee, Bastrop, and Burleson and an appropriation for the salary and expenses of the judge of the court.

Author: Caperton

House Sponsor: Saunders

Companion document(s): HB 456

Message from the Governor 321. — Received from the Senate 444. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 492. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 699. — Read second time 815. — Passed to third reading 824. — Passed subject to Article HJ. Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 825. — Signed in the House 866.

SB 122. Relating to the declination of a political party's nomination and the making of a substitute nomination.

Author: Caperton

House Sponsor: Hernandez

Companion document(s): HB 349

Received from the Senate 412. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Elections 492. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1449. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1532. — Passed to third reading 1534. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1534. — Read third time 1564. — Passed 1564. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1708. — Signed in the House 1891.
SB 123. Relating to an exemption from sales and use taxes for certain equipment used by
the visually handicapped and to certain items sold, leased, rented to, or stored, used, or
consumed by certain nonprofit agencies.
Author: Leedom
House Sponsor: Shea
Received from the Senate 729. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Ways
& Means 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. —
Read second time 3356. — Amended 3357. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3357.
— Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3357. — Read third time 3393. — Passed 3393.
— Senate concurred in House amendments 3396. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 126. Relating to the powers and duties of the Department of Mental Health & Mental
Retardation and to certain community centers to receive relevant conviction data on
applicants for employment, to deny employment to unqualified applicants.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: DeLay
Received from the Senate 704. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on
Public Health 805. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1623. —
Read second time 2506. — Amended 2506. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2507.
— Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2507. — Read third time 3059. — Passed 3060.
— Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 127. Relating to the authority of a county to donate money to a crime stoppers
organization and establishing limits to the yearly amount donated by the county.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Heflin
Companion document(s): HB 728
Received from the Senate 244. — Read first time 388. — Referred to Committee on Law
Enforcement 388. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 848. —
Read second time 1224. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1224. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1224. — Read third time 1257. — Passed 1257. — Record vote 1257. — Signed in the House 1332.

SB 129. Relating to benefits from the Employees Retirement System of Texas and
increasing benefits for elected class service.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Hall, W. Tip
Received from the Senate 802. — Read first time 981. — Referred to Committee on
Retirement and Aging 981. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1579. —

SB 131. Relating to the election, number, and terms of trustees in certain school districts
and the validation of actions by a board of trustees improperly composed.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Kuepnel
Received from the Senate 192. — Read first time 218. — Referred to Committee on
Public Education 218. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 290.
— Read second time 608. — Passed to third reading 608. — Read third time 647. —
Passed 647. — Record vote 647. — Signed in the House 675.

SB 132. Relating to the powers of and the levy of taxes and issuance of bonds by the Palo
Duro River Authority.
Author: Surplus
House Sponsor: Buchanan
Companion document(s): HB 325
Received from the Senate 334. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on
Natural Resources 401. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 428. — Read second time 740. — Passed to third reading 740. — Rules suspended 759.
— Read third time 760. — Passed 760. — Signed in the House 833.

SB 133. Relating to membership of legislators on certain legislative committees, boards, or
councils.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Presnal
SB 134. Relating to the membership, personnel, qualifications, powers and duties, administration, and continuation of the Texas Commission on the Arts.

Author: Jones

House Sponsor: Thompson, Gary

Companion document(s): HB 351

Received from the Senate 227. — Read first time 388. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 388. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1523. — Read second time 2659. — Passed to third reading 2659. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 135. Relating to the membership, administration, powers and duties, and continuation of the Texas Historical Commission; placing certain responsibility on the State Archeologist; defining historical structures.

Author: Jones

House Sponsor: Thompson, Gary

Companion document(s): HB 352

Received from the Senate 244. — Read first time 388. — Referred to Committee on Cultural and Historical Resources 388. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1187. — Read second time 2835. — Amended 2835. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2836. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2836. — Read third time 2925. — Passed 2925. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 136. Relating to contingency reserves of mutual, level premium, legal reserve life insurance companies.

Author: Traeger

House Sponsor: Patrick

Companion document(s): HB 390

Received from the Senate 216. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 389. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 482. — Read second time 740. — Passed to third reading 740. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 740. — Read third time 760. — Passed 760. — Record vote 760. — Signed in the House 833.

SB 137. Relating to the continuation, membership, qualifications, and operations of the Texas Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, to grounds for removal of its members, and to establishment of a complaint procedure.

Author: Traeger

House Sponsor: Thompson, Gary

Companion document(s): HB 353

Received from the Senate 244. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Regions, Comacts, & Districts 389. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. — Read second time 2835. — Passed to third reading 2835. — Read third time 2924. — Passed 2925. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 138. Relating to costs imposed on criminal convictions for the purpose of funding the Compensation to Victims of Crime Fund.

Author: Doggett

House Sponsor: Criss

Companion document(s): HB 135

Received from the Senate 264. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 401. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1187. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2471. — Passed to third reading 2472. — Read third time 3054. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3054. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 139. Relating to special license plates for members of Texas Army National Guard, Texas Air National Guard, and Texas State Guard and to fees for their issuance and replacement.
A346  SENATE BILLS, HISTORY OF

Author: Blake  House Sponsor: Keller  
Received from the Senate 423. - Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 492. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 699. — Read second time 991. — Passed to third reading 991. — Rules suspended 1005. — Read third time 1005. — Record vote 1005. — Signed in the House 1136.  

SB 144. Relating to the qualifications of the commissioner of mental health and mental retardation.  
Author: Blake  House Sponsor: Polk  
Received from the Senate 642. - Read first time 688. — Referred to Committee on Human Services 688. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. — Read second time 2823. — Laid on the table 2823. — Record vote 2823.  

SB 147. Relating to the care of the State Capitol, General Land Office Building, their grounds, and their contents; to the establishment of the State Preservation Board; to the duties of the state curator.  
Author: Blake  House Sponsor: Emmett  
Received from the Senate 729. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Cultural and Historical Resources 805. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1491. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2532. — Passed to third reading 2535. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2535. — Read third time 3066. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3634.  

SB 148. Relating to a revision of the laws concerning county roads and bridges.  
Author: Blake  House Sponsor: Turner  
Received from the Senate 1232. — Read first time 1250. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 1250. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 2660. — Passed to third reading 2660. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.  

SB 149. Relating to the operation and regulation of state savings and loan associations and the savings and loan department, to the continuation of the office of the savings and loan commissioner.  
Author: Henderson  House Sponsor: Messer  
Companion document(s): HB 551  

SB 151. Relating to the continuation, operation, membership, terms, and grounds for removal of member of the State Banking Board; making certain financial statements confidential.  
Author: Glasgow  House Sponsor: Evans, Charles  
SB 154. Relating to the enforcement of laws concerning the parking of motor vehicles regularly operated by or for the transportation of certain disabled persons.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Hill, Patricia
Companion document(s): HB 698
Received from the Senate 196. — Read first time 218. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 218. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2308.

SB 155. Relating to the continuation of the Commission on Law Enforcement Officer Standards and Education, its membership, functions, powers and duties, and operations; to grounds for removal of members.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles
Received from the Senate 320. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 389. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1187. — Read second time 2836. — Amended 2837. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2837. — Read third time 2925. — Passed 2925. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3524.

SB 156. Relating to certain powers and duties of the board of regents of North Texas State University.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Horn
Received from the Senate 252. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 389. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2107. — Read second time 2660. — Passed to third reading 2660. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 160. Relating to creation of the offense of tampering with a consumer product including food or drugs.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Barton, Erwin
Received from the Senate 1621. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 1719. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2307. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3023. — Passed to third reading 3023. — Read third time 3109. — Passed 3109. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3291. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 161. Relating to public disclosure of certain information obtained by institutions of higher education.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Horn
Received from the Senate 2422. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 2578. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Read second time 3242. — Passed to third reading 3242. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 162. Relating to the transfer of a prisoner between this state and another state if the prisoner is required to testify in a criminal action.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Burnett
Received from the Senate 252. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 389. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1579. — Read second time 2130. — Passed to third reading 2130. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2131. — Rules suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 164. Relating to the compensation of the court manager of certain courts in counties with a population over 2,000,000.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Green
Received from the Senate 244. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on
SB 165. Relating to regulation of dental health service corporations. 
Author: Williams 
House Sponsor: Robnett 
Received from the Senate 351. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 401. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 888. — Read second time 1009. — Passed to third reading 1010. — Read third time 1050. — Passed 1050. — Signed in the House 1160.

SB 166. Relating to the regulation of health insurance policies and employee benefit plans which provide benefits for dental care expenses as a result of an accident or sickness. 
Author: Glasgow 
House Sponsor: Tejeda 
Received from the Senate 293. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 401. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1076. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1219. — Amended 1221. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1221. — Read third time 1256. — Passed 1256. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1452. — Signed in the House 1568.

SB 171. Relating to working hours of patrolmen in certain cities. 
Author: Doggett 
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald 
Companion document(s): HB 308 
Received from the Senate 264. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 401. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 669. — Read second time 740. — Passed to third reading 740. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 740. — Rules suspended 759. — Passed 760. — Record vote 760. — Signed in the House 833.

SB 173. Relating to an aggravated or deadly assault on a jailer or a guard. 
Author: Parker 
House Sponsor: Peveto 
Companion document(s): HB 538 
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Cultural and Historical Resources 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1269. — Read second time 1412. — Passed to third reading 1412. — Rules suspended 1438. — Read third time 1438. — Passed 1438. — Signed in the House 1552.

SB 176. Relating to preservation of the view of the State Capitol from certain points and prohibition of certain construction. 
Author: Doggett 
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald 
SB 180. Relating to the continuation, administration, membership, powers and duties, and grounds for removal of members of the Industrial Accident Board; providing funding and regulations concerning the Compensation to Victims of Crime Fund.

Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Gibson, Bruce
Companion document(s): HB 702
Received from the Senate 600. — Read first time 688. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 888. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1491. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2399. — Amended 2405. — Passed to engrossment as amended 2405. — Read third time 2465. — Amended 2466. — Passed to engrossment as amended 2466. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Senate adopted conference committee report 3302. — Conference committee report submitted 3486. — Record vote 3486. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 182. Relating to the trade of public school land; requiring reports to the legislature.

Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Craddick
Received from the Senate 216. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 389. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 482. — Read second time 608. — Passed to third reading 608. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 608. — Read third time 646. — Passed 647. — Record vote 647. — Signed in the House 675.

SB 183. Relating to certain permits and leases for public school, university, and asylum land, and other state land.

Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Hanna
Message from the Governor 168. — Received from the Senate 173. — Read first time 175. — Referred to Committee on Energy 175. — Posting rule suspended 184. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 204. — Read second time 200. — Passed to third reading 201. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 201. — Rules suspended 201. — Read third time 201. — Passed 201. — Record vote 201. — Signed in the House 213.

SB 185. Relating to the responsibility of a railway corporation for obstructing a street, railway crossing, or highway, to the duties of the arresting officer, and to a magistrate's hearing.

Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Criss
Companion document(s): HB 334
Received from the Senate 423. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 492. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 699. — Read second time 815. — Passed to third reading 815. — Read third time 825. — Passed 825. — Signed in the House 866.

SB 186. Relating to a supplemental appropriation to the Treasury Department.

Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 372
Message from the Governor 226. — Received from the Senate 536. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 612. — Reported from committee
favorably without amendments 848. — Read second time 1008. — Passed to third reading 1008. — Rules suspended 1008. — Record vote 1008. — Read third time 1008. — Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 1009. — Record vote 1009. — Signed in the House 1045.

SB 194. Relating to the times at which certain vacancies in state and district offices may be filled, appointments to fill vacancies for certain partial terms, the terms of certain state and district officers, and the time at which terms expire
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Berlanga
Received from the Senate 216. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 389. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 3256. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3322. — Passed to third reading 3335. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3335. — Read third time 3386. — Passed 3386. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 197. Relating to the continuation of the Texas Energy and Natural Resources Advisory Council.
Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles
Received from the Senate 564. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Energy 612. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1622.

SB 198. Relating to tax credits for corporations engaged in the business of manufacturing, selling, or installing solar energy devices.
Author: Santiesteban
Companion document(s): HB 346
Received from the Senate 1729. — Read first time 1828. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 1828.

SB 199. Relating to the regulation of the practice of dentistry by regulating the use of a trade name; prohibiting solicitation; regulating advertising and referral services; setting certain fees; and exempting certain persons.
Author: Santiesteban
Received from the Senate 1080. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1150.

SB 200. Relating to the sale of alcoholic mixed beverages at certain airports and professional sports stadia.
Author: Santiesteban
Received from the Senate 1395. — Read first time 1717. — Referred to Committee on Liquor Regulation 1717.

SB 203. Relating to the practice and regulation of dentistry and dental hygiene and to certain confidential records; prohibiting certain discrimination against dentists; defining offenses and providing penalties.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Madla
Received from the Senate 358. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 401. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 888. — Read second time 1159. — Amended 1159. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1159. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1159. — Read third time 1219. — Amended 1219. — Passed, as amended 1219. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1250. — Signed in the House 1332.

SB 207. Relating to money deposited in the state treasury by the Texas Board of Examiners in the Fitting and Dispensing of Hearing Aids that is subject to refund.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Barton, Erwin
Companion document(s): HB 554
Received from the Senate 572. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 805.

SB 208. Relating to rehabilitation school districts.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Lee, Don
Companion document(s): HB 664
SB 209. Relating to renaming the Arroyo Colorado Navigation District as the Port of Harlingen Authority.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Lee, Don
Companion document(s): HB 219

SB 210. Relating to suits involving Pan American University.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Moreno, Alejandro

SB 211. Relating to the fiscal management and operations of Pan American University.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Moreno, Alejandro

SB 212. Relating to the requirements for a Certificate of Medical Examination for Mental Illness and to notice and probable cause hearings in connection with orders of protective custody.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Hurst

SB 213. Relating to retaining the protective services for the elderly program in the Department of Human Resources.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Polumbo
Companion document(s): HB 344

SB 214. Relating to the creation, membership, powers, and duties of the Texas Diabetes Council and to the development of public awareness and training.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Hackney
Companion document(s): HB 448

SB 215. Relating to licenses and permits and to license fees, user fees, penalties, and other charges connected with the duties, services, and functions of the Parks and Wildlife

SB 216. Relating to the creation, membership, powers, and duties of the Texas Diabetes Council and to the development of public awareness and training.
SB 218. Relating to the effect of confinement in another penal institution on certain defendant's eligibility for parole and to certain duties of the Texas Department of Corrections and of the court and to certain powers of Pardons and Paroles.

Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles
Companion document(s): HB 676

Received from the Senate 400. - Read first time 425. - Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 425. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 725. - Read second time 1010. - Amended 740. - Passed to third reading, as amended 740. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 740. - Rules suspended 759. - Read third time 760. - Passed 760. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 760. - Senate concurred in House amendments 842. - Signed in the House 866.

SB 220. Relating to inclusion by ordinance of an area that meets certain criteria as part of a municipality if the municipality has treated the area as being within its boundaries.

Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Turner
Companion document(s): HB 757

Received from the Senate 334. - Read first time 401. - Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 401. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 669. - Read second time 740. - Amended 740. - Passed to third reading, as amended 740. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 740. - Rules suspended 759. - Read third time 760. - Passed 760. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 760. - Senate concurred in House amendments 842. - Signed in the House 866.

SB 221. Relating to the fee charged for an ad valorem tax certificate.

Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Prescott
Companion document(s): HB 85

Received from the Senate 865. - Read first time 981. - Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 981. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1492. - Read second time 1634. - Passed to third reading 1634. - Rules suspended 1684. - Read third time 1684. - Passed 1684. - Record vote 1684. - Signed in the House 1891.

SB 222. Relating to temporary registration permits for and inspection of certain motor vehicles not registered in this state.

Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Saunders
Companion document(s): HB 457

Received from the Senate 304. - Read first time 401. - Referred to Committee on Transportation 401. - Reported from committee favorably with amendments 796. - Read second time 1385. - Amended 1386. - Passed to third reading, as amended 1386. - Read third time 1444. - Passed 1444. - Record vote 1444. - Senate concurred in House amendments 1516. - Signed in the House 1706.

SB 223. Relating to creation, jurisdiction, and practice and procedures of County Court at Law of Waller County; fixing terms; providing for the appointment and election, term of office, qualifications, power and duties of the judge.

Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Kubiak
Companion document(s): HB 528

Received from the Senate 1593. - Read first time 1719. - Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1719. - Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2854. -
SB 224. Relating to the creation, jurisdiction, personnel, administration, and appeals procedures of municipal courts of record in the City of Dallas and powers and duties of the governing body of the city in connection with these courts.

Author: Leedom

House Sponsor: Wolens

Companion document(s): HB 392

Received from the Senate 252. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 389. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1554. — Read second time 2476. — Amended 2476. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2476. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2476. — Read third time 3055. — Passed 3055. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3291. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 225. Relating to the continuation and operations of the Commission on Uniform State Laws and to the qualifications, duties, and grounds for removal of its members; providing for reimbursement of expenses.

Author: Farabee

House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald

Received from the Senate 244. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 389. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1623. — Read second time 2835. — Passed to third reading 2835. — Read third time 2924. — Passed 2924. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 226. Relating to information given to, consent required of, and inspection rights parents or guardians of students recommended for attendance at or attending a school-community guidance center.

Author: Leedom

House Sponsor: Ceverha

Received from the Senate 1395. — Read first time 1717. — Referred to Committee on Public Education 1717. — Posting rule suspended 2559. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2854. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3026. — Passed to third reading 3026. — Read third time 3111. — Passed 3111. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3111. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 228. Relating to the exemptions from identification requirements for state-owned vehicles.

Author: Blake

House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald

Companion document(s): HB 453

Received from the Senate 264. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 401. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 817. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1137. — Passed to third reading 1137. — Read third time 1157. — Passed 1157. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1225. — Signed in the House 1251.

SB 230. Relating to the eligibility for unemployment compensation benefits of certain students.

Author: Brown

House Sponsor: Saunders

Received from the Senate 674. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Labor and Employment Relations 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1449. — Read second time 2544. — Passed to third reading 2544. — Read third time 3070. — Passed 3070. — Record vote 3070. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 231. Relating to the continuation, membership, operation, administration, and powers and duties of the Antiquities Committee and to certain information which a state agency must make available to State Purchasing and General Services Commission.

Author: Brown

House Sponsor: Emmett

Received from the Senate 245. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Cultural and Historical Resources 389. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1449. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2537. — Passed to third
SB 232. Relating to the regulation of utilities and to the continuation of the Public Utility Commission and to its powers and duties.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Turner

SB 234. Relating to the regulation of persons engaged in the business of planning, selling, installing, maintaining, or servicing fire protection sprinkler systems; prescribing powers and duties of the Fire Protection Advisory Council.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Hall, W. Tip
Companion document(s): HB 771
Received from the Senate 320. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 389. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1269. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1539. — Amended 1545. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1545. — Read third time 1565. — Passed 1566. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1566. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1587. — Signed in the House 1708.

SB 235. Relating to the University of Houston System and the powers and duties of its board of regents; providing for the creation of a new university and changing the names of universities within the system.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Armbrister
Received from the Senate 320. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 389. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 725. — Read second time 992. — Passed to third reading 992. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 992. — Rules suspended 1005. — Read third time 1005. — Passed 1005. — Record vote 1005. — Signed in the House 1136.

Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Bernalga
Companion document(s): HB 471
Received from the Senate 252. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Cultural and Historical Resources 389. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 616. — Read second time 832. — Passed to third reading 832. — Read third time 859. — Passed 859. — Record vote 859. — Signed in the House 872.

SB 238. Relating to the regulation of lay midwives and to a lay midwifery board appointed by the Texas Board of Health, its powers and duties; defining an offense under this Act.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Lee, Don
Companion document(s): HB 749
Received from the Senate 320. — Read first time 389. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 389. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 796. — Read second time 2516. — Passed to third reading 2516. — Nonrecord vote recorded in
SB 239. Relating to the authority of the attorney general to sue to restrain or enjoin violations of certain consumer protection laws.
Author: Panner
House Sponsor: Millsap

SB 242. Relating to the conveyance to the city of Austin of the state's right of reverter or reversion in certain real property.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald

SB 244. Relating to the mandatory use of interest earned on certain client funds held by attorneys, law firms, or professional corporations engaged in the practice of law to provide legal services to the indigent in civil matters.
Author: Washington
House Sponsor: Tejeda

SB 246. Relating to the establishment, personnel, compensation, powers and duties, and financing of a juvenile board for Milam, Robertson, and Falls counties; providing for cooperation by political subdivisions and associations.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Kubiak

SB 249. Relating to the Matagorda Island State Park and Wildlife Management Area.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Armbrister

SB 250. Relating to the management of game management areas by the Parks and Wildlife Department, to the execution of any sale or lease by the State Purchasing and General Services Commission, and to licenses for fur-bearing animals.
Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Connelly
Companion document(s): HB 663
Received from the Senate 444. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Environmental Affairs 492. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 587. — Read second time 2507. — Passed to third reading 2507. — Read third time 3060. — Passed 3060. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 251. Relating to the appointment, powers, and duties of law enforcement officers commissioned by the director of the Parks and Wildlife Department and to rewards made from the operation game thief fund.
Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Hightower
Companion document(s): HB 552
Received from the Senate 444. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 492. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 668. — Read second time 825. — Passed to third reading 825. — Read third time 856. — Passed 856. — Record vote 856. — Signed in the House 872.

SB 252. Relating to the expiration date of permits for scientific, zoological, and propagation purposes, and to reports filed by a permit holder.
Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Danburg
Companion document(s): HB 582
Received from the Senate 444. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Environmental Affairs 492. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1554.

SB 253. Relating to regulation of private process servers; giving the secretary of state certain powers and duties; prescribing fees; defining offenses and providing penalties.
Author: Washington
House Sponsor: Shaw
Companion document(s): HB 649
Received from the Senate 536. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 612. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1554. — Read second time 3079. — Amended 3079. — Motion to table 3080. — Record vote 3080. — Amendments offered 3080. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3080. — Record vote 3080. — Read third time 3422. — Amendments offered 3422. — Passed 3423. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3423. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3538. — Signed in the House 3696. — Vetoed by the Governor 6-19-83

SB 255. Relating to the authority of an insurer to designate a particular practitioner or practitioners of the healing arts in a policy of accident and sickness insurance.
Author: Vale
House Sponsor: Simpson
Companion document(s): HB 649

SB 256. Relating to the probation, license suspension, and license revocation of a child-care facility or child-placing agency.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Rudd
Companion document(s): HB 479
Received from the Senate 423. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Human Services 492. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 587. — Read second time 649. — Amended 649. — Passed to third reading, as amended 649. — Read third time 675. — Passed 676. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 676. — Senate concurred in House amendments 761. — Signed in the House 833.

SB 257. Relating to the authority of the Commissioners Court of Wichita County to create the office of public defender for that county, to the funding and operations of the office,
to the powers and duties of the public defender.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Gavin
Companion document(s): HB 1261

SB 258. Relating to the control of venereal disease.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: DeLay
Received from the Senate 423. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 492. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1187. — Read second time 2516. — Amended 2516. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2516. — Read third time 3060. — Passed 3060. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 259. Relating to the authority to fill a vacancy in the office of a joint district-county clerk.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Robinson
Companion document(s): HB 433
Received from the Senate 280. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 401. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 562. — Read second time 608. — Passed to third reading 608. — Read third time 648. — Passed 648. — Signed in the House 673.

SB 261. Relating to the perfection of a security interest in a motor vehicle.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Davis
Companion document(s): HB 519
Received from the Senate 280. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions 401. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 517. — Read second time 1383. — Amended 1383. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1383. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1383. — Read third time 1442. — Passed 1442. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1516. — Signed in the House 1602.

Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Davis
Companion document(s): HB 518
Received from the Senate 280. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions 401. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 517. — Read second time 1487. — Amended 1487. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1487. — Read third time 1534. — Passed 1534. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1587. — Signed in the House 1708.

SB 266. Relating to the housing functions of the Texas Department of Community Affairs and the powers and duties and membership of the Texas Housing Agency.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Lee, El Franco
Received from the Senate 642. — Read first time 688. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 688. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 3086.

SB 272. Relating to the Southern States Energy Compact and its implementation; to the Southern States Energy Board, its membership, powers, and duties; to the continuation of the Texas participation in the compact.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles
Received from the Senate 468. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Energy 492. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1579. — Read second time 3021. — Passed to third reading 3021. — Read third time 3108. — Passed 3109. — Signed in the House 3371.
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SB 273. Relating to the membership and administration of the Texas Mining Council and the reporting by and continuation of the office of the Interstate Mining Compact Commissioner for Texas.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles
Received from the Senate 444. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Energy 492. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1579. — Read second time 3021. — Passed to third reading 3022. — Read third time 3109. — Passed 3109. — Signed in the House 3391.

SB 274. Relating to the authority of the Texas Department of Health to provide funds by grant or contract for the purchase of services, supplies, and equipment for public health purposes.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Finnell
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1554. — Read second time 2131. — Passed to third reading 2131. — Rules suspended 2209. — Read third time 2209. — Passed 2209. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2209. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 275. Relating to the authority of certain domestic insurance companies to reinsure risks involving aircraft and defined space equipment.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Wolens
Companion document(s): HB 662
Received from the Senate 600. — Read first time 652. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 652. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 984. — Read second time 1010. — Passed to third reading 1010. — Read third time 1051. — Passed 1051. — Signed in the House 1160.

SB 277. Relating to the confidentiality of alarm systems records.
Author: Leedom
House Sponsor: Hammond
Companion document(s): HB 667
Received from the Senate 351. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 401. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 913. — Read second time 2537. — Passed to third reading 2537. — Read third time 3069. — Passed 3069. — Signed in the House 3524.

SB 278. Relating to the construction of certain pressure vessels, to the regulation of certain pressure vessel manufacturers, and to the powers and duties of a Board of Pressure Vessel Rules and the commissioner of the Dept. of Labor & Standards.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Criss
Companion document(s): HB 69
Received from the Senate 364. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Labor and Employment Relations 612. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 817. — Read second time 2958. — Laid on the table 2958. — Record vote 2958.

SB 280. Relating to an election by a retiree under the Judicial Retirement System of Texas to be a judicial officer.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Schluter
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Retirement and Aging 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1523. — Read second time 2131. — Passed to third reading 2131. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2131. — Rules suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 281. Relating to a supplemental appropriation to the Board of Pardons and Paroles for certain expenses associated with relocating to different office space to alleviate current overcrowded conditions.
Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Waldrop
Message from the Governor 226. — Received from the Senate 536. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 612. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 984. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1291. — Passed to third reading 1292. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1292. — Read third time 1293. — Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 1293. — Record vote 1343. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1564. — Signed in the House 1708.

SB 282. Making a supplemental appropriation to the General Land Office.

Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Presnal

Message from the Governor 226. — Received from the Senate 536. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 612. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 796. — Read second time 1225. — Passed to third reading 1225. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1225. — Read third time 1225. — Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 1225. — Record vote 1225. — Signed in the House 1332.

SB 283. Relating to the effect of the value of property or service stolen, damaged, or destroyed on the penalty imposed for theft, theft of service, or criminal mischief.

Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Smith, Terral

Companion document(s): HB 548

Received from the Senate 729. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1076. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1153. — Amended 1155. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1155. — Read third time 1218. — Passed 1218. — Senate refused to concur in House amendments 1564. — Conference committee requested 1564. — Senate conferees appointed 1564. — House granted request for conference committee 2012. — House conferees appointed 2013. — Conference committee report submitted 2585. — Senate adopted conference committee report 2877. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 284. Relating to the issuance of identification cards to disabled persons for use in parked vehicles.

Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Moreno, Paul

Companion document(s): HB 548

Received from the Senate 729. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1076. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1153. — Amended 1155. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1155. — Read third time 1218. — Passed 1218. — Senate refused to concur in House amendments 1564. — Conference committee requested 1564. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1564. — House granted request for conference committee 2012. — House concurred in conference committee report 2012. — Senate adopted conference committee report 2585. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 285. Relating to alcoholic beverage permit and license fees and state regulation of distillers and rectifiers of distilled spirits, wines, and other liquors and to home production of wine, ale, malt liquor, or beer.

Author: Leedom
House Sponsor: Keller

Received from the Senate 590. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Liqueur Regulation 612. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2365. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2931. — Amended 2941. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2941. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2941. — Read third time 3011. — Amended 3011. — Passed, as amended 3011. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3011. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 288. Relating to an increase and/or change in the computation of fees, imposed or authorized, charges, assessments, deposits, and penalties charged and collected in connection with the powers and duties of certain state agencies.

Author: Leedom
House Sponsor: Presnal

Received from the Senate 590. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 612. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 984. — Read second time 1351. — Amended 1352. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1353. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1353. — Read third time 1382. — Passed 1382.
SB 291. Relating to the time a claim for compensation shall be made under the Workers' Compensation Act.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Cain
Received from the Senate 1036. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 3345. — Passed to third reading, 3345. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3345. — Read third time 3390. — Passed 3390. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3390. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 292. Relating to the reduction of workers' compensation death benefits because of benefits paid for prior period of incapacity.
Author: Mauzy
Companion document(s): HB 99
Received from the Senate 1036. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 1150.

SB 294. Relating to powers and duties, staff, and operation of the Banking Department and to the continuation, authority, and powers and duties of the office of Banking Commissioner of Texas.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles

SB 295. Relating to the continuation, composition, qualifications, powers and duties, and compensation of the Finance Commission of Texas.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Schlueter

SB 302. Relating to the commitment or recommitment of certain persons determined to be incompetent to stand trial.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Peveto
Received from the Senate 423. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 492. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1041. — Read second time 1194. — Passed to third reading 1194. — Rules suspended 1215. — Read third time 1215. — Passed 1215. — Signed in the House 1296.

SB 303. Relating to suspensions of drivers' licenses based on findings of habitual violation of traffic laws.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Hanna
Received from the Senate 1395. — Read first time 1717. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 1717. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2871. — Passed to third reading 2871. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2871. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.
SB 306. Relating to accessibility of polling places to the elderly and physically handicapped; to the required standards of accessibility, and to duties of authorities responsible for the designation of polling places.

Author: Kothmann

House Sponsor: Barrientos

Companion document(s): HB 157

Received from the Senate 1395. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Elections 1718. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2635. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3337. — Amended 3338. — Amendments offered 3339. — Record vote 3339. — Amended 3340. — Amendments offered 3342. — Record vote 3342. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3343. — Record vote 3343. — Read third time 3348. — Passed 3348. — Record vote 3348. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3356. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 307. Relating to the conveyance of certain state-owned real property in Fort Bend County.

Author: Sharp

House Sponsor: DeLay

Companion document(s): HB 165

Received from the Senate 252. — Message from the Governor 264. — Read first time 264. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 264. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 301. — Read second time (committee substitute) 326. — Passed to third reading 329. — Rules suspended 329. — Record vote 329. — Read third time 330. — Passed 330. — Record vote 330. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3386. — Signed in the House 400.

SB 311. Relating to benefits under a compromise settlement agreement or provided in an agreed judgment approved by the court; providing procedures for handling a dispute and a limitation period for payment of benefits.

Author: Mauzy

House Sponsor: Cain

Received from the Senate 1036. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2307. — Read second time 2660. — Passed to third reading 2660. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 315. Relating to the continuation, operations, personnel, and the powers and duties of the Texas Department of Community Affairs and to the establishment, membership, and powers and duties of the Advisory Council on Community Affairs.

Author: Traeger

House Sponsor: Evans, Charles


SB 316. Relating to the repeal of acts governing inspection of certain milk products shipped into Texas and the manufacture and sale of filled milk.

Author: Parmor

House Sponsor: Wieting

Companion document(s): HB 898

Received from the Senate 865. — Read first time 981. — Referred to Committee on Agriculture & Livestock 981. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. — Read second time 1201. — Passed to third reading 1201. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1201. — Rules suspended 1215. — Read third time 1215. — Passed 1215. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1215. — Signed in the House 1296.
SB 317. Relating to solid waste management.
Author: Parmer
House Sponsor: Madia
Received from the Senate 2015. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2304. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2871. — Passed to third reading 2871. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 318. Relating to the correction of errors and to certain definitions in the Business & Commerce Code, to the filing of certain financial statements, and to certain final settlements.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Messer
Companion document(s): HB 510
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 805. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2307. — Read second time 2660. — Amended 2660. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2660. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2660. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2721. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 319. Relating to the regulation of nepotism in government.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Millsap
Companion document(s): HB 832
Received from the Senate 918. — Read first time 1074. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1074. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1143. — Read second time 1155. — Amended 1155. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1155. — Amendments offered 1156. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1156. — Record vote 1156. — Read third time 1218. — Passed 1218. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1218. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1708. — Signed in the House 1891. — Vetoes by the Governor 5-21-83

SB 320. Relating to penalties and interest on delinquent county hotel occupancy taxes and to reporting and remittance requirements by hotel owners or operators.
Author: Henderson
House Sponsor: Colbert
Companion document(s): HB 693
Received from the Senate 351. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 401. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 668. — Read second time 1385. — Passed to third reading 1385. — Read third time 1443. — Amended 1444. — Passed, as amended 1444. — Record vote 1444. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1516. — Signed in the House 1568.

SB 323. Relating to consent as a defense to assaultive conduct.
Author: Lyon
House Sponsor: Hammond
Companion document(s): HB 601
Received from the Senate 334. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 401.

SB 324. Creating offenses involving the unauthorized use of the insignia and name of certain state law enforcement agencies.
Author: Howard
Companion document(s): HB 307
Received from the Senate 2590. — Read first time 2766. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 2766.

SB 325. Relating to allocation of certain cigarette tax revenue to and the use of the local parks, recreation, and open space fund and to gifts and donations of private funds to the Sesquicentennial Museum Board; making an appropriation.
Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Turner
Companion document(s): HB 6
Received from the Senate 1574. — Read first time 1619. — Referred to Committee on
SB 326. Relating to false information given and certain guardianships created that affect a 
student's eligibility for enrollment in a school or school district.
Author: Leedom
House Sponsor: Heflin
Companion document(s): HB 734
Received from the Senate 1181. — Read first time 1250. — Referred to Committee on 
Public Education 1250. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 
1373. — Read second time 1378. — Passed to third reading 1379. — Read third time 
1442. — Passed 1442. — Signed in the House 1552.

SB 329. Relating to the membership, grounds for removal of members, functions, powers 
and duties, and continuation of the Texas Committee on Purchases of Products and 
Services of Blind and Severely Disabled Persons.
Author: Edwards
House Sponsor: Arnold
Received from the Senate 468. — Read first time 492. — Referred to Committee on 
Human Services 492. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. 
— Read second time 2836. — Passed to third reading 2838. — Nonrecord vote recorded 

SB 330. Relating to the limit on the amount of insurance coverage for a debtor under group 
life insurance.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Lee, Don
Received from the Senate 304. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on 
Insurance 401. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 915. 
— Read second time 2942. — Passed to third reading 2942. — Read third time 3012. — 
Passed 3012. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 331. Relating to exemption from licensing of certain persons, banks, savings and loan 
associations, and credit unions under laws regulating the financing of insurance 
premiums.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Lee, Don
Received from the Senate 334. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on 
Insurance 401. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2108. — 
Withdrawn from calendar 2660.

SB 332. Relating to exclusion of certain credit insurance from the Texas Property and 
Casualty Insurance Guaranty Act.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Shea
Received from the Senate 358. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on 
Insurance 401. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 984. 
— Read second time 1194. — Passed to third reading 1194. — Nonrecord vote recorded in 
Record vote 1217. — Signed in the House 1296.

SB 333. Relating to the status of certain decisions, regulations, orders, rules, acts, and 
administrative rules of the State Board of Insurance on the filing of certain petitions in 
a specified district court.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Oliver
Received from the Senate 334. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on 
Insurance 401. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1041. 
— Read second time 1194. — Passed to third reading 1194. — Nonrecord vote recorded in 
Record vote 1217. — Signed in the House 1296.
SB 334. Relating to the definition of contractual obligations as it applies under laws governing the Life, Accident, Health and Hospital Service Insurance Guaranty Association.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Gavin
Companion document(s): HB 615
Received from the Senate 351. — Read first time 401. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 401. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 482. — Laid on the table subject to call 2527.

SB 335. Relating to criminal complaints for parking offenses.
Author: Parmer
House Sponsor: Hall, Lanny
Received from the Senate 423. — Read first time 493. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 493. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1491. — Read second time 2131. — Passed to third reading 2131. — Rules suspended 2209. — Read third time 2209. — Passed 2209. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 336. Relating to the students served, the taxes allocated and levied, and the educational and training programs conducted by a rehabilitation school district, and to powers of the board of directors of a rehabilitation district.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Hinojosa
Companion document(s): HB 731
Received from the Senate 1213. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Public Education 1336. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2308. — Read second time 2660. — Amended 2660. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2660. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 339. Relating to the powers of navigation districts.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Berlanga
Companion document(s): HB 196
Received from the Senate 400. — Read first time 426. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 426. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 587. — Read second time 1345. — Passed to third reading 1345. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1345. — Read third time 1380. — Passed 1380. — Record vote 1380. — Signed in the House 1454.

SB 341. Directing and authorizing the Board of Regents, Texas State University System, to replace and repair fire-damaged structures and sites at Sam Houston State University and appropriating funds for such projects.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Hightower
Message from the Governor 422. — Received from the Senate 642. — Read first time 688. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 688. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 914. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1488. — Amended 1488. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1488. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1488. — Read third time 1535. — Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 1535. — Record vote 1535. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1708. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 342. Relating to motor fuel marketing franchises and to the prohibition of certain practices relating to those franchises; providing for equitable relief and monetary awards.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Berlanga
Received from the Senate 1608. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 1718. — Posting rule suspended 2306. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2946. — Read second time 2946. — Amendments offered 2946. — Record vote 2946. — Passed to third reading 2949. — Read third time 3014. — Amendments offered 3014. — Record vote 3014. — Passed 3015. — Record vote 3015. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 343. Relating to the period of limitation applicable to a prosecution for certain offenses involving sexual conduct.
SB 345. Relating to an appropriation to Texas Tech University for snowstorm damage to the Livestock Pavilion.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Robnett
Companion document(s): HB 633
Message from the Governor 321. - Received from the Senate 432. - Read first time 493. - Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 401. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 542. - Read second time 542. - Passed to third reading 542. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 542. - Read third time 569. - Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 570. - Record vote 570. - Signed in the House 601.

SB 346. Relating to peace officers commissioned by water control and improvement districts.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Saunders
Received from the Senate 334. - Read first time 401. - Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 401. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 725. - Read second time 1158. - Amended 1158. -Passed to third reading, as amended 1158. - Read third time 1218. - Passed 1219. - Senate concurred in House amendments 1286. - Signed in the House 1398.

SB 347. Relating to the creation, jurisdiction, court terms, judges and other personnel, and administration of the County Criminal Courts at Law Nos. 11 and 12 of Harris County, Texas.
Author: Whitmire
House Sponsor: Green
Received from the Senate 320. - Read first time 389. - Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 389. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 817. - Read second time 992. - Passed to third reading 992. - Rules suspended 1005. - Read third time 1005. - Passed 1005. - Record vote 1005. - Signed in the House 1136.

SB 350. Relating to payment of benefits in certain currencies under certain insurance coverage and to the authority of the State Board of Insurance.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Green
Received from the Senate 352. - Read first time 401. - Referred to Committee on Insurance 401. - Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2365. - Read second time (committee substitute) 2661. - Passed to third reading 2661. - Rules suspended 2721. - Read third time 2721. - Passed 2721. - Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. - Signed in the House 3085.

SB 351. Relating to payment of premium requirements of certain group life insurance policies.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Gavin
Received from the Senate 400. - Read first time 426. - Referred to Committee on Insurance 426. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 699. - Read second time 825. - Passed to third reading 825. - Read third time 856. - Passed 856. - Record vote 856. - Signed in the House 872.

SB 352. Relating to title searches for and applicability of certain insurance laws to title insurance, and the licensing and regulation of title insurance agents, title insurance companies, and title attorneys.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Received from the Senate 400. - Read first time 426. - Referred to Committee on Insurance 426. - Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2307. - Read second time (committee substitute) 2507. - Laid on the table subject to call 2515.
SB 353. Relating to the regulation of certain activities concerning fire extinguishers, fixed 
fire extinguisher systems, and fire detection and fire alarm devices and systems. 
Author: Glasgow 
House Sponsor: Patrick 
Received from the Senate 400. — Read first time 426. — Referred to Committee on 
Insurance 426. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1622. — 
Read second time 2131. — Passed to third reading 2131. — Nonrecord vote recorded in 
Journal 2131. — Rules suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — 
Record vote 2211. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 354. Prohibiting a person with a firearm, or explosive weapon, or illegal knife going on 
premises of certain places. 
Author: Whitmire 
House Sponsor: Hilbert 
Received from the Senate 564. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on 
Criminal Jurisprudence 612. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 
1187. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1386. — Passed to third reading 1387. 
— Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1387. — Read third time 1446. — Passed 1446. 
— Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1446. — Senate refused to concur in House 
amendments 1587. — Senate granted request for conference committee 1587. — Senate 
conferees appointed 1587. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2797. — Signed 
in the House 2910.

SB 355. Relating to the board of trustees of independent school districts located on military 
reservations. 
Author: Kothmann 
House Sponsor: Sutton 
Received from the Senate 564. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on 
Public Education 612. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 
1187. — Read second time 1913. — Passed to third reading 1913. — Read third time 
1924. — Passed 1924. — Record vote 1924. — Signed in the House 2310.

SB 357. Relating to annexation of county territory by certain junior college districts and to 
duties of the governing boards of such districts. 
Author: Sarpalius 
House Sponsor: Buchanan 
Companion document(s): HB 620 
Received from the Senate 729. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on 
Higher Education 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 
1187. — Read second time 1412. — Passed to third reading 1412. — Rules suspended 
1439. — Read third time 1439. — Passed 1439. — Record vote 1439. — Signed in the 
House 1552.

SB 358. Relating to the issuance of certificates of indebtedness by general-law cities and 
towns to fund certain court judgments, decrees, or settlements. 
Author: Sarpalius 
House Sponsor: Buchanan 
Companion document(s): HB 432 
Received from the Senate 892. — Read first time 981. — Referred to Committee on 
Urban Affairs 981. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1188. 
— Read second time 1217. — Passed to third reading 1217. — Nonrecord vote recorded in 
Journal 1217. — Read third time 1255. — Passed 1255. — Record vote 1255. — Signed in the 
House 1332.

SB 360. Relating to the Texas Energy and Natural Resources Advisory Council serving as 
an energy resource center for school districts. 
Author: Caperton 
House Sponsor: Oliver 
Received from the Senate 802. — Read first time 981. — Referred to Committee on 
Energy 981. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2307. — Read second 
time (committee substitute) 3335. — Passed to third reading 3335. — Nonrecord vote 
recorded in Journal 3335. — Read third time 3387. — Passed 3387. — Nonrecord vote 
recorded in Journal 3387. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3563. — Signed in 
the House 3696.

SB 361. Relating to a report by the comptroller on the loss of certain state revenue because 
of tax exemptions, discounts, exclusions, and special rates and special methods of
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Messer
Companion document(s): HB 661
Received from the Senate 1376. — Read first time 1403. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1403. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1554. — Read second time 1567. — Amendments offered 1568. — Record vote 1568. — Record vote 1569. — Resumed consideration 1685. — Point of order sustained 1686. — Amendments offered 1686. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1686. — Amendments offered 1686. — Record vote 1686. — Point of order overruled 1688. — Amendments offered 1688. — Record vote 1688. — Passed to third reading 1690. — Record vote 1690. — Read third time 1723. — Motion to postpone 1723. — Record vote 1723. — Passed 1724. — Record vote 1724. — Signed in the House 1982. — Vetoed by the Governor 5-25-83

SB 368. Relating to the continuation, administration, membership, and grounds for removal of members of the Council for Social Work Certification, and to powers and duties of the Texas Department of Human Resources.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Polk
Companion document(s): HB 1179
Received from the Senate 504. — Read first time 561. — Referred to Committee on Human Services 561. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 888. — Withdrawn from calendar 1194. — Read second time 1355. — Amended 1355. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1356. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1356. — Read third time 1382. — Passed 1383. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1383. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1452. — Signed in the House 1568.

Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Emmett
Companion document(s): HB 393
Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Withdrawn from calendar 2871. — Read second time 3242. — Amended 3242. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3242. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3374. — Signed in the House 3634. — Vetoed by the Governor 6-19-83

SB 370. Relating to reports concerning veterans who may have been exposed to certain chemical defoliants or herbicides or other causative agents, to assistance to those veterans, and to the Agent Orange Advisory Committee.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Shaw
Received from the Senate 820. — Read first time 981. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 981. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1373. — Read second time 3336. — Passed to third reading 3336. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3336. — Read third time 3387. — Passed 3387. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3387. — Signed in the House 3606.

Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Polk
Companion document(s): HB 422
Received from the Senate 729. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Human Services 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1372.

SB 373. Relating to supplemental appropriations to the senate and State Purchasing and General Services Commission required by fire damage and other costs related to the fire to the Capitol and to compliance with local ordinance requirements.
Author: Blake
A368  SENATE BILLS, HISTORY OF

House Sponsor: Presnal
Message from the Governor 227. - Received from the Senate 264. - Read first time 289. - Referred to Committee on Appropriations 289. - Reported from committee favorably with amendments 355. - Read second time 363. - Amended 364. - Amendments offered 365. - Record vote 365. - Passed to third reading, as amended 365. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 365. - Read third time 377. - Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 377. - Record vote 377. - Signed in the House 385. - Senate concurred in House amendments 388.

SB 374. Relating to the authority of certain counties and cities to jointly establish an auditorium and to the financing, equipping, maintenance, and operation of the auditorium.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Carriker
Companion document(s): HB 563
Received from the Senate 423. - Read first time 493. - Referred to Committee on County Affairs 493. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 562. - Read second time 741. - Passed to third reading 741. - Rules suspended 759. - Passed 760. - Signed in the House 833.

SB 375. Relating to certain exceptions to the confidentiality of certain medical and other mental health records regarding a patient.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Messer
Received from the Senate 1592. - Read first time 1719. - Referred to Committee on Public Health 1719. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2457. - Read second time 2759. - Amended 2760. - Passed to third reading, as amended 2760. - Read third time 2810. - Passed 2810. - Postponed 2924. - Postponed 3004. - Amended 3102. - Passed, as amended 3103. - Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. - Signed in the House 3634.

SB 376. Providing that municipalities participating in Texas Municipal Retirement System may allow to eligible members updated service credits calculated to include unforfeited credited service from other participating municipalities.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Thompson, Gary
Received from the Senate 400. - Read first time 426. - Referred to Committee on Retirement and Aging 426. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 984. - Read second time 2760. - Passed to third reading 2761. - Read third time 2810. - Passed 2811. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2811. - Signed in the House 2910.

SB 377. Relating to the personnel and administrative staff of the Texas Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation and to the designation of facilities operated by the Texas Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Oliver
Received from the Senate 802. - Read first time 982. - Referred to Committee on Public Health 982. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2003. - Read second time 2661. - Passed to third reading 2661. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2661. - Postponed 2720. - Read third time 2757. - Amended 2757. - Passed, as amended 2757. - Record vote 2757. - Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. - Signed in the House 3085.

SB 378. Relating to municipal, regional, or local solid waste and hazardous waste management and resource recovery, to the creation of certain funds, and the creation, membership, operation, and powers and duties of an advisory council.
Author: Traeger
Companion document(s): HB 694
Received from the Senate 1749. - Read first time 1828. - Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 1828.

SB 379. Relating to the construction and financing of certain facilities as part of parking stations in certain counties.
Author: Henderson
House Sponsor: Toomey
SB 380. Relating to the selection of grand jurors.
Author: Vale
House Sponsor: Hernandez
Received from the Senate 546. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 612. — Posting rule suspended 2909. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 3086. — Read second time 3242. — Passed to third reading 3242. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275.
— Record vote 3275. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 381. Relating to the licensing and regulation of home health agencies and to the exemption of licensing requirements of certain health care professionals.
Author: Vale
House Sponsor: Armbrister
Received from the Senate 1408. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1718. — Correction in referral 1915. — Referred to Committee on Retirement and Aging 1915. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2769. — Read second time 2871. — Amended 2871. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2871. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3524.

SB 382. Relating to the number of ballots furnished for each polling place.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Hudson, Sam
Received from the Senate 1621. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Elections 1719. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2635. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3081. — Passed to third reading 3082. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3082. — Read third time 3424. — Amended 3425. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3425. — Passed, as amended 3425. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3425. — Motion to reconsider lost 3427. — Record vote 3427.
— Senate adopted conference committee report 3625. — Signed in the House 3696. — Vetoed by the Governor 6-19-83.

Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Haley
 Companion document(s): HB 1994
Received from the Senate 1621. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Public Education 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 2536. — Passed to third reading 2537. — Read third time 3067. — Passed 3067. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 384. Relating to the guarantee of certain school district bonds; prescribing certain powers and duties of the State Board of Education, the commissioner of education, and the State Auditor; providing for enforcement proceedings.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Haley
 Companion document(s): HB 715
Received from the Senate 1250. — Read first time 1268. — Referred to Committee on Public Education 1268. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1373. — Read second time 1378. — Passed to third reading 1378. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1378. — Read third time 1442. — Passed 1442. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1442. — Signed in the House 1552. — Signed in the House 2310.

SB 385. Relating to prehospital and emergency medical services.
Author: Doggett
| Bill Number | Title                                                                 | Author     | House Sponsor | Companion document(s) | Received Date | Read First Time | Referred To Committee | Report | Read Second Time | Amended | Nonrecord Vote Recorded in Journal | Read Third Time | Rule Suspend | Passed | Nonrecord Vote Recorded in Journal | Signed | Senate Refused to Concur | Conference Committee Requested | Senate Conferees Appointed | House Granted Request for Conference Committee | Rules Suspend | Senate Adopted Conference Committee Report | House Conferees Appointed | Read Third Time | Passed | Nonrecord Vote Recorded in Journal | Senate Concurred in House Amendments | Signed in the House |
|-------------|-----------------------------------------------------------------------|------------|---------------|-----------------------|---------------|----------------|----------------------|--------|----------------|---------|----------------------------------|----------------|--------------|--------|----------------------------------|---------|-----------------------------|----------------------|-----------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------|------------------------|----------------|----------------------------------|-----------------------------|----------------------|
| SB 387      | Relating to the chief executive officer of and the presidents of North Texas State University and of the Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine. | McFarland  | Horn          | HB 700                | 504           | 561            | Committee on Higher Education | 561    | 2131            | Amended | 2209                            | 2387            | 2209          | Passed | 2209                            | 2387            | Senate Refused to Concur | 2387                  | 2387            | 2387                  | 2387                          | 2387            | Senate Concurred in House Amendments | 2387                | 2387                          |
| SB 389      | Relating to the classification and promotion policies for members of police departments in certain cities; prohibiting crossover promotions from certain classes to other classes. | Whitmire   | Green         | HB 558                | 820           | 982            | Committee on Law Enforcement | 982    | 2526            | Passed   | 3063                            | 3063            | 3063          | Passed | 3063                            | 3063            | Senate Concurred in House Amendments | 3063                | 3063                          |
| SB 391      | Relating to public school finance.                                    | Jones      | Haley         | HB 716                | 1045          | 1150           | Committee on Public Education | 1150   | 1634            | Passed   | 1634                            | 1634            | 1634          | Passed | 1634                            | 1634            | Senate Refused to Concur | 1634                  | 1634                          |
| SB 392      | Relating to an exemption of certain property from charges for fees for services and support and maintenance of residents of residential care facilities operated by the Texas Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation. | Leedom     | Wright        | HB 546                | 546           | 612            | Committee on Health 612 | 612    | 1634            | Rules suspended 1682 | 1682                          | 1682            | 1682          | Passed | 1682                            | 1682            | Senate Concurred in House Amendments | 1682                | 1682                          |
| SB 393      | Relating to representation of the state in filing claims in court for support, maintenance, and treatment of patients in certain state hospitals or residential care facilities and procedure therefor. | Leedom     | Wright        | HB 546                | 546           | 612            | Committee on Public Health 612 | 612    | 1634            | Rules suspended 1682 | 1682                          | 1682            | 1682          | Passed | 1682                            | 1682            | Senate Concurred in House Amendments | 1682                | 1682                          |
SB 394. Relating to the establishment and allocation of charges for support of patients of state mental hospitals and residential care facilities operated by the Department of MHMR and the utilization of court-ordered child support payments.
Author: Leedom
House Sponsor: Wright
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. — Read second time 1634. — Passed to third reading 1634. — Rules suspended 1682. — Read third time 1682. — Passed 1682. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 395. Relating to an exemption of certain county purchases from competitive bidding requirements.
Author: Leedom
House Sponsor: Hammond
Companion document(s): HB 668
Received from the Senate 412. — Read first time 493. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 493. — Posting rule suspended 1620. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2871. — Passed to third reading 2871. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2871. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 396. Relating to the establishment of the Board of Pardons and Paroles as a statutory agency and to the membership, terms, and power of the board to determine, continue, modify, or revoke paroles and releases to mandatory supervision.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Rudd
Received from the Senate 400. — Read first time 426. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 426. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1076. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1222. — Amended 1224. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1225. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1225. — Read third time 1257. — Passed 1257. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1257. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2464. — Signed in the House 2584.

SB 397. Relating to the regulation of monopolies, contracts, combinations, and conspiracies in restraint of trade or commerce.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Messer
Received from the Senate 2567. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 2578. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2854. — Read second time 2928. — Amended 2928. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2929. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2929. — Read third time 3010. — Amended 3010. — Passed, as amended 3010. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3010. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3524.

SB 400. Relating to applications and orders for installation of pen registers; to confidentiality of the contents of applications and orders; to unlawful use of pen registers and forfeiture as a consequence of unlawful use.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Peveto
Received from the Senate 642. — Read first time 688. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 688. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1622.

SB 405. Relating to the continuation, operation, personnel, powers, and duties of the Office of Consumer Credit Commissioner and to its regulatory responsibility concerning pawnshops, to credit card transactions and merchant discounts.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Coody
Companion document(s): HB 1850
Received from the Senate 1250. — Read first time 1268. — Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions 1268. — Posting rule suspended 1370. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1554. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1803. — Amended 1820. — Amendments offered 1820. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1820. — Amended 1820. — Amendments offered 1821. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1821. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1821. — Nonrecord
vote recorded in Journal 1821. — Read third time 1911. — Amended 1912. — Passed, as amended 1912. — Record vote 1912. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1927. — Signed in the House 2464.

SB 407. Relating to the retention of certain sheltered workshop operating funds by the Texas Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation in trust for the benefit of the participants in such workshops.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Lee, Don
Received from the Senate 547. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 612. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2003. — Read second time 2661. — Passed to third reading 2661. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 408. Relating to the creation and administration of the Veterans' Housing Assistance Program, to the veterans' housing assistance fund, and to the powers and duties of the Veterans' Land Board.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Tejeda
Companion document(s): HB 641

SB 409. Relating to the provision of physical facilities for Lamar University at Port Arthur and Lamar University at Orange.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Collazo
Companion document(s): HB 1318
Received from the Senate 802. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2872. — Passed to third reading 2872. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2872. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 410. Relating to student centers and fees for student centers at Lamar University at Orange and Lamar University at Port Arthur.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Price
Received from the Senate 1080. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2834. — Read second time 2872. — Passed to third reading 2872. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 417. Relating to the registration and registration fees of alarm systems installers and certain private security officers and consultants and to certain duties of the Board of Private Investigators and Private Security Agencies.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Tejeda
Companion document(s): HB 1033
Received from the Senate 729. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 805. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1824. — Read second time 2526. — Amended 2526. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2527. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2527. — Read third time 3063. — Passed 3063. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3063. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3374. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 420. Relating to state regulation of corporations; requiring filing of certain notices and statements with the Secretary of State and placing certain duties on the Secretary of State; increasing certain fees.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Jackson
Received from the Senate 564. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on
SB 421. Relating to the powers and duties of juvenile boards and the establishment of a juvenile board in counties where none exist or jointly by two or more counties.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 568
Received from the Senate 547. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 612. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 817. — Read second time 992. — Passed to third reading, as amended 992. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 992. — Rules suspended 1005. — Read third time 1005. — Passed 1005. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1355. — Signed in the House 1708.

SB 422. Relating to changing the name of the Texas Youth Council to the Texas Youth Commission.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 568
Received from the Senate 547. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 612. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 817. — Read second time 992. — Passed to third reading, as amended 992. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 992. — Rules suspended 1005. — Read third time 1005. — Passed 1005. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1355. — Signed in the House 1708.

SB 427. Relating to the continuation, operations, membership, grounds of removal of members, and powers and duties of the Texas State Library and Archives Commission.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Bomer
Companion document(s): HB 822
Received from the Senate 918. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1355. — Withdrawn from calendar 2131. — Read second time 2662. — Amended 2662. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2662. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2662. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 428. Relating to the rights, powers and duties of the board of the Texas State University System; providing for disposition and use of funds.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Delco
Companion document(s): HB 822
Received from the Senate 918. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1355. — Withdrawn from calendar 2131. — Read second time 2662. — Amended 2662. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2662. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2662. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 429. Relating to bank deposit agreements, to notice, and to subpoenas and examination, production, and disclosure of bank records.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles
Companion document(s): HB 568
Received from the Senate 918. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions 2311. — Posting rule suspended 2455. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2769. — Read second time 2847. — Amended 2847. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2847. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2847. — Read third time 2927. — Passed 2927. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2927. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 432. Relating to the regulation of health maintenance organizations.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Moreno, Alejandro
Companion document(s): HB 1387
Received from the Senate 400. — Read first time 426. — Referred to Committee on
SB 433. Relating to participation by a taxing unit that is located in more than one county in a single appraisal district and to provisions allowing withdrawal and participation in another single appraisal district.

Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Saunders
Companion document(s): HB 621

SB 434. Relating to undivided mineral interests owned by nonresidents or unknown persons.

Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Hanna
Companion document(s): HB 1159

SB 435. Revising the Texas Mental Health Code.

Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: DeLay
Companion document(s): HB 1049

SB 436. Relating to regulation of landscape architects and to enforcement powers of the Texas Board of Architectural Examiners.

Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Harrison, W. O. Jr.

SB 438. Relating to the authority of a state bank to invest in another bank or a bank holding company.

Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Coody
Companion document(s): HB 929

SB 439. Relating to the adoption of the Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Act, to jurisdiction, to notice and joinder requirements, and to general powers and duties of courts in suits affecting the parent-child relationship or custody.

Author: Maazy
House Sponsor: Bush
Companion document(s): HB 547
SB 440. Relating to regulation and licensing of pari-mutuel wagering on horse racing.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Berlanga
Companion document(s): HB 440

SB 442. Relating to a supplemental appropriation to the Texas State Board of Public Accountancy.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Jackson

SB 444. Relating to fees for compulsory inspection of certain vehicles and to the raising of funds for the law enforcement and custodial officer supplemental retirement fund.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Martinez, Walter

SB 445. Making a supplemental appropriation to the attorney general's office for general operating purposes and to a transfer of funds from a certain state highway fund to the attorney general's office for legal work relating to highways.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Cain

SB 446. Relating to inspection, insurance, and safety regulations for certain amusement rides; giving the State Board of Insurance certain powers and duties; providing for fees; prescribing operation requirements; providing enforcement procedures.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Ceverha

SB 447. Relating to providing for retroactive payment of benefits for certain individuals in educational institutions under certain circumstances.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Criss
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Criss
Received from the Senate 892. - Read first time 982. - Referred to Committee on Labor and Employment Relations 982. - Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1269. - Read second time (committee substitute) 2818. - Passed to third reading 2823. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2823. - Read third time 2923. - Senate refused to concur in House amendments 3123. - Conference committee requested 3123. - Senate conferees appointed 3123. - House granted request for conference committee 3365. - House conferees appointed 3365. - Conference committee report submitted 3516. - House adopted conference committee report 3558. - Signed in the House 3696.

SB 451. Relating to state benefits for survivors of certain persons who are killed in the performance of their duties for the state or a political subdivision.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Shaw
Received from the Senate 412. - Read first time 493. - Referred to Committee on State Affairs 493. - Read second time 2365.

SB 452. Relating to the election and terms of office of directors of the Cibolo Creek Municipal Authority, in parts of Bexar, Comal, and Guadalupe counties.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Kuempel
Received from the Senate 400. - Read first time 426. - Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 426. - Read second time 730. - Passed to third reading 730. - Rules suspended 759. - Read third time 760. - Passed 760. - Record vote 760. - Signed in the House 833.

SB 453. Relating to regulation of certain reinsurance by the State Board of Insurance.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Gavin
Companion document(s): HB 951
Received from the Senate 423. - Read first time 493. - Referred to Committee on Insurance 493. - Read second time 1291. - Passed to third reading 1291. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1291. - Read third time 1342. - Passed 1342. - Signed in the House 1454.

SB 454. Relating to the powers and duties of the Fort Bend County Drainage District, to certain elections, to certain duties of the commissioners court, to notice, hearing, and application procedures, and to injunctive relief.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: DeLay
Received from the Senate 423. - Read first time 493. - Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 493. - Read second time 1345. - Amended 1345. - Passed to third reading, as amended 1351. - Read third time 1381. - Passed 1381. - Senate concurred in House amendments 1452. - Signed in the House 1568. - Vetoed by the Governor 5-16-83

SB 456. Making an appropriation to the Texas Department of Corrections to pay utility costs incurred at its facilities.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Hightower
Received from the Senate 2112. - Read first time 2311. - Referred to Committee on Appropriations 2311. - Posting rule suspended 2455. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. - Read second time 3308. - Passed to third reading 3308. - Read third time 3382. - Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 3382. - Veto reconsidered 3382. - Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 3383. - Record vote 3382. - Signed in the House 3634.
SB 458. Relating to physical examinations of children in cases of reported child abuse.
Author: Lyon
House Sponsor: Willis
Companion document(s): HB 407
Received from the Senate 820 — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1579.

SB 460. Relating to temporary licensing requirements for certain life insurance agents.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Gavin
Companion document(s): HB 732
Received from the Senate 468. — Read first time 493. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 493. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 699. — Read second time 1548. — Amendments offered 1549. — Passed to third reading 1549. — Read third time 1566. — Passed 1567. — Record vote 1567. — Signed in the House 1708.

SB 461. Relating to deannexation of territory within certain junior college districts situated within certain counties, to the establishment of a new junior college district, to petitions and elections, to powers of the board of the district.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Luna
Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2872. — Passed to third reading 2872. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2872. — Rules suspended 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 465. Relating to qualifications of notaries public and to their fees and seals.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Martinez, Roman
Companion document(s): HB 1362
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 982. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1623.

SB 466. Relating to an appropriation to the Texas Board of Architectural Examiners to pay the increased costs of purchasing examinations.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Presnal
Message from the Governor 321. — Received from the Senate 432. — Read first time 493. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 493. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 796. — Read second time 1489. — Passed to third reading 1489. — Read third time 1537. — Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 1537. — Record vote 1537. — Signed in the House 1602.

SB 467. Relating to an appropriation to the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation to pay utility costs incurred at its facilities.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Madla
Message from the Governor 321. — Received from the Senate 432. — Read first time 493. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 493. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 796. — Read second time 1224. — Passed to third reading 1225. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1225. — Read third time 1258. — Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 1258. — Record vote 1258. — Signed in the House 1332.

SB 468. Relating to the establishment, objectives, duties, and ownership interests of the Institute for Ventures in New Technology as a part of the Texas Engineering Experiment Station, under the control of the board of regents of Texas A&M.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Presnal
Received from the Senate 1621. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 3021. — Passed to third reading 3021. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3021. — Read third time 3108. — Passed 3108. — Record vote 3108. — Signed in the House 3371.
SB 469. Making supplemental appropriations for the expenses of the Judiciary.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Presnal
Message from the Governor 422. — Received from the Senate 590. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 612. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. — Read second time 1489. — Passed to third reading 1489. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1489. — Read third time 1536. — Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 1537. — Record vote 1536. — Signed in the House 1502.

SB 470. Relating to tort liability of certain units of government.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Smith, Terral
Companion document(s): HB 835
Received from the Senate 918. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2854. — Read second time 3356. — Passed to third reading 3356. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3356. — Read third time 3393. — Passed 3393. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3393. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 471. Amending the Hospital Authority Act to provide an alternate method of selecting members of the Board of Directors of certain hospital authorities; permitting a reduction of the number of directors and regulation of successive terms.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Smith, Carlyle
Companion document(s): HB 764
Received from the Senate 1395. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 1718. — Posting rule suspended 1822. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2107. — Read second time 2118. — Amended 2118. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2119. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2118. — Rules suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2387. — Signed in the House 2464.

SB 472. Relating to a temporary license or permit to sell beer or beer and wine for on-premises consumption.
Author: Mauzy
Received from the Senate 2422. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on Liquor Regulation 2578. — Posting rule suspended 2853.

SB 474. Relating to office space, equipment and supplies, and courtrooms for justices of the peace.
Author: Leedom
House Sponsor: Thompson, Gary
Received from the Senate 918. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 1150. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2365.

SB 477. Relating to the regulation of marriage and family counselors and to the use of certain fees.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Criss
Companion document(s): HB 866
Received from the Senate 1749. — Read first time 1828. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1828. — Correction in referral 2454. — Referred to Committee on Human Services 2454. — Posting rule suspended 2767. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 3086.

SB 480. Relating to apportionment of the state into congressional districts and to terms of office of members of the State Board of Education.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Uher
Received from the Senate 1494. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Regions, Compacts, & Districts 1718. — Failure to suspend the rules 1848. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2561. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3117. — Amendments offered 3124. — Record vote 3124. — Passed to third reading 3144. — Record vote 3144. — Read third time 3308. — Passed 3308. — Record vote 3308. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3463. — Signed in the House 3634.
SB 482. Relating to the definition of the term “bet” for purposes of the Penal Code prohibitions against gambling.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Messer

SB 483. Relating to the application of the Health Facilities Development Act to nursing homes organized for profit.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: DeLay
Companion document(s): HB 868
Received from the Senate 1574. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Retirement and Aging 1718. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2844. — Passed to third reading 2844. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2844. — Read third time 2927. — Passed 2927. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2927. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 486. Relating to the creation, board of directors, administration, powers, duties, operation, expansion, and financing of the Wheeler County Water Supply District.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Buchanan
Received from the Senate 547. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 612. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 796. — Read second time 989. — Passed to third reading 989. — Rules suspended 1004. — Read third time 1004. — Passed 1004. — Record vote 1004. — Signed in the House 1136.

SB 487. Relating to the exemption of certain property from the satisfaction of liabilities.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Simpson
Received from the Senate 1213. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 1336. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2107.

SB 488. Relating to the regulation of banking and to the Banking Department Expense Fund.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles

SB 499. Relating to the election and terms of directors of the Lavaca Hospital District.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Robinson
Received from the Senate 468. — Read first time 493. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 493. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1143. — Read second time 1411. — Passed to third reading 1411. — Rules suspended 1437. — Read third time 1437. — Passed 1437. — Signed in the House 1552.

SB 500. Relating to the administration, collection, and enforcement of the state inheritance tax and to the due dates for filing certain returns and payment of taxes and to liability of certain persons.
Author: Harris
SB 501. Making an appropriation to the Texas Optometry Board to pay the per diem and travel expenses of board members and staff.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Madla
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1372. — Read second time 1635. — Passed to third reading 1635. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1635. — Rules suspended 1684. — Read third time 1684. — Passed 1684. — Record vote 1684. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 506. Relating to the powers and duties of the Corrigan Hospital District Board of Managers concerning hospital system facilities, property, and equipment.
Author: Blake
House Sponsor: Hightower
Received from the Senate 432. — Read first time 493. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 493. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 817. — Read second time 1216. — Passed 1216. — Record vote 1216. — Signed in the House 1286.

SB 508. Relating to the disposition of certain hospital district records.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Cain
Received from the Senate 468. — Read first time 493. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 493. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 817. — Read second time 989. — Passed to third reading 989. — Rules suspended 1004. — Read third time 1004. — Passed 1004. — Record vote 1004. — Signed in the House 1136.

SB 510. Relating to the requirement of an annual report from the secretary of state concerning the reporting of contributions and expenditures of political funds and activities in carrying out his duties.
Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Gibson, Bruce
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on Elections 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1405. — Read second time 1635. — Passed to third reading 1635. — Rules suspended 1683. — Read third time 1683. — Passed 1683. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 512. Relating to the designation of campaign treasurers and assistant campaign treasurers and to the activities, powers, duties, and liability of assistant campaign treasurers.
Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Gibson, Bruce
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 805. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 805. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2365. — Read second time 2662. — Passed to third reading 2662. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 515. Relating to the membership and duties of the governing committee of the Texas Workers’ Compensation Assigned Risk Pool and to furnishing insurance for certain rejected risks.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Millsap
SB 516. Relating to the authority of the board of regents of Texas Tech University to purchase certain land in El Paso County and to the proposed use of the property.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Gibson, Jay
Received from the Senate 1036. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2873. — Passed to third reading 2873. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 517. Relating to the powers and duties of the board of regents of Texas Tech University and the Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center to accept donations, grants, endowments, and gifts and manage certain real property.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Gibson, Jay
Companion document(s): HB 934
Received from the Senate 1036. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1372. — Read second time 1635. — Passed to third reading 1635. — Rules suspended 1684. — Read third time 1684. — Record vote 1684. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 518. Relating to the creation of and laws applicable to solar easements; requiring certain provisions in an instrument creating a solar easement.
Author: Washington
House Sponsor: Turner
Companion document(s): HB 756
Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Energy 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2107.

SB 531. repealing the use of the short form for the franchise tax.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Messer
Companion document(s): HB 833
Received from the Senate 468. — Read first time 493. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 493. — Posting rule suspended 686. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 888. — Read second time 1194. — Passed to third reading 1194. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1194. — Rules suspended 1215. — Read third time 1215. — Passed 1215. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1215. — Signed in the House 1296.

SB 538. Relating to the increase in minimum automobile liability coverage for motor vehicles.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles
Received from the Senate 2006. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 2304. — Correction in referral 2578. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 2578. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2854. — Read second time 3344. — Amended 3344. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3344. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3344. — Read third time 3389. — Passed 3390. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3390. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3563. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 541. Relating to the qualification for a direct payment permit under the Limited Sales, Excise, and Use Tax Act.
Author: Edwards
House Sponsor: Wieting
Companion document(s): HB 1101
Received from the Senate 1213. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 1336. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1623. — Read second time 2132. — Passed to third reading 2132. — Nonrecord vote recorded in House Journal 2132. — Rules suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 543. Relating to a tuition exemption for certain students enrolled in a teacher education scholarship program.
SENATE BILLS, HISTORY OF

Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Delco
Companion document(s): HB 602
Received from the Senate 918. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1150. — Rules suspended 1403. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2635.

SB 544. Relating to the deposit of certain money to the credit of the General Revenue Fund and to refunds of money received or collected by a state agency or department by reason of a mistake of fact or law.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Barton, Erwin
Companion document(s): HB 1270
Received from the Senate 730. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2307. — Read second time 2662. — Passed to third reading 2662. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 547. Relating to the administration of oaths and taking of acknowledgments by the county assessor-collector or employees of that office relating to certain documents.
Author: Whitmire
House Sponsor: Patronella
Received from the Senate 547. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 612. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2307. — Read second time 2662. — Passed to third reading 2662. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 549. Relating to areas in which rapid transit authorities may be created.
Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Cavazos
Received from the Senate 1592. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2873. — Passed to third reading 2873. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2873. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 551. Relating to the gulfland boundaries of coastal home-rule cities, to contracts or agreements by coastal home-rule cities, to reformation of city boundaries, and to the creation of industrial districts.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Hanna
Companion document(s): HB 997
Received from the Senate 2112. — Read first time 2311. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 2311. — Posting rule suspended 2559. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2769. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2943. — Passed to third reading 2943. — Read third time 3013. — Passed 3013. — Record vote recorded in Journal 3292. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 554. Relating to the verification and filing of a petition for a local option liquor election to legalize or prohibit the sale of liquor.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 686
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Liquor Regulation 806. — Posting rule suspended 1448. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1623. — Read second time 3021. — Passed to third reading 3021. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3021. — Read third time 3107. — Passed 3107. — Signed in the House 3524.

SB 555. Relating to voting absentee because of a death in the immediate family occurring after the expiration of the regular period for absentee voting.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Staniswalis
Companion document(s): HB 162
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Elections 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1246. —
SB 557. Relating to offenses involving dog fighting and to the disposition of property connected with dog fighting.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Smith, Terral
Received from the Senate 1080. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 1336. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1824. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2476. — Amended 2478. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2479. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2479. — Read third time 3055. — Amendments offered 3055. — Passed 3056. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3056. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 558. Relating to the acquisition, administration, and sale of materials and equipment by a soil and water conservation district and to certain powers and duties of the soil and water conservation districts.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Patterson
Companion document(s): HB 999
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Agriculture & Livestock 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. — Read second time 1635. — Passed to third reading 1635. — Rules suspended 1684. — Read third time 1684. — Passed 1684. — Record vote 1684. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 559. Relating to the powers and duties of a corporation, its directors, and committees and the liabilities of a director of a corporation and to the indemnification of and maintenance of liability insurance.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Smith, Terral
Received from the Senate 564. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 612. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2107. — Read second time 3318. — Amended 3319. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3319. — Read third time 3384. — Passed 3385. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3551. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 563. Relating to the authority of courts in certain counties to participate in the supervision and administration of probation offices.
Author: Washington
House Sponsor: Evans, Larry
Received from the Senate 1395. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 1718. — Posting rule suspended 1822. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2307. — Read second time 2662. — Passed to third reading 2662. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2662. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 564. Relating to the inheritance rights of an illegitimate child who has been equitably adopted.
Author: Washington
House Sponsor: Evans, Larry
Received from the Senate 2015. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 2304. — Posting rule suspended 2455. — Posting rule suspended 2559. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2854.

SB 565. Relating to certification of court reporters, deputy court reporters, and persons who engage in the practice of shorthand reporting in courts of this state, to the creation of the Court Reporters Certification Board.
Author: Washington
House Sponsor: Polk
Received from the Senate 802. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1269. — Read second time 1351. — Amended 1351. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1351. — Read third time 1381. — Amended 1381. — Passed, as amended 1381. —

SB 567. Relating to the definition of annual compensation and to the rates of state and member contributions to the Teacher Retirement System of Texas and to the optional retirement program.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Presnal
Companion document(s): HB 1244
Received from the Senate 1408. — Read first time 1448. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 1448. — Failure to suspend the rules 1550. — Record vote 1550. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2307. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2630. — Amended 2630. — Motion to table 2631. — Record vote 2631. — Read third time 2748. — Passed 2748. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2630. — Amended 2630. — Motion to table 2631. — Record vote 2631. — Read third time 2748. — Passed 2748. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 569. Relating to the district courts of Bexar County.
Author: Vale
House Sponsor: Gamez
Companion document(s): HB 1433
Received from the Senate 2628. — Read first time 2766. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 2766. — Posting rule suspended 2850. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 2859. — Passed to third reading 2859. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 570. Relating to the motor fuel tax requirement of surety bonds for interstate truckers.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Valles
Companion document(s): HB 817
Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 982. — Posting rule suspended 973. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1270. — Read second time 1412. — Passed to third reading 1412. — Rules suspended 1439. — Read third time 1439. — Passed 1439. — Record vote 1439. — Signed in the House 1552.

SB 572. Relating to the establishment and administration of a fund and a program to attract to and retain in this state eminent scholars.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Delco
Companion document(s): HB 1030
Received from the Senate 2112. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 2304. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2535. — Read second time 3020. — Amended 3020. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3020. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3020. — Read third time 3107. — Passed 3107. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3107. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3291. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 576. Relating to a reapportionment of the judicial districts of the state by the Judicial Districts Board or the Legislative Redistricting Board, the transfer of cases upon reapportionment, the jurisdiction and terms of courts.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Bush
Companion document(s): HB 1030
Received from the Senate 1145. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Regions, Comacts, & Districts 1336. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1552.

SB 578. Relating to the authority of the Board of Regents of the Texas A&M University System to grant, sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of certain Texas A&M University System property.
Author: Caperton
SB 579. Relating to the regulation and licensing of migrant labor housing facilities; authorizing certain fees; providing hearing and enforcement procedures and penalties.
Author: Leedom

House Sponsor: Barrientos

SB 580. Relating to penalties and interest on certain taxes administered by the comptroller on assessments on certain public utilities and for failure to file certain reports.
Author: Farabee

House Sponsor: Shea

SB 581. Relating to limitations on the collection and refunds of state taxes administered by the comptroller and to the filing and release of state tax liens.
Author: Farabee

House Sponsor: Schlute

SB 582. Relating to the rate and application of the motor vehicle sales and use tax to certain exported motor vehicles and to certain imported motor vehicles.
Author: Farabee

House Sponsor: Bomer

SB 583. Relating to fees charged by local health departments that administer public health services.
Author: Whitmire

House Sponsor: Hackney

SB 585. Relating to exemption of certain recreational boats from ad valorem taxation and from forced sale for debt and authorizing the governing body of each taxing unit to provide for the taxation of recreational boats.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Hackney
Companion document(s): HB 1028
Received from the Senate 3009. — Read first time 3085. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 3085. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3233.

SB 586. Relating to increasing the membership of the Parks and Wildlife Commission.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Berlanga
Received from the Senate 1376. — Read first time 1559. — Referred to Committee on Environmental Affairs 1559. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561. — Read second time 2873. — Passed to third reading 2873. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2873. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 587. Relating to the furnishing of voter registration lists relating to new, cancelled, and changed registrations by voter registrars under the secretary of state’s service program.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Received from the Senate 1592. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Elections 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561. — Passed to third reading 2873. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2873. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 588. Relating to the authority of water control and improvement districts to enter into certain contracts.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Laney
Companion document(s): HB 1145
Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1269. — Read second time 1413. — Passed to third reading 1413. — Rules suspended 1439. — Read third time 1439. — Passed 1439. — Record vote 1439. — Signed in the House 1552.

SB 589. Making an appropriation to the State Purchasing and General Services Commission required to complete construction of the William B. Travis State Office Building.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Millsap
Companion document(s): HB 1380
Message from the Governor 422. — Received from the Senate 444. — Read first time 493. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 493. — Posting rule suspended 510. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 533. — Read second time 541. — Passed to third reading 542. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 542. — Read third time 569. — Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 569. — Record vote 569. — Signed in the House 601.

SB 590. Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operation, directors, and financing of the Sterling County Underground Water Conservation District.
Author: Sims
Received from the Senate 1036. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 1150.

SB 591. Relating to civil service for certain firemen and policemen.
Author: Washington
Companion document(s): HB 1154
Received from the Senate 3009. — Read first time 3085. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 3085.

SB 594. Relating to the application of sales and use tax to parts and accessories added to manufactured houses that are subject to the manufactured housing tax and relating to credits or refunds for sales in interstate commerce.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Coody
Companion document(s): HB 1151
Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 982. — Posting rule suspended 973. — Reported from committee favorably
SB 595. Relating to the authorization of a city or town to contract and levy assessments for the relocation or replacement of sanitation sewer laterals on private property, to certain notice requirements, and to certain payment procedures.
Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Wright
Companion document(s): HB 194
Received from the Senate 504. — Read first time 561. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 561. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 817. — Read second time 1157. — Amended 1158. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1158. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1158. — Read third time 1218. — Passed 1218. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1250. — Signed in the House 1296.

SB 596. Relating to the definition of banking house.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Patronella
Companion document(s): HB 1290
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1372. — Read second time 2520. — Passed to third reading 2520. — Read third time 2562. — Passed 2562. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 605. Relating to the prohibition of discrimination in certain transactions concerning employment.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Cary
Companion document(s): HB 911
Received from the Senate 674. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561.

SB 606. Relating to the creation, funding, dissolution, and powers and duties of a special district in counties with a population of more than 2 million to administer a system by which the 911 telephone number is the emergency number.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Green
Companion document(s): HB 911
Received from the Senate 802. — Read first time 802. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 802. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1188. — Read second time 1291. — Passed to third reading 1291. — Read third time 1341. — Amended 1341. — Passed, as amended 1342. — Vote reconsidered 1344. — Passed, as amended 1344. — Record vote 1344. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1452. — Signed in the House 1568.

SB 607. Relating to exemptions from assessments of certain producers' product sales and to notice of referendum to authorize an assessment or to add new territory.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Uher
Companion document(s): HB 847
Received from the Senate 730. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Agriculture & Livestock 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. — Postponed 3198. — Read second time 3307. — Amended 3307. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3307. — Read third time 3384. — Passed 3384. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3556. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 609. Relating to annexation of county territory by certain junior college districts.
Author: Vale
Received from the Senate 730. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 806.

SB 610. Relating to information required to be provided by public retirement systems.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Willis
Companion document(s): HB 847
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on
SB 612. Relating to the administration, powers, duties, and funding of higher education authorities and to the authority of the governing body of cities to allow a nonprofit corporations to act on its behalf in certain acquisitions.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Wright
Companion document(s): HB 1998

SB 613. Relating to extensions of time in which to file a petition for discretionary review.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Peveto
Companion document(s): HB 1144
Received from the Senate 547. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 612. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1491. — Read second time 2132. — Passed to third reading 2132. — Rules suspended 2209. — Read third time 2209. — Passed 2209. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 614. Relating to the period of validity of motor fuel tax decals and permits, to refunds for unused portions of advanced taxes paid, and to determination of tax liability in the first year after issuance of a liquefied gas tax decal.
Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Laney
Companion document(s): HB 1998
Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 982. — Posting rule suspended 973. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1270. — Read second time 1413. — Passed to third reading 1413. — Rules suspended 1438. — Read third time 1438. — Passed 1438. — Signed in the House 1552.

SB 617. Relating to regulation of compressed natural gas and licensing and insurance coverage for persons engaged in certain work and rules governing registration and identification of motor vehicles using or transporting natural gas.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Hanna
Companion document(s): HB 996
Received from the Senate 730. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Energy 806. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1076. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1194. — Passed to third reading 1194. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1200. — Rules suspended 1215. — Read third time 1215. — Passed 1215. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1215. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1286. — Signed in the House 1398.

SB 618. Relating to the appointment of the Red River Compact Commissioner of Texas.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Finnell
Companion document(s): HB 1672
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 1336.

SB 619. Relating to the taxable business of a telegraph company.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Received from the Senate 802. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1492. — Read second time 1635. — Passed to third reading 1635. — Nonrecord vote recorded in
SB 620. Relating to the Lamar University System and to certain appropriations by the legislature to Lamar University.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Collazo
Received from the Senate 2006. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 2304. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 3024. — Passed to third reading 3024. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3024. — Read third time 3110. — Passed 3110. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3110. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 621. Relating to the continuance of public hearings.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Clark
Received from the Senate 2572. — Read first time 2766. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 2766. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Read second time 3242. — Passed to third reading 3242. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 622. Relating to pre-parole transfers of prisoners to community residential facilities and to certain powers and duties of the Department of Corrections and its director and the Board of Pardons and Paroles and its officers.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Keller
Companion document(s): HB 1070
Received from the Senate 1272. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 1336. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1824. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2815. — Amended 2817. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2818. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2818. — Read third time 2922. — Passed 2922. — Record vote 2922. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3524.

SB 623. Relating to cemetery perpetual care trust funds.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Keller
Companion document(s): HB 1158
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1269. — Read second time 1635. — Amended 1635. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1635. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1635. — Rules suspended 1684. — Read third time 1684. — Passed 1684. — Record vote 1684. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1846. — Signed in the House 2310.

SB 624. Relating to supplemental pay for certain Department of Public Safety commissioned officers.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Rudd
Received from the Senate 642. — Read first time 688. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 688. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1824. — Read second time 2954. — Passed to third reading 2954. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2954. — Read third time 3016. — Passed 3017. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2017. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 626. Relating to the time of a defendant's election of the judge or the jury to assess punishment in a criminal case.
Author: Glasgow
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2766. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 2766. — Posting rule suspended 2909.

SB 627. Relating to the manufacture with intent to deliver and the delivery of a simulated controlled substance and to certain defenses to prosecution and certain evidentiary considerations.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Thompson, Gary
Companion document(s): HB 150
Received from the Senate 2006. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 2304. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561. — Read second time 2586. — Amendments offered 2586. — Passed to third reading 2586. — Read third time 3070. — Passed 3071. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 631. Relating to the creation, jurisdiction, administration, terms, and procedures of the County Court at Law No.3 of Montgomery County; fixing the qualifications of the judge and providing for his election or appointment.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Tow
Received from the Senate 2572. — Read first time 2766. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 2766. — Posting rule suspended 2850. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3237. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 633. Relating to the membership of the Texas Board of Human Resources.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Lee, El Franco
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Human Services 806. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1579.

SB 634. Relating to requiring participation in an alcohol or drug abuse program as a condition of a bond in certain criminal cases and to forfeiture for violation of the condition of the bond.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Rudd
Received from the Senate 865. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1491. — Read second time 3073. — Passed to third reading 3073. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3073. — Read third time 3420. — Passed 3421. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 635. Relating to the prohibition of certain discrimination against physicians on the basis of academic medical degree.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles
Received from the Senate 1408. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1718. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2457. — Read second time 3046. — Amended 3047. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3047. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3047. — Read third time 3113. — Passed 3113. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3113. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3291. — Signed in the House 3524.

SB 636. Relating to the regulation of real estate brokers and salesmen, to certain duties of the Real Estate Commission, and to the appointment, membership, and powers and duties of a Texas Real Estate Broker Lawyer Committee.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Messer
Companion document(s): HB 1134
Received from the Senate 802. — Read first time 894. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 894. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1246. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1383. — Amended 1385. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1385. — Read third time 1443. — Passed 1443. — Record vote 1443. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1516. — Signed in the House 1708.

SB 637. Relating to the issuance of warrants to persons owing certain delinquent taxes.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Berfanger
Companion document(s): HB 1053
Received from the Senate 600. — Read first time 688. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 688. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1270. — Read second time 1413. — Passed to third reading 1413. — Rules suspended 1439. — Read third time 1439. — Passed 1439. — Record vote 1439. — Signed in the House 1552.
SB 638. Relating to the application of sales, rental, and use taxes on certain vehicles and machinery used for farm purposes and to the definition of motor vehicle and farm machine in relation to motor vehicle sales, rental, and use taxes.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Laney
Companion document(s): HB 1143

SB 640. Relating to credit for good conduct time earned by a prisoner toward reduction of a sentence and to the duty of sheriffs and of the director of the Texas Department of Corrections.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Barrientos
Companion document(s): HB 1416

SB 641. Relating to the formation, termination, administration, and costs of municipally created reinvestment zones that qualify for tax increment financing.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Wolens
Companion document(s): HB 1416

SB 642. Relating to the regulation of air conditioning contractors.
Author: Henderson
House Sponsor: Wolens
Companion document(s): HB 982

SB 643. Relating to the installation and maintenance of community antenna or cable television equipment.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Uher
Companion document(s): HB 939

SB 644. Relating to establishment, operation, membership, powers and duties, and financing of a juvenile board for Dallam County.
Author: Sarpaliius
House Sponsor: Buchanan
Companion document(s): HB 1011
SB 647. Relating to the adoption of rules by the Texas Cosmetology Commission regarding continuing education programs for persons licensed by the commission.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Smith, Terral

SB 649. Relating to the authority and duties of a city relating to owning, operating, and financing garbage reclamation projects; providing procedures for the issuance of bonds, their terms and conditions.
Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Pennington
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 2304. — Posting rule suspended 2559. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2846. — Passed to third reading 2847. — Read third time 2927. — Passed 2927. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 651. Relating to offenses against public administration and offenses involving the abuse of office or employment, including theft, by a public servant.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Smith, Terral
Companion document(s): HB 2095
Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635.

SB 652. Relating to certain powers and duties of the board of regents of the Texas Woman’s University.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Horn
Companion document(s): HB 1958
Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635.

SB 653. Relating to the licensing and regulation of chiropractors and their employees.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Cain
Received from the Senate 1080. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2273. — Read second time 2662. — Passed to third reading 2662. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 654. Relating to the exemptions from identification requirements for state-owned vehicles.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Agrich
Companion document(s): HB 1515
Received from the Senate 1272. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 1336. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2308.

SB 655. Relating to administration of, contributions to, and service and benefits under, the fire fighters’ relief and retirement fund.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Laney
Companion document(s): HB 1249
Received from the Senate 892. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on
SB 656. Relating to the appointment of a trustee to operate convalescent and nursing homes and related institutions, to the creation of a revolving fund to make loans, to powers of the Dept. of Health and the duty of the attorney general.

Author: Howard

House Sponsor: Hurley

Received from the Senate 1408. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Retirement and Aging 1718. — Posting rule suspended 2306.

SB 657. Relating to the annual financial report filed by the Texas Board of Health relating to administration of the law regulating circuses, carnivals, and zoos.

Author: Whitmire

House Sponsor: Valles

Companion document(s): HB 816

Received from the Senate 1036. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1554. — Read second time 2518. — Passed to third reading 2518. — Read third time 3061. — Signed 3061.

SB 658. Relating to withholding of amounts due for hotel occupancy tax, to successor liability for hotel occupancy tax, and to certain powers and duties of the state comptroller.

Author: Whitmire

House Sponsor: Thompson, Gary

Companion document(s): HB 1076

Received from the Senate 704. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1040. — Read second time 1200. — Passed to third reading 1200. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1217. — Read third time 1217. — Passed 1217. — Record vote 1217. — Signed in the House 1296.

SB 659. Relating to the sale of certain state-owned real property in Grayson County, Texas.

Author: Farabee

House Sponsor: Bush

Companion document(s): HB 600

Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1086. — Read second time 1246. — Passed to third reading 1246. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1255. — Read third time 1255. — Passed 1255. — Signed in the House 1332.

SB 660. Relating to certain fees imposed by county and district court clerks.

Author: Sarpalius

House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald

Companion document(s): HB 610

Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1246. — Read second time 1255. — Passed to third reading 1255. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1255. — Read third time 1291. — Passed 1291. — Signed in the House 1332.

SB 661. Relating to information that a filing officer provides concerning financing and assignment statements under the Business and Commerce Code and to an increase in fees for statements in excess of a certain amount.

Author: Sarpalius

House Sponsor: Green

Companion document(s): HB 769

Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1268. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 1268. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1622. — Withdrawn from calendar 2132. — Read second time 3073. — Read third time 3421. — Passed 3421. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 662. Relating to the amount of the fee charged by county clerks and county recorders for a copy of a birth or death certificate.

Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 611
Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1246. — Read second time 2529. — Passed to third reading 2529. — Passed third time 3064.
— Signed in the House 3371.

SB 663. Relating to certain probate court fees collected by county clerks and clerks of county courts.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 613
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1041. — Read second time 1200. — Passed to third reading 1200. — Rules suspended 1217. — Read third time 1217. — Passed 1217. — Record vote 1217. — Signed in the House 1296.

SB 664. Relating to the composition of a committee conducting a recount of paper ballots.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 612
Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. — Read second time 1413. — Passed to third reading 1413. — Rules suspended 1439. — Read third time 1439. — Passed 1439. — Record vote 1439. — Signed in the House 1552.

SB 665. Relating to the clarification of violations of consumer protection acts relating to debt collection and home solicitation transactions as deceptive trade practices.
Author: Farmer
House Sponsor: Gibson, Bruce
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 2304. — Posting rule suspended 2306. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2365. — Read second time 2874. — Passed to third reading 2874. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912.
— Signed in the House 3232.

SB 666. Relating to juvenile court orders affecting parents and others, including juvenile restitution, and to liability of cities, towns, and counties for certain causes of action that arise from juvenile restitution programs.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Keller
Received from the Senate 918. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 1150. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2365. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2662. — Passed to third reading 2662. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2665. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2721. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 670. Making supplemental appropriations to Texas A&M University and to the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station to replace property destroyed by fire.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Presnal
Companion document(s): HB 761
Message from the Governor 520. — Received from the Senate 704. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 914. — Read second time 1489. — Passed to third reading 1489. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1489. — Read third time 1535. — Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 1536. — Record vote 1535. — Signed in the House 1592.

SB 671. Relating to licensing and regulation of dietitians and to the membership, qualifications, and duties of the Texas State Board of Examiners of Dietitians and to the duties of the Texas Board of Health.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Laney
Companion document(s): HB 1184
SB 673. Relating to licensing and regulation of motor vehicle storage facilities and the placement of motor vehicles in such facilities; relating to the powers and duties of the railroad commission and to hearings and fees.
Author: Traeger
Companion document(s): HB 1990
Received from the Senate 2628. — Read first time 2766. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 2766.

SB 676. Relating to the requirements for holding a wine and beer retailer’s permit; a dealer’s on- or off-premise license; to consumption of liquor or beer on the premises of a holder of a wine and beer retailer’s or retail dealer’s license.
Author: Brown
Companion document(s): HB 877
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Liquor Regulation 1336.

SB 682. Relating to the microfilm preservation of records made or received by local governments, to the preservation and retention of historical resources in a depository, and to the force and effect of such microfilm records.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Gibson, Jay
Companion document(s): HB 720
Received from the Senate 1395. — Read first time 1489. — Referred to Committee on Cultural and Historical Resources 1489. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1552. — Read second time 1924. — Passed to third reading 1924. — Read third time 2014. — Passed 2014. — Signed in the House 2310.

SB 683. Relating to discharge from the Texas military forces.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Keller
Companion document(s): HB 1225
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. — Read second time 1413. — Passed to third reading 1413. — Rules suspended 1438. — Read third time 1438. — Passed 1438. — Signed in the House 1552.

SB 684. Relating to the law regulating enlistments and appointments in the Texas National Guard.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Keller
Companion document(s): HB 1227
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. — Read second time 1413. — Passed to third reading 1413. — Rules suspended 1438. — Read third time 1438. — Passed 1438. — Signed in the House 1552.

SB 685. Relating to compensation for a member, or the survivors of a member, of the Texas military forces if the member is killed or disabled while performing state military duty and to reimbursement for funeral expenses.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Keller
Companion document(s): HB 1224
Received from the Senate 672. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. — Read second time 1413. — Passed to third reading 1413. — Rules suspended 1438. — Read third time 1438. — Passed 1438. — Signed in the House 1552.

SB 686. Relating to disciplinary punishment for a minor offense committed by a member of the Texas military forces.
Author: Williams
SB 687. Relating to awards, decorations, and medals for meritorious service presented to a member of the military forces.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Keller
Companion document(s): HB 1226
Received from the Senate 672. - Read first time 806. - Referred to Committee on State Affairs 806. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. - Read second time 1414. - Passed to third reading 1414. - Rules suspended 1438. - Read third time 1438. - Passed 1438. - Signed in the House 1552.

SB 688. Relating to the use of tetrahydrocannabinols and their derivatives for therapeutic and research purposes.
Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Lee, Don
Received from the Senate 1036. - Read first time 1150. - Referred to Committee on Public Health 1150. - Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2769. - Read second time 2874. - Amended 2874. - Passed to third reading, as amended 2874. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2874. - Rules suspended 2912. - Read third time 2912. - Passed 2912. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2912. - Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. - Signed in the House 3524.

SB 689. Relating to the requirements for a bail bondsman license.
Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Green
Received from the Senate 2350. - Read first time 2578. - Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2578. - Correction in referral 2783. - Referred to Committee on State Affairs 2783. - Reported from committee favorably with amendments 3086. - Withdrawn from calendar 3243.

SB 697. Relating to the coordinating board approval of certain construction, repair, or rehabilitation projects at institutions of higher education.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Price
Companion document(s): HB 1823
Received from the Senate 1037. - Read first time 1150. - Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1150. - Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1372. - Read second time 1636. - Passed to third reading 1636. - Rules suspended 1684. - Read third time 1684. - Passed 1684. - Record vote 1684. - Signed in the House 1891.

SB 698. Relating to the administration of children's protective services in Harris County and to the powers and duties of the Harris County Children's Protective Services Board.
Author: Whitmire
Companion document(s): HB 1725
Received from the Senate 1214. - Read first time 1336. - Referred to Committee on Human Services 1336.

SB 701. Relating to a substantive revision of state law governing certain trusts.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Turner
Companion document(s): HB 1139
Received from the Senate 802. - Read first time 982. - Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 982. - Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2108. - Read second time 2522. - Amended 2522. - Passed to third reading, as amended 2524. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2524. - Read third time 3062. - Passed 3062. - Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3062. - Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. - Signed in the House 3606.

SB 703. Relating to the duties of the Family Practice Residency Advisory Committee.
Author: Brooks
SB 705. Relating to a program to screen and treat certain young persons for special senses and communications disorders, to appropriate licensing for service providers, and to a children's speech, hearing, and language screening committee
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Colbert
Companion document(s): HB 1648

SB 706. Relating to the licensing of certain agents of legal reserve life insurance companies.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Keller
Companion document(s): HB 1545
Received from the Senate 674. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 806. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1491. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2520. — Passed to third reading 2522. — Read third time 3062. — Passed 3062. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3374. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 708. Relating to an exemption for certain persons from the requirement of possessing a waterfowl stamp.
Author: Lyon
House Sponsor: Agnich
Companion document(s): HB 1109
Received from the Senate 918. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Environmental Affairs 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1579.

SB 710. Relating to positions exempt from civil service in the sheriff's departments in certain counties.
Author: Lyon
House Sponsor: Keller
Companion document(s): HB 1109
Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2308. — Read second time 3024. — Passed to third reading 3024. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3024. — Read third time 3110. — Passed 3110. — Signed in the House 3371.

Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Polk
Companion document(s): HB 1238
Received from the Senate 1146. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1336. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2561. — Read second time 3319. — Amendments offered 3319. — Amended 3320. — Record vote 3320. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3322. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3322. — Read third time 3385. — Amended 3385. — Passed, as amended 3386. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3386. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3363. — Signed in the House 3696.
SB 713. Relating to the time and manner that motor vehicle tax collections and tax receipts must be sent to the comptroller.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Rudd
Companion document(s): HB 858
Received from the Senate 802. — Read first time 982. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 982. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2953. — Passed to third reading 2953. — Read third time 3016. — Passed 3016. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3016. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 714. Relating to the lease of space in state office buildings to private tenants and to the installation of vending facilities in those buildings.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald

SB 715. Relating to the classification of the controlled substance methaqualone for the purposes of schedules under the Texas Controlled Substances Act.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Thompson, Gary
Received from the Senate 2350. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 2578. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2854. — Read second time 2874. — Passed to third reading 2874. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 718. Relating to regulation of real estate brokers and salesmen, to source of funds for administration of the Residential Service Company Act, to payment from the Real Estate Recovery Fund, and to fees to be charged and collected.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Received from the Senate 1080. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 1150. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2107. — Read second time 2665. — Amended 2665. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2665. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2665. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3006. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 722. Relating to toilet and drinking water facilities in engines and cabooses.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Barton, Erwin
Companion document(s): HB 1150
Received from the Senate 2006. — Read first time 2311. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 2311. — Posting rule suspended 2559. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2634.

SB 724. Relating to information required to be posted in the places of business of certain licensed occupations.
Author: Parker
Received from the Senate 3464.

SB 727. Relating to measures designed to reduce the prison population during periods of emergency overcrowding.
Author: Carpenter
House Sponsor: Keller
Companion document(s): HB 913
Received from the Senate 536. — Read first time 612. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 612. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1246. — Read second time (committee substitute) 1485. — Passed to third reading 1487. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1487. — Read third time 1534. — Passed 1534. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1534. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2464. — Signed in the House 2584.
SB 728. Relating to authority of the Board of Regents of the Texas A&M University System to accept and administer donations of property for the use of The Texas A&M University System or any of its component parts.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Presnal
Received from the Senate 1302. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1336. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2003. — Read second time 2665. — Passed to third reading 2665. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 729. Relating to the regulatory and enforcement procedures and authority of the Railroad Commission of Texas.
Author: Caperton
Companion document(s): HB 1970
Message from the Governor 800.

SB 732. Relating to election of directors of municipal utility districts.
Author: Henderson
House Sponsor: Emmett
Companion document(s): HB 1342
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 1718. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2107. — Read second time 2147. — Passed to third reading 2147. — Rules suspended 2209. — Read third time 2209. — Passed 2209. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 733. Relating to payment for construction work by municipal utility districts and to certain amounts on which the district is obligated to pay interest.
Author: Henderson
House Sponsor: Emmett
Companion document(s): HB 1363
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 1718. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Withdrawn from calendar 2874. — Read second time 3243. — Amended 3243. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3243. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3558. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 736. Relating to certain specifications for qualifying for premium reductions under homeowners insurance.
Author: Henderson
Received from the Senate 2798. — Read first time 2852. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 2852.

SB 737. Relating to the method by which the comptroller determines a tax liability.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Schlueter
Companion document(s): HB 1763

SB 738. Relating to the application requirement for property tax exemptions for disabled veterans and the survivors of certain veterans.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Moreno, Alejandro
Companion document(s): HB 1513
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 1718. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 2665. — Passed to third reading 2665. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Signed in the House 2910.
SB 739. Relating to the method of sale and bonus and royalty bids for oil and gas leases on Permanent University Fund lands by the Board for Lease of University Lands.
Author: Sims
House Sponsor: Craddick
Companion document(s): HB 1950
Received from the Senate 820. — Read first time 886. — Referred to Committee on Energy 986. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1076. — Read second time 1137. — Passed to third reading 1138. — Read third time 1157. — Passed 1157. — Signed in the House 1251.

SB 741. Relating to the regulation of bingo.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Criss
Companion document(s): HB 1275

SB 742. Relating to disclosure in a criminal case of a confidential communication to a clergyman
Author: Washington
House Sponsor: Evans, Larry
Companion document(s): HB 1605

SB 744. Relating to the establishment of a regional historical resource depository for south central Texas and a regional historical resource depository fund.
Author: Kothmann
Received from the Senate 1272. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Cultural and Historical Resources 1336.

SB 748. Relating to adoption of a nonsubstantive revision of the statutes relating to property.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Messer
Companion document(s): HB 1864
Received from the Senate 1502. — Read first time 1553. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1553. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2769. — Ordered out of committee 2633. — Read second time 2833. — Amended 2833. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2834. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2834. — Read third time 2924. — Passed 2924. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2924. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 749. Relating to weight limitations for certain vehicles.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Armbrister
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 983. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1491. — Read second time 1636. — Passed to third reading 1636. — Rules suspended 1684. — Read third time 1684. — Passed 1684. — Record vote 1684. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 752. Relating to the financing of hospital equipment, providing for the administration of this Act by a public benefit corporation known as the Texas Hospital Equipment Financing Council.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Laney
SB 739. Relating to the method of sale and bonus and royalty bids for oil and gas leases on Permanent University Fund lands by the Board for Lease of University Lands.
   Author: Sims
   House Sponsor: Craddick
   Companion document(s): HB 1950
   Received from the Senate 820. — Read first time 886. — Referred to Committee on Energy 886. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1076. — Read second time 1137. — Passed to third reading 1138. — Read third time 1157. — Passed 1157. — Signed in the House 1251.

SB 741. Relating to the regulation of bingo.
   Author: Harris
   House Sponsor: Criss
   Companion document(s): HB 1275

SB 742. Relating to disclosure in a criminal case of a confidential communication to a clergyman.
   Author: Washington
   House Sponsor: Evans, Larry
   Companion document(s): HB 1605

SB 744. Relating to the establishment of a regional historical resource depository for south central Texas and a regional historical resource depository fund.
   Author: Kothmann
   Received from the Senate 1272. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Cultural and Historical Resources 1336.

SB 748. Relating to adoption of a nonsubstantive revision of the statutes relating to property.
   Author: McFarland
   House Sponsor: Messer
   Companion document(s): HB 1864
   Received from the Senate 1502. — Read first time 1553. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1553. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2769. — Ordered not printed 2633. — Read second time 2833. — Amended 2833. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2834. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2834. — Read third time 2924. — Passed 2924. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2924. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 749. Relating to weight limitations for certain vehicles.
   Author: Sharp
   House Sponsor: Armbrister
   Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 983. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1491. — Read second time 1636. — Passed to third reading 1636. — Rules suspended 1684. — Read third time 1684. — Passed 1684. — Record vote 1684. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 752. Relating to the financing of hospital equipment, providing for the administration of this Act by a public benefit corporation known as the Texas Hospital Equipment Financing Council.
   Author: Uribe
   House Sponsor: Laney
SB 757. Relating to the appointment, qualifications, compensation, and assignment of retired and former district judges to serve as senior judges on district courts and to retirement system membership, contributions, and credit of the judges.

Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Granoff
Companion document(s): HB 1974

Received from the Senate 1272. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1336. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2365. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3027. — Amendments offered 3040. — Passed to third reading 3040. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3040. — Read third time 3111. — Passed 3112. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3112. — Senate refused to concur in House amendments 3558. — Conference committee requested 3558. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3611. — Signed in the House 3696.


Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Laney
Companion document(s): HB 1326

Received from the Senate 1080. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1150. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1449. — Read second time 1636. — Amended 1636. — Passed to third reading, as amended 1636. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1636. — Rules suspended 1683. — Read third time 1683. — Passed 1683. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1683. — Senate concurred in House amendments 1846. — Signed in the House 1882.

SB 762. Relating to certain protected and prohibited political activities of state employees and to termination of employment for a violation of any prohibited activity.

Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 776

Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 983. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2003. — Read second time 2531. — Amended 2531. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2589. — Passed 2589. — Read to third reading, as amended 2589. — Read third time 3071. — Passed 3071. — Record vote 3071. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 763. Relating to contracting to provide for the transportation of public school students.

Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Hall, Lanny

Received from the Senate 820. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1269. — Read second time 2587. — Amendments offered 2587. — Amended 2589. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2589. — Read third time 3071. — Passed 3071. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 764. Relating to student fees at the University of Texas at Austin; to the establishment, membership, terms, and operation of a student advisory committee.

Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Delco
Companion document(s): HB 1337

Received from the Senate 1045. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1150. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1824. — Read second time 2531. — Amended 2531. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2531. — Read third time 3065. — Passed 3066. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3668.
SB 765. Relating to regulation of motor vehicle equipment by the Department of Public Safety, to certain powers and duties of the Department of Public Safety and to procedures for hearings and injunctions.
Author: Lester
House Sponsor: Cain
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1440. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 1440. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2308. — Read second time 2665. — Passed to third reading 2665. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 766. Relating to parking privileges for the disabled; providing enforcement procedures.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Edwards
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1491. — Recommitted to committee 2460. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 2460. — Posting rule suspended 2559. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2875. — Passed to third reading 2875. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 768. Relating to the regulation of nursing home administrators, to the protection of a nursing home employee who reports the abuse or neglect of a patient, and to powers and duties of the Board of Licensure for Nursing Home Administrators.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Hilt, Gerald
Received from the Senate 642. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Retirement and Aging 983. — Posting rule suspended 2306. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2854.

SB 769. Relating to authority of the Midlothian Trade Zone Corporation to establish, operate and maintain a foreign trade zone and other subzones at Midlothian.
Author: Edwards
House Sponsor: Arnold
Companion document(s): HB 1329
Received from the Senate 1045. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on State, Federal and Int. Relations 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1373. — Read second time 1628. — Passed to third reading 1628. — Rules suspended 1684. — Read third time 1684. — Passed 1684. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 771. Relating to registration of members of the legislature who represent other persons before state agencies.
Author: Farmer
House Sponsor: Shaw
Companion document(s): HB 1449
Received from the Senate 1749. — Read first time 1828. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1828. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2854.

SB 772. Relating to rules governing relationships between a state agency and its employees and a private organization or private donor.
Author: Farmer
House Sponsor: Millsap
Companion document(s): HB 2202
Received from the Senate 2006. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 2304. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3335. — Passed to third reading 3335. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3335. — Read third time 3386. — Passed 3387. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3387. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 773. Relating to standards of conduct and financial disclosure requirements for certain public servants and former public servants.
Author: Farmer
House Sponsor: Wolens
Companion document(s): HB 1448
Received from the Senate 2112. — Read first time 2311. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 2311. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2960.
SB 775. Relating to capital and surplus requirements for life, health, and accident insurance companies.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Simpson
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 2304. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2875. — Passed to third reading 2875. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 776. Relating to the capital and surplus requirements of insurance companies other than certain life, health, or accident insurance companies.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Simpson
Received from the Senate 2015. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 2304. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2875. — Passed to third reading 2875. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 778. Relating to establishment, membership, powers and duties, personnel, and financing of a juvenile board in Sherman County.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Buchanan
Companion document(s): HB 1243
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1449. — Read second time 1628. — Passed to third reading 1628. — Rules suspended 1682. — Read third time 1682. — Passed 1682. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 779. Relating to a work release program for persons convicted of certain criminal offenses.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Rudd
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 983. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1824. — Read second time 2132. — Amended 2132. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2132. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2942. — Read third time 3012. — Passed 3012. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 781. Relating to the magistrates appointed by the judges of the district courts of Dallas County that give preference to criminal cases and by the judges of the criminal district courts of Dallas County.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Cain
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1150. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 1150. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1579. — Read second time 2132. — Passed to third reading 2132. — Rules suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 786. Relating to the creation of a sheriff's department civil service system in certain counties.
Author: Vale
House Sponsor: Hernandez
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 1336. — Posting rule suspended 1578. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1824. — Read second time 2132. — Passed to third reading 2132. — Rules suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 787. Relating to the authority of certain cities to undertake and finance certain improvements and/or services, to certain procedures, and to requirements concerning notice, hearings, and petitions.
Author: Vale
House Sponsor: Pierce
Received from the Senate 1621. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on
SB 791. Relating to the appointment of a local registrar of births and deaths, and to reports, transcripts, and records of vital statistics.
Author: Lyon
House Sponsor: Lee, Don
Companion document(s): HB 870
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2633. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 2633. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3244. — Passed to third reading 3264. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 793. Relating to fire safety standards for convalescent and nursing homes and to waivers of compliance.
Author: Lyon
House Sponsor: Hill, Anita
Received from the Senate 2112. — Read first time 2311. — Referred to Committee on Retirement and Aging 2311. — Posting rule suspended 2350. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 3086.

SB 799. Relating to student services fees at certain institutions of higher education.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Price
Companion document(s): HB 980
Received from the Senate 1408. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1718. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2659. — Passed to third reading 2629. — Read third time 3072. — Passed 3072. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 800. Relating to the authority of a city, town, or village to make an agreement or contract with a conservation and reclamation district for the purchase of hydropower electric power or energy.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Kuempel
Companion document(s): HB 1485
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 1151. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1449. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2470. — Passed to third reading 2471. — Read third time 3053. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3524.

SB 801. Relating to changing the name of the Harlingen State Chest Hospital to the South Texas Hospital; authorizing the Texas Board of Health to establish certain health services at the South Texas Hospital.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Lee, Don
Received from the Senate 1408. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1718. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 3034. — Passed to third reading 3024. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3024. — Read third time 3110. — Passed 3110. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3110. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 802. Relating to the surrender, obtaining, and designation of certificates of title to certain motor vehicles.
Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Hury
Companion document(s): HB 1552
Received from the Senate 1408. — Read first time 1578. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 1578. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1825. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2530. — Passed to third reading 2531. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2531. — Read third time 3065. — Passed 3065. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3291. — Signed in the House 3668.
SB 803. Relating to the powers of a temporary managing conservator and a temporary possessory conservator of a child.
   Author: Brown
   House Sponsor: Rangel
   Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 1719. — Referred from committee favorably without amendments 2365.

SB 808. Relating to the retention of redfish and speckled sea trout by shrimpers and to the application of criminal penalties.
   Author: Whitmire
   House Sponsor: Berlanga
   Companion document(s): HB 1573
   Received from the Senate 1920. — Read first time 1921. — Referred to Committee on Environmental Affairs 1921. — Posting rule suspended 2001. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 2191. — Passed to third reading 2324. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2531. — Read third time 3066. — Passed 3066. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3066. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 809. Relating to admission of certain students to the Texas School for the Deaf and to certain powers and duties of the governing board of the Texas School for the Deaf and the State Board of Education.
   Author: Washington
   House Sponsor: Evans, Larry
   Companion document(s): HB 1842
   Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Public Education 1718. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 2191. — Rules suspended 2212. — Read third time 2212. — Passed 2212. — Record vote 2212. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 810. Relating to treatment programs at certain state chest hospitals.
   Author: Brooks
   House Sponsor: Tejeda
   Received from the Senate 2006. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 2304. — Posting rule suspended 2559. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 3348. — Passed to third reading 3391. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3391. — Signed in the House 3668. — Vetoed by the Governor 6-19-83

SB 812. Relating to insurance coverage for the services of certain audiologists, speech pathologists, language pathologists, and dentists.
   Author: Brooks
   House Sponsor: Smith, Ashley
   Companion document(s): HB 1615
   Received from the Senate 1302. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 1336. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2363. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3074. — Passed to third reading 3077. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3077. — Read third time 3422. — Passed 3422. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3422. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3556. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 813. Relating to the licensing and regulation of speech-language pathologists and audiologists.
   Author: Brooks
   House Sponsor: Hury
   Companion document(s): HB 1609
   Received from the Senate 1749. — Read first time 1828. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1828. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561. — Read second time 3077. — Passed to third reading 3077. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3077. — Read third time 3422. — Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 3422. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3422. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 814. Relating to the offense of capital murder, expanding the definition.
   Author: Lyon
SB 815. Relating to a bond or pledge of other securities or both for securing school district funds deposited in a bank.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Coody
Received from the Senate 892. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1372. — Read second time 3337. — Passed to third reading 3337. — Read third time 3388. — Passed 3388. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 816. Relating to the disposition of interest earned on certain funds deposited in the treasury by the State Commission for the Blind.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Polk
Received from the Senate 2536. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on Human Services 2578. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2875. — Read second time 2875. — Passed to third reading 2875. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 817. Making a supplemental appropriation to the Texas Board of Physical Therapy Examiners for necessary operating expenses.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Madla
Received from the Senate 872. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1372. — Read second time 1638. — Passed to third reading 1638. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1638. — Rules suspended 1684. — Read third time 1684. — Passed 1684. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 818. Relating to allowing certain convalescent and nursing homes and related institutions to operate under different standards and the requirements of the certificate of need program.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Bush
Companion document(s): HB 1791
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1718. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561. — Read second time 2875. — Passed to third reading 2875. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2875. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 825. Relating to a prohibition of certain contracts by members of the legislature.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Millsap
Companion document(s): HB 2201
Received from the Senate 3043. — Read first time 3085. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 3085. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3233.

SB 826. Relating to the authority of a county to set and collect fees for the use of county recreational facilities and services.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Emmett
Companion document(s): HB 491
Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1269. — Read second time 1798. — Passed to third reading 1798. — Read third time 1908. — Passed 1908. — Signed in the House 1982.

SB 827. Relating to immunity from certain liability to persons providing information involving known or suspected fraudulent insurance and reinsurance transactions.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Green
Received from the Senate 2536. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 2578. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. —
SB 834. Relating to the importation, transportation, and sale of redfish and speckled sea trout.
   Author: Brown
   House Sponsor: Hightower
   Companion document(s): HB 2012
   Received from the Senate 1920. — Read first time 1921. — Referred to Committee on Environmental Affairs 1921. — Posting rule suspended 2001. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2307. — Read second time 2532. — Passed to third reading 2532. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2532. — Read third time 3066. — Passed 3066. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3066. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 835. Relating to the regulation of certain circuses, carnivals, and zoos.
   Author: Truan
   House Sponsor: Staniswalis
   Companion document(s): HB 1071
   Received from the Senate 673. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 806. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2307. — Read second time 2665. — Amended 2666. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2665. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2666. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721, — Passed 2721. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2721.
   Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 836. Relating to the testimony or statement in certain civil and criminal proceedings of a child who is a victim of alleged sexual or other abuse or offense, to special procedures for the taking of such testimony or statement.
   Author: Parmer
   House Sponsor: Hall, Lanny
   Companion document(s): HB 1705
   Received from the Senate 2450. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 2578. — Read second time 2943. — Passed to third reading 3013. — Passed 3013. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 838. Relating to conviction of a sexual offense on the testimony of a child.
   Author: Lyon
   House Sponsor: Gandy
   Companion document(s): HB 539
   Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2107. — Read second time 3024. — Passed to third reading 3024. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3024. — Read third time 3110. — Passed 3110. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 839. Relating to the transfer of certain cases from the district courts to the county courts at law in Dallas County.
   Author: Leedom
   Companion document(s): HB 1470
   Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1719.

SB 840. Relating to an increase in the amounts of certain fees in criminal cases.
   Author: Leedom
   House Sponsor: Keller
   Companion document(s): HB 1520
   Received from the Senate 2112. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 2312.

SB 843. Relating to the application of certain vehicle and traffic laws to bicycles and bicyclists.
   Author: Doggett
   House Sponsor: Martinez, Roman
   Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 2666. — Passed to third reading 2666. — Nonrecord vote recorded
SB 845. Relating to disciplinary actions by the State Board of Pharmacy, to facts and reports received by the board, and to reporting by peer group review committees and professional committees; absolving participating persons from liability.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Madla
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1623. — Read second time 2543. — Amended 2543. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2543. — Read third time 3069. — Passed 3069. — Vote reconsidered 3099. — Amended 3099. — Passed, as amended 3100. — Record vote 3100. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 853. Relating to the duration of a bail bondsman's liability as surety on an appearance bond.
Author: Whitmire
House Sponsor: Oliveira
Received from the Senate 2112. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2312. — Posting rule suspended 2454. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 3081. — Passed to third reading 3081. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3081. — Read third time 3423. — Amended 3423. — Passed, as amended 3423. — Senate refused to concur in House amendments 3463. — Conference committee requested 3463. — Senate conferences appointed 3463. — House granted request for conference committee 3562. — House conferences appointed 3562. — Rules suspended 3562. — Signed in the House 3696. — Vetoed by the Governor.

SB 855. Relating to the requirements for permits and to permits for the transportation of water from the Edwards Underground Water District and to fees, notice of hearings, and hearings related to such.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Geistweidt
Companion document(s): HB 2161
Received from the Senate 2015. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2304. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769.

SB 856. Relating to the maximum punishment for violation of municipal ordinances or rules or police regulations and to criminal jurisdiction of municipal courts.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Cain
Companion document(s): HB 1087
Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 2666. — Passed to third reading 2666. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2666. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 858. Relating to a county elections administrator.
Author: Mauzy
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Elections 1336.

SB 860. Relating to membership in and benefits from the Employees Retirement System of Texas for elected class service.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Willis
Companion document(s): HB 1770
Received from the Senate 642. — Read first time 688. — Referred to Committee on Retirement and Aging 688. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1623. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2505. — Passed to third reading 2505. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2505. — Read third time 3058. — Passed 3059. — Record vote 3059. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3524.
SB 861. Relating to the responsibility of the Department of Human Resources to provide protective services to elderly and disabled persons.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Polk
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Human Services 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1187. — Read second time 1638. — Passed to third reading 1638. — Rules suspended 1684. — Read third time 1684. — Passed 1684. — Rules suspended 1684. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 862. Relating to the exemption of certain peace officers from regulation under the Private Investigators and Private Security Agencies Act.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Keller
Companion document(s): HB 1902
Received from the Senate 2112. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 2312. — Rules suspended 2767. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960.

SB 864. Relating to attorney’s fees in certain workers’ compensation death cases.
Author: Lyon
House Sponsor: Leonard
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 1151. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1622. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2502. — Passed to third reading 2503. — Read third time 3056. — Passed 3056. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3556. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 866. Relating to the creation, regulation, powers, administration, funding, and dissolution of public nonprofit corporations to aid in financing agricultural enterprises and facilities; providing for issuance and payment of bonds.
Author: Lyon
House Sponsor: Gibson, Bruce
Received from the Senate 1408. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Agriculture & Livestock 1718. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2457. — Read second time 2847. — Amended 2847. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2927. — Amended 2927. — Passed, as amended 2928. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2928. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 870. Relating to the authority of water control and improvement districts to borrow money through certain methods.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Laney
Companion document(s): HB 1408
Received from the Senate 2015. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2304. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2635. — Read second time 2870. — Passed to third reading 2870. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2870. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 872. Relating to the authorization under the Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act for a court to order a deduction from certain child support payments for the payment of certain court costs.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Bush
Received from the Senate 1409. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 1718. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2365. — Read second time 2666. — Passed to third reading 2666. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2666. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 873. Relating to the annual meeting of the directors of soil and water conservation districts; authorizing the State Soil and Water Conservation Board to charge and use fees for paying costs of the meeting.
Author: Jones
SB 875. Relating to the creation and jurisdiction of the County Court at Law No. 2 of Taylor County; fixing terms; providing for the appointment and election, term of office, qualifications, power and compensation of the judge.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Thompson, Gary
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1151. — Posting rule suspended 2559. — Read second time 3237. — Referred to third reading 3237. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 876. Relating to the regulation of funeral directors, embalmers, funeral establishments, and apprentices in funeral directing and embalming; prescribing the powers and duties of the State Board of Morticians.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Jackson
Received from the Senate 2111. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 2312. — Correction in referral 2454. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 2454. — Posting rule suspended 2455. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2854. — Read second time 2953. — Passed to third reading 2954. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2954. — Read third time 3016. — Passed 3016. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3016. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 878. Relating to protective orders and court costs and assessments under Title 4, Family Code.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Danburg
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 983. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1917. — Read second time 2666. — Amended 2666. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2666. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2666. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2721. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 879. Relating to the authority of a peace officer to make an arrest or cause an arrest to be made without a warrant; defining "breach of the peace".
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Smith, Terral
Received from the Senate 918. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 1151. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1579. — Read second time 3337. — Laid on the table 3337.

SB 880. Relating to the appointment, qualifications, use, compensation, immunity, and authority of masters in certain district courts in Dallas County and use of other officials at master's hearings.
Author: Mauzy
Received from the Senate 2015. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 2305.

SB 882. Relating to the appointment, qualifications, use, compensation, immunity, and authority of masters in civil cases and to attendance of other court officers at hearings conducted by masters.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Cain
Received from the Senate 872. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 983. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2108.

SB 884. Relating to the definition of water and sewer utilities and to their regulation; to the jurisdiction, powers and duties, and qualifications of members of the Texas Water Commission; to the jurisdiction and powers of municipalities.
SB 885. Relating to procedures for offenses regarding certificates of title to motor vehicles. 
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Gibson, Jay
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2766. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 2766.

SB 891. Relating to a medical services fee at Texas Tech University. 
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Gibson, Jay
Received from the Senate 1181. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1336. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3244. — Passed to third reading 3244. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3375. — Passed 3375. — Record vote 3375. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 892. Relating to security personnel of the Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center and to their jurisdiction and compensation. 
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Gibson, Jay
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1151. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2876. — Passed to third reading 2876. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 893. Relating to the authority of the board of regents of the Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center to sell obsolete medical equipment to public or nonprofit hospitals in this state. 
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Gibson, Jay
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1151. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2876. — Passed to third reading 2876. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 894. Relating to the conveyance of certain state-owned real property in Lubbock County and to certain duties of the board of regents of Texas Tech University. 
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Gibson, Jay
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1151. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2876. — Passed to third reading 2876. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 895. Relating to the protection and conservation of fresh water in connection with activities associated with the exploration, recovery, and development of oil and gas or geothermal resources, to rules in connection with saltwater hauling. 
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Geisweidt
Received from the Senate 1559. — Read first time 1578. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 1578. — Rules suspended 1578. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2960. — Read second time 3195. — Amended 3195. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3198. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3198.
SB 897. Relating to the authority of the comptroller to charge bingo licensees an audit or investigation fee.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Turner
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 1151. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1492.
— Read second time 1638. — Passed to third reading 1638. — Rules suspended 1684.

SB 898. Relating to mandatory and permissive venue in civil actions, to transfers and hearings, to the effect of improper venue on a appeal from the trial on the merits, and to rules governing venue.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Bush
Received from the Senate 2112. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 2312. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561.

SB 899. Relating to exemption of Agricultural Extension Service, Engineering Extension Service, Engineering Experiment Station, Interstate Forest Fire Protection Compact Administrator, and Agricultural Experiment Station from the Sunset Act.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Prewalt
Received from the Senate 1955. — Read first time 2008. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 2008. — Correction in referral 2106. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 2106. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2365.
— Read second time 2537. — Passed to third reading 2537. — Read third time 3067.
— Passed 3068. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 900. Relating to exemptions from tuition and fees and provision of stipends for certain teachers training in secondary science or mathematics education and placing certain obligations on persons accepting the benefits.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Haley
Received from the Senate 1729. — Read first time 1828. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1828. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086.

SB 901. Relating to regulation of the fitting and dispensing of hearing aids.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Lee, Don
Received from the Senate 1409. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561.

SB 902. Relating to mutual assistance among cities and counties in the provision of emergency medical services.
Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Rangel
Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561.

SB 908. Relating to credit in the Employees Retirement System of Texas for certain service performed by persons who became highway department employees; providing for
SB 910. Relating to hazardous duty pay for parole officers and certain employees or officials of the Board of Pardons and Paroles.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Short
Received from the Senate 1409. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 1719. — Rules suspended 2001. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1579. — Read second time 1723. — Amended 1723. — Passed to third reading 3356. — Passed third reading 3393. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 911. Relating to creation of a Criminal Justice Policy Council and its functions, administration, and funding; organization of the Criminal Justice Coordinating Council and the elimination of the Criminal Justice Division Advisory Board.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Keller
Companion document(s): HB 1547
Received from the Senate 1272. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 1336. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1579. — Read second time 1723. — Amended 1723. — Passed to third reading 3356. — Passed to third reading 3393. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 912. Relating to the conveyance of certain state-owned real property in Kleberg County and to the powers and duties of the Board of Directors of the University System of South Texas.
Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Rangel
Received from the Senate 1592. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2854. — Read second time 2876. — Rules suspended 2912. — Passed to third reading 2912. — Passed 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 913. Relating to the conveyance of certain state-owned real property in Hidalgo County and to certain powers and duties of the Board of Directors of the University System of South Texas.
Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Rangel
Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2876. — Rules suspended 2912. — Passed to third reading 2912. — Passed 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 920. Relating to the authority of the Texas Department of Human Resources to set and charge a fee for providing certain services and to provision of services under certain circumstances.
Author: Leedom
House Sponsor: Polk
Companion document(s): HB 1576
Received from the Senate 1409. — Read first time 1440. — Referred to Committee on Human Services 1440. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1579. — Read second time 2811. — Amended 2921. — Passed to third reading 2921. — Read third time 2921. — Passed, as amended 2921. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 921. Relating to charges for the return of certain checks following their dishonor; preserving other available rights and remedies to the holder of a check.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Bush
Companion document(s): HB 1790
Received from the Senate 2016. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on
SB 923. Relating to the regulation of lobbying; providing for advisory opinions by the secretary of state.

Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Green
Companion document(s): HB 1497

Received from the Senate 1409. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1718. — Report of committee favorably with substitute 2854. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3180. — Amended 3184. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3185. — Vote reconsidered 3310. — Passed to third reading 3310. — Read third time 3384. — Passed 3384. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3551. — House adopted conference committee report 3566. — Signed in the House 3696.


Author: Doggett

Received from the Senate 2964. — Read first time 3004. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 3004.

SB 925. Relating to the regulation of auctioneers.

Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Watson


SB 926. Relating to recovery of costs and attorney's fees in defense of a frivolous claim raised by a state agency.

Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Gilley

Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1718. — Report of committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Read second time 3244. — Passed to third reading 3244. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 927. Relating to the regulation of job protection and certain health, accident, and disability insurance and other benefits for certain workers.

Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Messer

Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 2305. — Report of committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2877. — Amended 2877. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2877. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 928. Relating to the continuation of the State Board of Insurance and to the regulation of the business of insurance.

Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Simpson
Companion document(s): HB 1334

Received from the Senate 892. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 983. — Report of committee favorably with amendments 1491. — Read second time 2373. — Amended 2374. — Amendments offered 2389. — Record vote.
SB 940. Relating to establishing the limit on the amount of state funds that may be paid for assistance grants to or on behalf of needy dependent children and their caretakers. 
Author: Washington
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 1336. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2877. — Passed to third reading 2877. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2877. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 943. Relating to the terms of office of directors of certain general law water districts. 
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Harrison, Dudley
Received from the Senate 2016. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2305. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2877. — Passed to third reading 2877. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2878. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232. — Vetoed by the Governor 6-19-83

SB 946. Relating to the subdivision and use of mineral-bearing land; to certain powers and duties of the Railroad Commission, to the use of operations sites within a subdivision, and to the authority of municipalities. 
Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Turner
Companion document(s): HB 1379
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Energy 1336. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1579. — Read second time 2941. — Passed to third reading 2942. — Read third time 3012. — Passed 3012. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 948. Relating to the regulation of compensation paid for the sale of credit insurance and to certain powers and duties of the State Board of Insurance; providing for judicial review of the board's action. 
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Wolens
Companion document(s): HB 1614
Received from the Senate 1621. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 1718. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2365. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2749. — Motion to table 2750. — Record vote 2753. — Amendments offered 2754. — Record vote 2754. — Amended 2756. — Passed to engrossment as amended 2756. — Record vote 2756. — Read third time 2809. — Passed 2809. — Record vote 2809. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3006. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 950. Relating to the general prevailing rate of wages paid to laborers on public works projects; providing enforcement procedures and a penalty; giving workers a private right of action under certain circumstances. 
Author: Doggett
Companion document(s): HB 1399
Received from the Senate 2112. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on Labor and Employment Relations 2578.

SB 958. Relating to the prohibitions and rights of fire and police personnel in certain cities to engage in certain political activities. 
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Keller
Received from the Senate 1181. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on
SBE 960. Relating to the regulation of obstructions to air navigation and of taxicabs serving airports.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles
Companion document(s): HB 1866
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on
Urban Affairs 1151. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108.
— Read second time 2949. — Amended 2949. — Passed to third reading, as amended
2953. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2953. — Read third time 3015. — Passed
3016. — Senate refused to concur in House amendments 3294. — Conference committee
reported 3294. — Senate conferees appointed 3294. — House granted request for
conference committee 3365. — House conferences appointed 3365. — Senate adopted
conference committee report 3462. — Conference committee report submitted 3620. —
House adopted conference committee report 3620. — Signed in the House 3696.

SBE 961. Relating to the investments of insurers; authorizing the State Board of Insurance
to adopt certain rules and regulations.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Simpson
Companion document(s): HB 1674
Received from the Senate 1174. — Read first time 1274. — Referred to Committee on
Insurance 1274. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1491. — Read
second time 2527. — Amended 2527. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2529. —
Read third time 3064. — Passed 3064. — Record vote 3064. — Senate concurred in
House amendments 3291. — Signed in the House 3696.

SBE 963. Relating to the reorganization of the Dallas County Municipal Utility District No.
1 and its continuation as a district; to a change of the name of the district to Dallas County
Utility and Reclamation District.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Blanton
Companion document(s): HB 1918
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on
County Affairs 2305. — Posting rule suspended 2306. — Reported from committee
favorably without amendments 2457. — Read second time 2667. — Passed to third
reading 2667. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. —
Record vote 2723. — Signed in the House 2910.

SBE 964. Relating to the measurement of distances in connection with the sale of alcoholic
beverages near a public school, church, or public hospital, and to notice of an application
for a licence or permit to sell alcoholic beverages.
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: English
Companion document(s): HB 1942
Received from the Senate 1621. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on
Liquor Regulation 1719. — Posting rule suspended 2456. — Reported from committee
favorably without amendments 2854. — Read second time 3244. — Amended 3244. —
Passed to third reading, as amended 3244. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time
3274. — Passed 3274. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3374. — Signed in the
House 3634.

SBE 967. Relating to certain requirements imposed on foreign insurance corporations
seeking to conduct insurance business in this state.
Author: Henderson
House Sponsor: Simpson
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on
Insurance 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1622. —
Read second time 2132. — Passed to third reading 2132. — Rules suspended 2211. —
Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Signed in the House 2454.

SBE 969. Relating to the authority of certain counties to contract for the improvement of
highways in the counties and to assess the cost of the improvements to the owners of
property benefited by the improvements.
SB 970. Relating to financing, constructing, and operating certain causeways, bridges, and tunnels by certain counties, to use and acquisition of property for purposes of a project and to the status of authorized liens or pledges.

Author: Henderson
House Sponsor: Barton, Erwin
Companion document(s): HB 1912
Received from the Senate 1272. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 1336. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1825. — Read second time 2133. — Rules suspended 2209. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2314. — Signed in the House 2464.

SB 971. Relating to an increase in the student union fee at The University of Texas at Arlington.

Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: English
Companion document(s): HB 1005
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 1718.

SB 972. Relating to the calculation of the effective tax rate for a taxing unit.

Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Peveto
Companion document(s): HB 1499
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 1718. — Read second time 2668. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2668. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2721. — Vetoed by the Governor 6-19-83.

SB 973. Relating to the exemption of implements of husbandry from ad valorem taxation.

Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Peveto
Companion document(s): HB 931
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1578. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 1578. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108.
SB 978. Relating to the time at which the board of directors of an appraisal district receives the proposed budget for the district.
Author: Jones
Companion document(s): HB 532
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 1718.

SB 980. Relating to the date by which rendition statements and property reports must be delivered to the chief appraiser, providing for extension of time.
Author: Jones
Companion document(s): HB 534
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 1718.

SB 981. Relating to judicial review of determinations concerning the situs of personal property for ad valorem taxation.
Author: Jones
Companion document(s): HB 967
Received from the Senate 1750. — Read first time 1828. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 1828.

SB 982. Relating to administrative review of property tax determinations and to the establishment, membership, personnel, powers and duties, and procedures of the Property Tax Appeals Commission.
Author: Jones
Received from the Senate 1750. — Read first time 1828. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 1828.

SB 985. Relating to the due dates for certain taxes, reports, estimated insurance gross premium taxes and to time for filing suit after payment of tax under protest and payment of additional tax due after filing of suit.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 1940
Received from the Senate 820. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 983. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2769. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3198. — Passed to third reading 3200. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3200. — Read third time 3313. — Passed 3313. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3313. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3551. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 986. Relating to the due dates of the public utilities gross receipts assessment and the interest rate on delinquent assessments.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Stiles
Companion document(s): HB 1937
Received from the Senate 704. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 3200. — Passed to third reading 3200. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3200. — Read third time 3313. — Passed 3313. — Record vote 3313. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 987. Relating to the filing of returns and payment of estimated insurance gross premium taxes and to time for filing suit after payment of tax under protest and payment of additional tax due after filing of suit.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Shea
Companion document(s): HB 1938
Received from the Senate 730. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 806. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2769. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3200. — Passed to third reading 3204. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3204. — Read third time 3314. — Passed 3314. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3314. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3551. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 988. Relating to the due dates for certain taxes, reports, estimated taxes and to forfeitures.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Turner  
Companion document(s): HB 1939  
Received from the Senate 820. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 983. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2769. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3204. — Passed to third reading 3206. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3206. — Read third time 3314. — Passed 3314. — Record vote 3314. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3551. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 989. Relating to certain fees charged by the secretary of state.  
Author: Leedom  
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald  
Companion document(s): HB 1621  
Received from the Senate 674. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on Elections 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1041. — Read second time 1200. — Passed to third reading 1200. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1200. — Rules suspended 1217. — Read third time 1217. — Signed in the House 1296.

SB 995. Relating to the open meetings and open records requirements applicable to governmental bodies; giving private rights of action in certain circumstances.  
Author: Doggett  
House Sponsor: Cain  
Received from the Senate 730. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960.

SB 996. Relating to the maximum liability of a title insurance company.  
Author: Farabee  
House Sponsor: Wolens  
Companion document(s): HB 1642  
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 1336. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1622. — Read second time 2134. — Passed to third reading 2134. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2134. — Rules suspended 2209. — Read third time 2209. — Passed 2209. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2209. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 997. Relating to certain protective orders issued to deter family violence and to criminal penalties for the violation of those orders.  
Author: Doggett  
House Sponsor: Armbrister  
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 1336. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2635. — Read second time 2878. — Amended 2878. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2878. — Rules suspended 2913. — Read third time 2913. — Passed 2913. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3254.

SB 1000. Relating to the requirement for a saltwater sportfishing stamp and to fees.  
Author: Brown  
House Sponsor: Messer  
Received from the Senate 2006. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on Environmental Affairs 2305. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561. — Read second time 2930. — Passed to third reading 2930. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2930. — Read third time 3010. — Passed 3011. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3011. — Signed in the House 3232. — Vetoed by the Governor 6-19-83

SB 1004. Relating to the creation, jurisdiction, powers and duties, terms, judge, personnel, and practice and procedures of the County Court at Law of Caldwell County.  
Author: Sharp  
House Sponsor: Robinson  
Companion document(s): HB 1659  
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1554. — Read second time 1628. — Passed to third reading 1628. — Rules suspended 1684. — Read third time 1684. — Passed 1684. — Record vote 1684. — Signed in the House 1891.
SB 1006. Relating to coverage of state employees working outside of the state.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Watson
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 1151. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2307. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2668. — Passed to third reading 2668. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 1014. Relating to the courses and course levels offered at The University of Texas of the Permian Basin with emphasis in certain fields; providing for participation in the adjusted funding formulae for upper-level institutions.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Gibson, Jay
Companion documents(s): HB 598
Received from the Senate 1376. — Read first time 1489. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1489. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2365.

SB 1018. Relating to requiring permits for certain drilled or mined shafts; giving the Railroad Commission, the Dept. of Water Resources, the Water Commission and the Water Development Board certain powers and duties.
Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Laney
Companion document(s): HB 2212
Received from the Senate 802. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 983. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1554. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2134. — Passed to third reading 2134. — Rules suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2314. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 1019. Relating to prohibiting staff of a general hospital from certain discriminatory practices in providing emergency diagnoses and services.
Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Barrientos
Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 2471. — Passed to third reading 2471. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2471. — Read third time 3053. — Passed 3053. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3053. — Signed in the House 3524.

Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Green
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1553. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 1553. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1622. — Read second time 2139. — Passed to third reading 2139. — Rules suspended 2209. — Read third time 2209. — Passed 2209. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 1022. Relating to catching redfish and speckled sea trout by persons on commercial fishing boats.
Author: Lyon
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 1491
Received from the Senate 1920. — Read first time 1921. — Referred to Committee on Environmental Affairs 1921. — Posting rule suspended 2001. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2307. — Read second time 2532. — Passed to third reading 2532. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2532. — Read third time 3066. — Passed 3066. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3066. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 1023. Relating to increasing penalties for taking redfish and speckled sea trout and for possessing and using certain nets.
Author: Lyon
House Sponsor: Keller
SB 1025. Relating to abandoned motor vehicles, including certain motorboats, outboard motors, or vessels.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 1894
Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2307. — Read second time 2668. — Passed to third reading 2668. — Rules suspended 3106. — Passed 3421. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 1026. Relating to ecological matters in the consideration and issuance of and in the operation under certain water rights permits.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Kemp
Companion document(s): HB 1894
Received from the Senate 1575. — Read first time 1578. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 1578. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 3086. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3357. — Amended 3359. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3360. — Record vote 3360. — Read third time 3394. — Amendments offered 3394. — Record vote 3394. — Amendments offered 3417. — Record vote 3419. — Passed, as amended 3419. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3419. — Senate refused to concur in House amendments 3463. — Conference committee requested 3463. — Senate conferees appointed 3463. — House granted request for conference committee 3484. — House conferees appointed 3485. — Rules suspended 3553.

SB 1027. Relating to the acquisition and content of a certificate of title for motorboats and outboard motors, to requirements for transfer of title, and to the creation and enforcement of liens on motorboats and outboard motors.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 1893
Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1372. — Read second time 2117. — Amended 2117. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2117. — Rules suspended 2208. — Passed 2208. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2464. — Signed in the House 2584.

SB 1029. Relating to the creation and establishment of a conservation and reclamation district, known as San Jacinto Place Municipal Utility District No. 1.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Emmett
Received from the Senate 673. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1622. — Read second time 2117. — Passed to third reading 2117. — Rules suspended 2208. — Read third time 2208. — Passed 2208. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 1030. Relating to the creation and establishment of a conservation and reclamation district, known as San Jacinto Place Municipal Utility District No. 2.
Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Emmett
Received from the Senate 673. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1622. — Read second time 2117. — Amended 2117. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2117. — Rules suspended 2208. — Read third time 2208. — Passed 2208. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2464. — Signed in the House 2584.

SB 1031. Relating to the creation and establishment of a conservation and reclamation district, known as San Jacinto Place Municipal Utility District No. 3.
A422  SENATE BILLS, HISTORY OF

Author: Williams  House Sponsor: Emmett
Received from the Senate 673. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1622. — Read second time 2117. — Passed to third reading 2118. — Rules suspended 2208. — Read third time 2208. — Passed 2208. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 1032. Relating to the creation and establishment of a conservation and reclamation district, known as San Jacinto Place Municipal Utility District No. 4.
Author: Williams  House Sponsor: Emmett
Received from the Senate 673. — Read first time 806. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 806. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1622. — Read second time 2117. — Passed to third reading 2118. — Rules suspended 2208. — Read third time 2208. — Passed 2208. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 1033. Relating to the authority of a county commissioners court to regulate the keeping of certain wild animals.
Author: Sharp  House Sponsor: Harrison, W. O. Jr.
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 1718. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2457. — Read second time 2668. — Passed to third reading 2668. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2668. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 1034. Relating to the collection of special expenses by an incorporated city, town, or village.
Author: Sharp  House Sponsor: Robinson
Companion document(s): HB 1476
Received from the Senate 802. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1188. — Read second time 2504. — Passed to third reading 2404. — Read third time 3058. — Passed 3058. — Record vote 3058. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 1036. Relating to the authority of the Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority to regulate certain activities and to notice of prohibited activities.
Author: Sharp  House Sponsor: Armbrister
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 1718. — Posting rule suspended 2559. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2878. — Passed to third reading 2878. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232. — Vetoed by the Governor 6-19-83

SB 1038. Relating to protective clothing for firefighters; giving the Commission on Fire Protection Personnel Standards and Education certain decision-making and enforcement authority.
Author: Glasgow  House Sponsor: Mankins
Received from the Senate 1592. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2365. — Read second time 2535. — Amended 2536. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2536. — Read third time 3067. — Passed 3067. — Record vote 3067. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3291. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 1040. Relating to licensing and regulation of insurers, insurance solicitors, and agents; giving the State Board of Insurance certain powers and duties; providing rules on payment or receipt of commissions.
Author: Glasgow  House Sponsor: Lee, Don
Received from the Senate 2536. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 2578. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2854. — Read second time 3245. — Amended 3245. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3245. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3551. — Signed in the House 3696.
SB 1044. Relating to conflicts of interest of local public officials.
Author: Lyon
House Sponsor: Tejeda
Companion document(s): HB 1749
Received from the Senate 1621. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1720. — Posting rule suspended 1822. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 3345. — Amended 3345. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3345. — Read third time 3390. — Passed 3390. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3563. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1047. Relating to the collection of fees by the Texas Department of Health for public health services, to creation of a special fee fund, to certain powers and duties of the Department of Health and Board of Health, and to subrogation rights.
Author: Vale
House Sponsor: Keller
Companion document(s): HB 1147
Received from the Senate 1409. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1718. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561. — Read second time 2668. — Passed to third reading 2668. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 1049. Relating to an extended temporary permit for the transporting of raw farm products only from the farm to elevators and markets and to fees for permits.
Author: Vale
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 1766. — Referred to Committee on Agriculture & Livestock 2766.

SB 1050. Making an appropriation to the Texas State Board of Examiners of Psychologists for certain operating expenses.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Madia
Companion document(s): HB 2147
Received from the Senate 872. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1372. — Read second time 1538. — Passed to third reading 1638. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 1638. — Rules suspended 1684. — Read third time 1684. — Passed 1684. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 1053. Relating to utility rate relief programs of municipalities.
Author: Kothmann
Companion document(s): HB 1012
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1718.

SB 1056. Relating to the information required on a voter registration application.
Author: Kothmann
Companion document(s): HB 476
Received from the Senate 1621. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on Elections 1720.

SB 1062. Relating to the counties in the First and Fourteenth Supreme Judicial Districts reimbursing Harris County for certain costs incurred by Harris County pertaining to those courts.
Author: Whitmire
House Sponsor: Smith, Ashley
Companion document(s): HB 1668
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1151. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1622. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3072. — Passed to third reading 3073. — Read third time 3420. — Passed 3420. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3560. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1064. Relating to the prevention, reporting, and control of communicable diseases and to certain powers and duties of the Texas Board of Health, the commissioner of Health, and the Texas Department of Health.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Lee, Don
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on

SB 1066. Relating to good conduct time earned by a prisoner and to department procedures for the restoration of good conduct time and to certain powers and duties of the Board of Pardons and Paroles.
Author: Washington
Companion document(s): HB 1721
Received from the Senate 1729. — Read first time 1828. — Referred to Committee on Law Enforcement 1828.

SB 1071. Relating to establishment, membership, powers and duties, personnel, and financing of a juvenile board in Ellis County.
Author: Edwards
Companion document(s): HB 1833
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2766. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2766.

SB 1075. Relating to compensation of directors of the Aquilla-Hackberry Creek Conservation District.
Author: Edwards
House Sponsor: Word
Received from the Senate 2094. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2305. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2858. — Passed to third reading 2858. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1076. Relating to the use of certain tools by agricultural laborers in commercial farming operations.
Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Hinojosa
Companion document(s): HB 2103
Received from the Senate 1409. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Agriculture & Livestock 1718. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 3371.

SB 1078. Relating to the establishment and implementation of an energy management loan fund for cities, counties, and independent school districts and to certain powers and duties of TENRAC and the comptroller.
Author: Edwards
Companion document(s): HB 1251
Received from the Senate 2112. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Energy 2312.

SB 1081. Relating to suits for custody and support of children after entry of a foreign divorce decree.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Turner
Received from the Senate 2798. — Read first time 2853. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 2853. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3371.

SB 1082. Relating to fees, costs and deposits to be received by the Clerks of the Courts of Appeals for civil cases.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Armbrister
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1336. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1622. — Read second time 2529. — Amended 2529. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2530. — Read third time 3065. — Passed 3065. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 1083. Relating to entry of certain orders and reports in the minutes of the courts of appeals.
Author: Caperton
Companion document(s): HB 2245
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 2305.
SB 1086. Relating to notice concerning exhibits and papers on file with the courts of appeals and to the preservation of records of the courts of appeals.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Toomey
Companion document(s): HB 2236
Received from the Senate 2094. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 2312. — Posting rule suspended 2455. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2878. — Passed to third reading 2878. — Rules suspended 2913. — Read third time 2913. — Passed 2913. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1088. Relating to certain veterinary medical malpractice protection provided by The Texas A&M University System and to powers and duties of the board of regents of the Texas A&M University System.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Presnal
Companion document(s): HB 1924
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1336. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2878. — Passed to third reading 2878. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2878. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1091. Relating to the electronic transfer of funds from the accounts of customers at certain financial institutions to the accounts of merchants at the same or different financial institutions and to charges for transfer.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Wallace
Companion document(s): HB 2079

SB 1094. Relating to certificates of contribution, tax liability, policy limits, and guaranty fund provisions; to the regulation and licensing of agents for companies; and to certain powers and duties of the State Board of Insurance.
Author: Harris
House Sponsor: Simpson
Received from the Senate 2368. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 2578. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2878. — Passed to third reading 2878. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1095. Relating to equipping motor vehicles with television-type receiving equipment used exclusively for the purpose of receiving digital information.
Author: Whitmire
House Sponsor: Hackney
Companion document(s): HB 1774
Received from the Senate 803. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1076. — Read second time 1200. — Passed to third reading 1200. — Rules suspended 1215. — Read third time 1215. — Passed 1215. — Signed in the House 1296.

SB 1096. Relating to refunding bonds of school districts and to an authorizing election if constitutionally required.
Author: Uribe
House Sponsor: Polk
Companion document(s): HB 1904
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SB 1097</th>
<th>Relating to the definition of an incapacitated person, to limited guardianships for incapacitated persons, and to hearings and evidentiary matters connected with those hearings.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author: Uribe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Sponsor: Danburg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SB 1098</th>
<th>Relating to the composition, powers, duties, and terms of members of the State Purchasing and General Services Commission and to the method of selecting vendors under bids awarded to other than the low-bidding single vendor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author: Doggett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Sponsor: Stiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SB 1100</th>
<th>Relating to exemption from regulation of certain audiologists making earmold impressions and to certain prohibited acts by an unlicensed person.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author: Doggett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Sponsor: Wright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SB 1102</th>
<th>Relating to establishment of a performing artist’s lien.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author: Doggett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Sponsor: Colbert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SB 1104</th>
<th>Relating to the offenses of use and manufacture, sale, or distribution of devices used to intercept television transmissions and cable television services and the offenses of making or maintaining an unauthorized connection.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author: Doggett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Sponsor: Uber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SB 1110</th>
<th>Relating to the membership, powers, duties, functions, and operations of the legislative council.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author: McFarland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Sponsor: Messer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SB 1112. Relating to the distribution to political subdivisions and use of money received from the use and development of federal public land; giving the comptroller of public accounts certain responsibilities and duties.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Saunders
Companion document(s): HB 1181

SB 1119. Relating to preservation of the view of the State Capitol and to a private right of action for injunctive relief for a violation.
Author: Washington
Received from the Senate 1920. — Read first time 1921. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1921.

SB 1125. Relating to absences from public schools for religious holy days.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Colbert
Companion document(s): HB 1657
Received from the Senate 1181. — Read first time 1245. — Referred to Committee on Public Education 1245. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1554. — Read second time 3081. — Passed to third reading 3081. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3081. — Read third time 3423. — Passed 3423. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 1128. Relating to the time requirement for payment by certain cities of salary deductions and matching amounts into the Firemen and Policemen's Pension Fund, and to extension of the time for repayment of contributions by certain members.
Author: Vale
House Sponsor: Martinez, Walter
Received from the Senate 1376. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Retirement and Aging 1718. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2878. — Passed to third reading 2879. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2879. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1130. Relating to the reporting of certain information about a professional nurse who is suspected of being impaired by chemical dependency or mental or physical illness; making certain information confidential.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Madia
Companion document(s): HB 1718
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1623.

SB 1131. Relating to life insurance company separate accounts and to contracts providing benefits in variable amounts; providing for the extent of application of the Insurance Code to separate accounts and contracts relating to separate accounts.
Author: Henderson
House Sponsor: Smith, Ashley
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 983. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1269. — Read second time 2503. — Amended 2504. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2504. — Read third time 3057. — Passed 3057. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3292. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 1134. Relating to motor vehicle insurance, motor vehicle fraud, and motor vehicle theft reporting, to confidentiality of certain records, and to immunity from civil liability for damages in a civil action.
SB 1137. Relating to certain admissions of unadjudicated offenses during sentencing for a criminal conviction.
Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Hury
Companion document(s): HB 1588
Received from the Senate 1592. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence 1720. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2107. — Read second time 2668. — Passed to third reading 2668. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 1140. Relating to standards for rating energy devices for use in performance rating and certification of the devices and to tax exemption for certain solar energy devices.
Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Fox
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1336. — Correction in referral 1489. — Referred to Committee on Energy 1489. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1824. — Read second time 2544. — Passed to third reading 2544. — Read third time 3070. — Passed 3070. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 1141. Relating to the regulation of motor vehicle manufacturers, distributors, and sellers of new motor vehicles; to the protection of purchasers of new motor vehicles; to certain related legal actions by consumers.
Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Schluter
Companion document(s): HB 2211
Received from the Senate 1080. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 1151. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1825. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2405. — Amended 2411. — Amendments offered 2412. — Record vote 2412. — Amended 2419. — Amendments offered 2419. — Record vote 2419. — Amendments offered 2420. — Record vote 2420. — Point of order sustained 2423. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2423. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2423. — Read third time 2466. — Passed 2466. — Record vote 2466. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2797. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1143. Relating to the inclusion of land previously appraised as agricultural or open-space land as part of a residence homestead for property tax purposes.
Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Schluter
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1718. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 1718. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 2668. — Passed to third reading 2668. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 1144. Relating to the transaction of business by the courts of appeals for the First, Second, and Fourteenth Supreme Judicial Districts and the filing and transfer of appellate cases.
Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Smith, Ashley
Companion document(s): HB 1667
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1336. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1622. — Read second time 3336. — Amended 3336. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3336. — Read third time 3387. — Passed 3387. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3551. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1152. Relating to the use of firearms by and to firearm training of private security officers.
Author: Brown
SB 1155. Relating to coordination of activities of state agencies related to health care, to certain licensing requirements, and to certain duties of the Texas Department of Health Author: Truan
Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1720.

SB 1156. Relating to the disposition of abandoned securities and abandoned property in a safe deposit box or other safekeeping repository.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Glossbrenner
Companion document(s): HB 2387
Received from the Senate 2111. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions 2312. — Posting rule suspended 2455. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2879. — Passed to third reading 2879. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1158. Relating to certain loans by an industrial development corporation, to restrictions on relending, to approval of projects, to the interest rates on bonds, and to certain authority of the Texas Industrial Commission.
Author: Whitmire
House Sponsor: Lee, El Franco
Companion document(s): HB 1898
Received from the Senate 2858. — Read first time 2967. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 2967. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3233.

SB 1165. Relating to the definition of floating rate public securities; amending the definitions of net interest cost, bond years, and net effective interest rate with respect to floating rate public securities.
Author: Glasgow
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2766. — Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions 2766.

SB 1166. Relating to management of Tarleton State University and to use of certain donated funds.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Horn
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Read second time 3245. — Passed to third reading 3245. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Signed in the House 3568.

SB 1167. Relating to authorizing the issuance of short term obligations by certain cities, river authorities, navigation districts, joint power agencies, and certain transit authorities and the use of funds generated.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Millsap
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 2305. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2854. — Read second time 3017. — Passed to third reading 3017. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3017. — Read third time 3106. — Passed 3106. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3106. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 1168. Relating to private mortgage guaranty insurance issued pursuant to the Insurance Code.
Author: Glasgow
Companion document(s): HB 2118
SB 1180. Relating to the repeal of the state law providing that no person other than an elector resident may be appointed to any office by the governing body of a general law city.

Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Russell
Companion document(s): HB 1882
Received from the Senate 871. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1188. — Read second time 2504. — Passed to third reading 2504. — Read third time 3057. — Passed 3057. — Record vote 3057. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 1181. Relating to the establishment, administration, disbursement, and use of an engineering excellence fund to be used for acquisition of capital equipment for certain engineering colleges in the state.

Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Thompson, Gary
Companion document(s): HB 2200
Received from the Senate 1409. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2365. — Read second time 2953. — Passed to third reading 2953. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2953. — Read third time 3016. — Passed 3016. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3016. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 1184. Relating to recovery of actual costs and attorney’s fees by the attorney general in a charitable trust suits and to the venue of such charitable trust suits.

Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 2258
Received from the Senate 2368. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 2578. — Posting rule suspended 2768. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3245. — Passed to third reading 3245. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 1185. Relating to fees to which the attorney general is entitled.

Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 2259
Received from the Senate 2368. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 2578. — Posting rule suspended 2768. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3245. — Passed to third reading 3245. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 1190. Relating to requirements in certain lawsuits in which the State of Texas or any state agency is a party and of notice of intent to take default judgments against the State of Texas or any state agency.

Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Jackson
Companion document(s): HB 2001
Received from the Senate 820. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Judiciary 983. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 1917. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2668. — Passed to third reading 2668. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Senate refused to concur in House amendments 2870. — Senate granted request for conference committee 2870. — Senate conferees appointed 2870. — Conference committee requested 3102. — House conferees appointed 3102. — Conference committee report submitted 3443. — Senate adopted conference committee report 3443. — Senate adopted conference committee report 3551. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1192. Relating to establishment, membership, staff, powers and duties, and compensation of a juvenile board for the 132nd Judicial District.

Author: Farabee
SB 1194. Relating to establishment, membership, staff, powers and duties, financing, and compensation of a juvenile board in Jones County.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Carriker
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2305. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561. — Read second time 2669. — Passed to third reading 2669. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 1197. Relating to appointments to the board of hospital managers of certain hospital districts.
Author: Washington
Received from the Senate 1592. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 1720.

SB 1198. Relating to waiver of benefits from the Employees Retirement System of Texas.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Martinez, Walter
Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Retirement and Aging 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1825. — Read second time 2140. — Passed to third reading 2140. — Rules suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 1205. Relating to a motor vehicle emissions inspection and maintenance program, to certain powers and duties of the Public Safety Commission, and to certain powers and duties of the Department of Public Safety.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Hackney
Companion document(s): HB 2041
Received from the Senate 1181. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 1336. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1491. — Read second time 2518. — Amended 2518. — Amendments offered 2518. — Amended 2519. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2519. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2519. — Read third time 3061. — Amended 3061. — Passed, as amended 3061. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3061. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3291. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 1207. Relating to vacancies on the board of trustees of an independent school district.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Watson
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1336. — Referred to Committee on Public Education 1336. — Posting rule suspended 1370. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1554. — Read second time 2140. — Passed to third reading 2140. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2140. — Rules suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 1208. Relating to the issuance of a driver’s license to a person from another state and to the renewal of a driver’s license by mail.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Hall, Lanny
Companion document(s): HB 1598
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1337. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 1337. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1555. — Postponed 2530. — Read second time 2586. — Passed to third reading 2587. — Read third time 3071. — Passed 3071. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3071. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 1209. Relating to the issue of certain licenses by the Department of Agriculture.
Author: Sarpaliius
SB 1210. Relating to establishment, staff, membership, powers and duties, financing, and operations of a juvenile board for Hartley County.

Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Buchanan
Companion document(s): HB 2191

Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1449. — Read third time 1628. — Passed to third reading 1628. — Rules suspended 1682. — Read third time 1682. — Passed 1682. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 1213. Relating to regulation of the practice of occupational therapy and to the creation, membership, and powers and duties of the Board of Occupational Therapy Examiners and the Advisory Board of Occupational Therapy.

Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald

Received from the Senate 2112. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 2312. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Read second time 3349. — Amended 3349. — Amendments offered 3349. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3349. — Record vote 3349. — Read third time 3391. — Passed subject to Article III, Sec. 49a, Texas Constitution 3392. — Record vote 3392. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3556. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1215. Relating to distribution of a fire fighter's relief and retirement benefits in certain cities.

Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Barton, Erwin

Received from the Senate 2015. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 2305. — Posting rule suspended 2559. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2879. — Passed to third reading 2879. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2879. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3322.

SB 1216. Relating to the definition, fees, and regulation of child-care facilities.

Author: Brooks

Received from the Senate 1559. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Human Services 1719.

SB 1217. Relating to the establishment, membership, personnel, powers and duties, financing, and administration of a juvenile board in Denton County.

Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Hall, W. Tip

Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 1720. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561. — Read second time 2669. — Passed to third reading 2669. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 1221. Relating to certain state purchase vouchers and invoices and to certain powers and duties of the State Purchasing and General Services Commission and of the comptroller.

Author: Blake
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Companion document(s): HB 871

Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1151. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1554. — Read second time 1640. — Passed to third reading 1640. — Rules suspended 1684. — Read third time 1684. — Passed 1684. — Record vote 1684. — Signed in the House 1891. — Vetted by the Governor 5-21-83.

SB 1222. Relating to the regulation of the sale of eggs and to expenses for out-of-state inspections.

Author: Blake
House Sponsor: Robinson

Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1553. — Referred to Committee on Agriculture & Livestock 1553. — Reported from committee favorably without...

SB 1224. Relating to establishment, personnel, compensation, powers and duties, and financing of a juvenile board in Culberson and Hudspeth counties.
Author: Sims
House Sponsor: Shaw
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 1151. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1449. — Read second time 1628. — Passed to third reading 1628. — Rules suspended 1682. — Read third time 1891. — Passed 1891. — Signed in the House 1991.

SB 1225. Relating to liability insurance for county officers and employees.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Simpson
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2305. — Posting rule suspended 2454. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2879. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 3232. — Passed 3232. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1226. Relating to the periodic review of certain state agencies under the Texas Sunset Act.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Bomer
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on Human Services 1151. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1579. — Read second time 2525. — Passed to third reading 2525. — Read third time 3062. — Passed 3062. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3062. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 1227. Relating to the exclusion of serial and journal subscriptions for certain libraries from the requirements of the State Purchasing and General Services Act.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Armbrister
Companion document(s): HB 2056
Received from the Senate 870. — Read first time 983. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 983. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1372. — Read second time 1640. — Passed to third reading 1640. — Rules suspended 1683. — Read third time 1891. — Passed 1891. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 1228. Relating to conventions of political parties required to nominate candidates by primary election.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Hill, Gerald
Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1337. — Referred to Committee on Elections 1337. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2107. — Read second time 3074. — Passed to third reading 3074. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3074. — Read third time 3421. — Amended 3421. — Passed, as amended 3421. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3421. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3558. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1235. Relating to the development and conservation of the water resources of the State and to certain powers and duties of the Texas Water Development Board and the Texas Water Commission.
Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Polk
Received from the Senate 1559. — Read first time 1578. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 1578. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2855. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3360. — Amended 3363. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3363. — Read third time 3419. — Amended 3420. — Passed, as amended 3420. — Senate refused to concur in House amendments 3463. — Senate granted request for conference committee 3463. — Senate conference appointed 3463. — Conference committee requested 3485. — House conference appointed 3485.
SB 1236. Relating to creation, administration, and operation of a loan assistance program for water conservation, water development, water quality enhancement, or flood control and drainage and a bond insurance program for water.
Author: Howard
House Sponsor: Craddick
Received from the Senate 1559. — Read first time 1578. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 1578. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2960. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3185. — Amended 3194. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3195. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3195. — Read third time 3310. — Passed 3310. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3310. — Senate refused to concur in House amendments 3463. — Conference committee requested 3463. — Senate conference appointed 3463. — House granted request for conference committee 3485. — House conferees appointed 3485.

SB 1237. Relating to the membership of the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Supreme Judicial District.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Peto
Received from the Senate 2628. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 2765. — Posting rule suspended 2850. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960.

SB 1241. Relating to prevention and control of spills of hazardous substances, to coordination of the state response effort and cooperation of state agencies, to creation of the Texas Spill Response Fund.
Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Craddick
Received from the Senate 2450. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2578. — Posting rule suspended 2797. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2855. — Read second time 3185. — Amended 3185. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3185. — Read third time 3310. — Passed 3310. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3551. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1242. Relating to validation of the boundaries of Forest Cove Municipal Utility District and elections held in the district.
Author: Henderson
House Sponsor: Emmett
Companion document(s): HB 1340
Received from the Senate 2094. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2312. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2858. — Passed to third reading 2858. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2858. — Rules suspended 2912. — Read third time 2912. — Passed 2912. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2912. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1245. Relating to the conduct and financing of governor for a day and speaker’s day ceremonies.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Evans, Charles
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on House Administration 1151. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 2669. — Passed to third reading 2669. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 1252. Relating to the creation, jurisdiction, terms, judges and other personnel and their compensation, and practice and procedures of the County Court at Law No. 2 of Wichita County and membership of the judge on the county juvenile board.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Gavin
Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1720. — Posting rule suspended 2455. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2858. — Passed to third reading 2858. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1256. Relating to a supplemental appropriation to the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station for research concerning the rice borer.
SB 1260. Relating to the composition, selection, and terms of office of members of the port commission for the Port of Corpus Christi Authority of Nueces County, Texas.

Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Berlanga

Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources.

Reported from committee favorably without amendments.

Passed to third reading 2720. — Senate concurred in House amendments.

Signed in the House 1891.

SB 1261. Relating to the election and terms of office of the members of the board of supervisors of the Willacy County Drainage District No. 1.

Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Rangel

Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1337. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources.

Reported from committee favorably with substitute.

Passed to third reading 2642.

Passed 2720. — Senate concurred in House amendments.

Signed in the House 1891.

SB 1265. Relating to the powers and status of the tribal councils and tribal businesses of the Alabama-Coushatta and the Tigua Indian Tribes; presenting exemptions from the Sales, Excise and Use Tax.

Author: Santiesteban

Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Cultural and Historical Resources.

SB 1267. Relating to the establishment, membership, staff, powers and duties, financing, and compensation of a juvenile board in Bailey and Parmer counties.

Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Laney

Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1337. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs.

Reported from committee favorably without amendments.

Passed 1682. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 1268. Relating to the establishment, membership, staff, powers and duties, financing, and compensation of a juvenile board for Castro, Hale, and Swisher counties.

Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Laney

Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1337. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs.

Reported from committee favorably without amendments.

Passed 1682. — Signed in the House 1891.

SB 1269. Relating to creation of the Buffalo Lake Water District and to its directors, personnel, administration, powers and duties, operations, and financing.

Author: Sarpalius
House Sponsor: Simpson

Received from the Senate 1214. — Read first time 1337. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources.

Reported from committee favorably with amendments.

Passed 2209. — Senate concurred in House amendments.

Signed in the House 2464.

SB 1270. Relating to the name and the powers and duties of the Greater Texoma Utility Authority, as renamed; providing for validation of certain contracts and bonds.
Senate Bills, History of A436

Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Bush
Received from the Senate 1037. — Read first time 1151. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 1151. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 1623. — Read second time 2140. — Amended 2140. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2140. — Rules suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2464. — Signed in the House 2584.

SB 1271. Relating to the temporary imposition of local sales and use taxes in certain cities for the financing of justice centers located on the state line.
Author: Howard
Received from the Senate 2628. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 2765.

SB 1273. Relating to the creation, jurisdiction, judges, facilities, personnel, and practice and procedures of municipal courts of record in the city of Odessa and to elections approving the creation of these courts.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Gibson, Jay
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1719. — Posting rule suspended 2455. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2854. — Read second time 3237. — Amended 3237. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3237. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3563. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1274. Relating to certain courses The University of Texas of the Permian Basin is organized to teach.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Messer
Companion document(s): HB 1899
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Public Education 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Laid on the table subject to call 2669. — Read second time 3346. — Amendments offered 3346. — Point of order sustained 3346. — Passed to third reading 3348. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3348. — Read third time 3391. — Resumed consideration 3464. — Amended 3464. — Amendments offered 3465. — Point of order sustained 3465. — Amendments offered 3465. — Point of order sustained 3479. — Amended 3480. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3480. — Passed, as amended 3480. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3480. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3556. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1275. Relating to the election of members of the Board of Directors of Palo Pinto County Hospital District; authorizing the board to make loans and prescribing use of money from the loans.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Hanna
Companion document(s): HB 2373
Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1619. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 1619. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1916. — Read second time 2118. — Passed to third reading 2118. — Rules suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 1278. Relating to establishment and operation of a Texas Mental Health Code Public Information Program and to certain powers and duties of the Texas Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Hur
Received from the Senate 1494. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561. — Read second time 2669. — Passed to third reading 2669. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2669. — Postponed 2720. — Read third time 2758. — Amended 2758. — Passed, as amended 2758. — Record vote 2758. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. — Signed in the House 3085.
SB 1279. Relating to the creation and description of the Trinity River State Park and to certain powers and duties of the Parks and Wildlife Department; authorizing the city of Dallas to initiate, develop, complete, or maintain certain projects.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Granoff
Companion document(s): HB 1978
Received from the Senate 3027. — Read first time 3085. — Referred to Committee on Environmental Affairs 3085. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3233.

SB 1281. Relating to the county courts at law in El Paso County and their jurisdiction and administration; providing the qualifications of judges and for their compensation; providing for juries and procedures for jury trials.
Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Moreno, Paul
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 2304. — Posting rule suspended 2910. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Read second time 3246. — Amended 3346. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3246. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3246. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3274. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3556. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1282. Providing for a co-presiding judge for courts having jurisdiction over criminal matters in certain counties to act in the absence or disability of the regular presiding judge.
Author: Whitmire
House Sponsor: Evans, Larry
Received from the Senate 1593. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1720. — Posting rule suspended 1822. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 2669. — Passed to third reading 2669. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 1283. Providing for the conversion of a navigation district acting under Article III, Section 52 of the constitution of the State of Texas into a navigation district acting under Article 16, Section 59 of the constitution of the State of Texas.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Stiles
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2304. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2635. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2879. — Passed to third reading 2879. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3291. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1285. Relating to the creation, judges, jurisdiction, powers and duties, personnel, facilities, and practice and procedure of the County Court at Law of Liberty County.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Stiles
Received from the Senate 1215. — Read first time 1337. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1337. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2003. — Read second time 2118. — Passed to third reading 2118. — Rules suspended 2211. — Read third time 2211. — Passed 2211. — Record vote 2211. — Signed in the House 2454.

SB 1286. Relating to the creation, judges, jurisdiction, personnel, and powers and duties of the County Court of Jefferson County at Law No. 3 and to the jurisdiction, judges, personnel, and powers of the County Courts of Jefferson County Nos. 1 & 2.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Price
Companion document(s): HB 1862
Received from the Senate 1215. — Read first time 1337. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1337. — Posting rule suspended 2768. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3238. — Passed to third reading 3238. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Signed in the House 3668.
SB 1287. Relating to the coverage for treatment of mental and emotional illness and disorders in certain accident and sickness insurance policies.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Simpson
Received from the Senate 1621. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on Insurance 1720. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2854. — Postponed 3022. — Read second time (committee substitute) 3040. — Amended 3041. — Amendments offered 3042. — Record vote 3042. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3043. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3043. — Read third time 3109. — Passed 3109. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 3109. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3291. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1291. Relating to appointment, qualifications, compensation, termination, powers, duties, and immunity of masters for certain courts in Travis County and to de novo hearings before the judge of the referring court.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Smith, Terral
Received from the Senate 1594. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1719. — Posting rule suspended 1822. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2108. — Read second time 2669. — Passed to third reading 2669. — Rules suspended 2721. — Read third time 2721. — Passed 2721. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 1292. Relating to the creation, administration, directors, powers, duties, operation, and financing of the Foard County Hospital District.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Finnell
Companion document(s): HB 2408
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2457. — Read second time 2642. — Passed to third reading 2642. — Rules suspended 2720. — Read third time 2720. — Passed 2720. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 1293. Giving to justices of the peace, medical examiners, and their personnel the protection provided under Chapter 309, Act of the 64th Legislature (removal of corneal tissue).
Author: McFarland
House Sponsor: Willis
Received from the Senate 1594. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2854. — Read second time 2880. — Passed to third reading 2880. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1298. Relating to fees collected by the Department of Agriculture.
Author: Leedom
House Sponsor: Patterson
Received from the Senate 1302. — Read first time 1337. — Referred to Committee on Appropriations 1337. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 1824. — Read second time 2504. — Passed to third reading 2504. — Nonrecord vote recorded in Journal 2504. — Read third time 3058. — Passed 3058. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 1299. Relating to the acceptance by the state of the Primary Care Block Grant; establishing the Community Health Center Advisory Committee.
Author: Doggett
House Sponsor: Berlanga
Received from the Senate 1621. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1720. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2635.

SB 1304. Relating to the election of all or some of the trustees of certain school districts from single-member trustee districts and to certain powers and duties of the board of trustees of a school district.
Author: Mauzy
House Sponsor: Ragdole
Companion document(s): HB 562
Received from the Senate 2094. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Public Education 2312. — Posting rule suspended 2539. — Reported from committee
SB 1306. Relating to the application of the Professional Prosecutors Act to the offices of certain district attorneys, criminal district attorneys, and county attorneys performing the duties of the district attorney and to compensation.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Armbrister

SB 1307. Relating to the compensation of the judges of the district courts in Taylor County.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Thompson, Gary

SB 1308. Relating to the authority of the governor to appoint an agent to sign for the governor or use the governor's signature on certain documents relating to criminal justice.
Author: Blake
House Sponsor: Clark

SB 1309. Relating to the creation, implementation, administration, and operation of the Texas Agricultural Water Conservation Loan Program and the Agricultural Water Conservation Loan Fund.
Author: Montford

SB 1312. Relating to municipal courts of record in the City of El Paso; prescribing the jurisdiction, organization, administration, procedures, and power of municipal courts; creating the El Paso Municipal Court of Appeals.
Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Vowell
Companion document(s): HB 2341

SB 1314. Relating to the authority of the Jefferson County Drainage District No. 6 and participating entities to acquire property.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Stiles

SB 1316. Relating to the sale of certain state property in Paris, Texas, and use of the proceeds of the sale.
Author: Howard
House Sponsor: Patterson
Received from the Senate 1594. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1720. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2881. — Passed to third reading 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1318. Relating to the place that the Court of Appeals for the Third Supreme Judicial District transacts business.
Author: Sims
House Sponsor: Burnett
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 2765. — Posting rule suspended 2850. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 2914. — Passed to third reading 3246. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 1321. Relating to regulation of business opportunity sales.
Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Cain

SB 1322. Relating to size and weight limitations for vehicles operated across certain public highways and to indemnification to the State Department of Highways and Public Transportation for maintenance and repair of certain highways.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Hall, Lanny
Received from the Senate 2094. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 2312. — Posting rule suspended 2559. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2881. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1323. Relating to fees for student centers at the component institutions of the University System of South Texas.
Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Rangel
Received from the Senate 2094. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 2312. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Read second time 3246. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 1325. Repealing a prohibition on the use on certain arrows in archery hunting.
Author: Williams
Received from the Senate 1396. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Environmental Affairs 1719.

SB 1328. Relating to loans, grants, or scholarships granted by the State Rural Medical Education Board.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Turner
Received from the Senate 1409. — Read first time 1719. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1719. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2361. — Read second time 2881. — Passed to third reading 2913. — Rules suspended 2913. — Read third time 2913. — Passed 2913. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1329. Relating to the sales and use tax exemption for certain solar energy devices.
Author: Sarpalius
Received from the Senate 2112. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 2312.

SB 1330. Relating to establishment, membership, powers, duties, compensation, staff and financing of a juvenile board for Hansford County.
SB 1332. Relating to coordinating board approval of junior college construction financed with funds from a source other than the state and to use of student fees for junior college construction.

Author: Edwards
House Sponsor: Waldrop
Companion document(s): HB 101
Received from the Senate 2094. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 2312. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086.

SB 1333. Relating to courses held by a community college in facilities of a school district located outside the community college district.

Author: Edwards
House Sponsor: Waldrop
Companion document(s): HB 100
Received from the Senate 2094. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 2312. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Withdrawn from calendar 3246.

SB 1334. Relating to payment of the salary of the official court reporter for the 105th Judicial District.

Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Rangel
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 2304. — Posting rule suspended 2455. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2769. — Read second time 2881. — Passed to third reading 2881. — Rules suspended 2915. — Read third time 2915. — Passed 2915. — Record vote 2915. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1335. Relating to the creation, jurisdiction, judges, personnel, terms of court, facilities, and practice and procedure of the County Court at Law No. 4 of Nueces County and to the powers and duties of the commissioners court.

Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Harrison, W. O. Jr.
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Judicial Affairs 2304. — Posting rule suspended 2455. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3238. — Passed to third reading 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3374. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 1337. Relating to a loan program for students preparing to teach primary and secondary grade subjects for which teachers are critically needed.

Author: Mauzy
Received from the Senate 2628. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Higher Education 2765.

SB 1338. Relating to electronic transmission procedures under the Administrative Procedure and Texas Register Act and to the time rules become effective.

Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Gavin
Received from the Senate 1594. — Read first time 1720. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 1720. — Reported from committee favorably with substitute 2635. — Read second time (committee substitute) 2881. — Passed to third reading 2881. — Rules suspended 2915. — Read third time 2915. — Passed 2915. — Record vote 2915. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3106. — Signed in the House 3371.

SB 1342. Relating to metropolitan rapid transit authorities, to the membership and terms of their boards, to the issuance of commercial revenue obligations and their terms and
conditions, and to rules and regulations.

Author: Henderson
House Sponsor: Hackney

Received from the Senate 2567. — Read first time 2783. — Referred to Committee on Transportation 2783. — Posting rule suspended 2909. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086.

SB 1345. Relating to calculation of an ad valorem tax rate when an error in the preceding year caused the loss of a substantial amount of tax revenue.

Author: Parmer
House Sponsor: Leonard

Companion document(s): HB 2355

Received from the Senate 2094. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Ways & Means 2312. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2457. — Read second time 2669. — Passed to third reading 2669. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 1346. Relating to the regulation of the care and treatment of animals in commercial kennels and to the licensing of facilities and personnel.

Author: Parmer
House Sponsor: Hall, W. Tip

Companion document(s): HB 1887

Received from the Senate 2628. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3371.

SB 1347. Relating to the regulation of the care and treatment of animals in boarding or riding stables.

Author: Parmer
House Sponsor: Patronella

Companion document(s): HB 1911

Received from the Senate 2798. — Read first time 2853. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 2853. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Withdrawn from calendar 3246.

SB 1348. Relating to the powers, duties, financing, and territory of the Red River Authority and to the interest rate on bonds issued by the authority and to contracts between other persons, including public agencies, and the authority.

Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Finnell

Received from the Senate 2572. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2765. — Posting rule suspended 2909. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Read second time 3246. — Passed to third reading 3246. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 1350. Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operation, expansion, and financing of the New Ulm Municipal Utility District.

Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Saunders

Received from the Senate 2831. — Read first time 2853. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2853. — Posting rule suspended 2797. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3240. — Passed to third reading 3240. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 1351. Relating to the validation of the adoption of a municipal home-rule charter and of certain governmental acts and proceedings under such a charter.

Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: Harrison, W. O. Jr.

Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 2765. — Posting rule suspended 2909. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Read second time 3246. — Passed to third reading 3246. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Signed in the House 3668.
SB 1352. Relating to the appointment, duties, and staff of court administrators and their
compensation, facilities, and equipment and the appointment, powers, and duties of
masters for certain courts in Jefferson County.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Stiles
Companion document(s): HB 2392
Received from the Senate 2094. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on
Judicial Affairs 2312. — Posting rule suspended 2768. — Reported from committee
favorably with amendments 2960. — Read second time 3240. — Amended 3241. —
Passed to third reading, as amended 3240. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time
3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Senate concurred in House amendments
3556. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1353. Relating to the conveyance of certain state real property in Jefferson County to
the city of Port Arthur and to the reservation of the mineral, sand, gravel, and shell
ownership and exploitation rights by the state.
Author: Parker
Companion document(s): HB 2388
Received from the Senate 2572. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on
State Affairs 2765.

SB 1355. Relating to the creation, membership, terms, compensation, staff, and powers and
duties of a public authority to issue bonds for certain state building, communications, and
data processing projects to specific projects.
Author: Jones
House Sponsor: Prental
Received from the Senate 2368. — Read first time 2578. — Referred to Committee on
State Affairs 2578. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 3086.
— Read second time 3350. — Amended 3350. — Amended 3350. — Point of order
sustained 3356. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3356. — Nonrecord vote recorded

SB 1356. Relating to the dissolution of the Northwest Harris County Municipal Utility
District No. 7 and to certain powers and duties of the board of directors of the district.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Hackney
Received from the Senate 2572. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on
County Affairs 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960.

SB 1357. Relating to an exemption from sales and use taxes for nonprofit agencies
promoting conventions or tourism on behalf of a city or county.
Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Wallace
Received from the Senate 3090. — Read first time 3206. — Referred to Committee on
Cultural and Historical Resources 3206. — Reported from committee favorably without
amendments 3371.

SB 1358. Relating to the financing of and the creation, governing body, operation, rights,
powers, authority, and financing of subdistricts within certain metropolitan water control
and improvement districts.
Author: Brooks
House Sponsor: Hackney
Received from the Senate 1452. — Read first time 1578. — Referred to Committee on
Natural Resources 1578. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments
2108. — Read second time 2670. — Passed to third reading 2670. — Nonrecord vote
recorded in Journal 2670. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed
2723. — Record vote 2723. — Signed in the House 2910.
SB 1359. Relating to the creation and functions of domestic relations offices in counties having a population in excess of 2,000,000, to powers and duties of the county commissioners court and of the chief administrative officer, and to fees.

Author: Williams
House Sponsor: Toomey
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2305. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2457.

SB 1361. Authorizing the issuance of farm winery permits.

Author: Doggett
Received from the Senate 2450. — Posting rule suspended 2456. — Read first time 2578.
— Referred to Committee on Liquor Regulation 2578.

SB 1362. Relating to the regulation of ambulatory surgical centers.

Author: Vale
Companion document(s): HB 2073
Received from the Senate 1730. — Read first time 1828. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 1828.

SB 1363. Creating and establishing a conservation and reclamation district to be known as Harris County Municipal Utility District No. 233.

Author: Henderson
House Sponsor: Connelly
Companion document(s): HB 2401
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086.
— Read second time 3246. — Amended 3247. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3246.
— Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275.
— Senate concurred in House amendments 3558. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1366. Relating to the establishment, membership, personnel, compensation, powers and duties, and financing of a juvenile board in each of the counties of Brooks, Kenedy, Kleberg, and Willacy; authorizing appointment of advisory councils.

Author: Tuan
House Sponsor: Rangel
Received from the Senate 2572. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960.
— Read second time 3241. — Passed to third reading 3241. — Rules suspended 3274.
— Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Signed in the House 3668.

SB 1367. Amending the Act creating the Coastal Industrial Water Authority; providing that Department of Water Resources approval of bonds and of plans and specifications for projects to be financed by sale of bonds shall not be required.

Author: Whitmire
House Sponsor: Smith, Ashley
Companion document(s): HB 2413
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2633. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2633. — Read second time 2883. — Passed to third reading 2883.

SB 1368. Relating to time periods for the filing of reports and the payment of contributions for social security for public employees.

Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Martinez, Walter
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Retirement and Aging 2765. — Posting rule suspended 2850. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960.

SB 1370. Relating to the selection of a private architect/engineer and the appointment of a director of facilities planning and construction.

Author: Farabee
House Sponsor: Gavin
Received from the Senate 2581. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on
State Affairs 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Read second time 3247. — Amended 3247. — Passed to third reading, as amended 3247. — Rules suspended 3276. — Read third time 3276. — Passed 3276. — Record vote 3276. — Senate concurred in House amendments 3374. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 1371. Relating to the authority of the board of directors of the Nacogdoches County Hospital District to borrow money for maintenance and operating expenses and to the validation of certain promissory notes of the district.
Author: Blake
House Sponsor: Haley
Received from the Senate 2015. — Posting rule suspended 2028. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2304. — Posting rule suspended 2364. — Posting rule suspended 2454. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2635. — Read second time 2859. — Passed to third reading 2859. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1373. Relating to the acquisition of a supply of fresh water by counties.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Turner
Received from the Senate 2581. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2765. — Posting rule suspended 2909. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086.

SB 1375. Relating to the establishment, membership, personnel, compensation, powers and duties, and financing of a juvenile board in Chambers County and to the appointment of an advisory council.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Stiles
Received from the Senate 2798. — Read first time 2853. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2853. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3241. — Passed to third reading 3241. — Rules suspended 3275. — Read third time 3275. — Passed 3275. — Record vote 3275. — Signed in the House 3696.

SB 1376. Relating to the incorporation, regulation, administration, funding, and dissolution of nonprofit education finance corporations created by cities and counties for the purpose of promoting opportunities for education through loans.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Wright
Received from the Senate 2581. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Financial Institutions 2765. — Posting rule suspended 2959. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 3086.

SB 1378. Relating to the terms of office, election, and compensation of directors of the High Plains Underground Water Conservation District Number One.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Whaley
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2765. — Posting rule suspended 3008. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086.

SB 1379. Relating to establishment, membership, personnel, compensation, powers and duties, and financing of a juvenile board in Garza County.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Carriker
Companion document(s): HB 2411
Received from the Senate 2572. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Read second time 3247. — Passed to third reading 3247. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 1380. Relating to electric utility energy efficiency programs and incentives, to the authority and duties of the Public Utility Commission, and to procedures for hearings.
Author: Parmer
House Sponsor: Bush
SB 1381. Relating to the creation, directors, administration, powers, duties, and financing of the Broussard Sewage District.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Stiles
Companion documents(s): HB 2416
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2304. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2305. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2561. — Read second time 2642. — Amended 2642. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2642. — Rules suspended 2722. — Read third time 2722. — Passed 2722. — Record vote 2722. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 1382. Relating to the creation, directors, administration, powers, duties, and financing of the Fannett Sewage District.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Stiles
Companion documents(s): HB 2417
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2305. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2561. — Read second time 2643. — Amended 2643. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2643. — Rules suspended 2722. — Read third time 2722. — Passed 2722. — Record vote 2722. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 1383. Relating to the creation, directors, administration, powers, duties, and financing of the Hillebrandt Sewage District.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Stiles
Companion documents(s): HB 2418
Received from the Senate 2026. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2305. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2561. — Read second time 2657. — Amended 2657. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2657. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 1384. Relating to the creation, directors, administration, powers, duties, and financing of the North Creek Sewage District.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Stiles
Companion documents(s): HB 2419
Received from the Senate 2025. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2305. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2561. — Read second time 2657. — Amended 2657. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2657. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 1385. Relating to the creation, directors, administration, powers, duties, and financing of the South Creek Sewage District.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Stiles
Companion documents(s): HB 2420
Received from the Senate 2094. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2312. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2561. — Read second time 2643. — Amended 2643. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2643. — Rules suspended 2722. — Read third time 2722. — Passed 2722. — Record vote 2722. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 1386. Relating to the creation, directors, administration, powers, duties, and financing of the North LaBelle Sewage District.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Stiles
Companion documents(s): HB 2421
Received from the Senate 2025. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2305. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2561. — Read second time 2658. — Amended 2658. — Passed to third reading, as amended
SB 1387. Relating to the creation, directors, administration, powers, duties, and financing of the South LaBelle Sewage District.
Author: Parker
House Sponsor: Stiles
Companion document(s): HB 2422
Received from the Senate 2094. — Read first time 2312. — Referred to Committee on Natural Resources 2312. — Reported from committee favorably with amendments 2561.
— Read second time 2658. — Amended 2658. — Passed to third reading, as amended 2658. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Senate concurred in House amendments 2876. — Signed in the House 3085.

SB 1388. Relating to a merger of a home-rule city’s separately owned municipal and rural electric systems.
Author: Caperton
House Sponsor: Presnal
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Urban Affairs 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086.

SB 1391. Relating to the regulation of the administration of medications in convalescent homes, nursing homes, and other related institutions, to certain powers and duties of the Board of Health, and to fees for the issuance of permits.
Author: Brooks
Received from the Senate 2798. — Read first time 2853. — Referred to Committee on Retirement and Aging 2853.

SB 1394. Relating to funds for the operation and maintenance of the Franklin Mountains State Park.
Author: Santiesteban
Received from the Senate 2572. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Environmental Affairs 2765.

SB 1395. Relating to the establishment, membership, compensation, powers and duties, staff, and financing of a juvenile board in Lynn County.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Carriker
Companion document(s): HB 2409
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086.
— Read second time 3241. — Passed to third reading 3241. — Rules suspended 3274.
— Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 1397. Relating to a child support collection service fee and a fee assessed as costs in certain contempt actions in Nueces County.
Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Harrison, W. O. Jr.
Received from the Senate 2572. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960.
— Read second time 3241. — Passed to third reading 3241. — Rules suspended 3274.
— Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 1398. Relating to creation, directorship, administration, powers, duties, functions, operations, and financing of the Argyle Municipal Utility District in Denton County.
Author: Glasgow
House Sponsor: Hall, W. Tip
Companion document(s): HB 2428
Received from the Senate 2573. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086.
— Read second time 3247. — Passed to third reading 3247. — Rules suspended 3276.
— Read third time 3276. — Passed 3276. — Record vote 3276. — Signed in the House 3606.
SB 1401. Relating to the provision of telecommunication service to the state government.
Author: Blake
House Sponsor: Millsap
Received from the Senate 2025. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on State Affairs 2305. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Withdrawn from calendar 3247.

SB 1402. Relating to the boundaries of the Livingston Hospital District of Polk County, Texas, and validating the district and certain actions, proceedings, and elections of that district.
Author: Blake
House Sponsor: Hightower
Companion document(s): HB 2431
Received from the Senate 2025. — Read first time 2305. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2305. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2561. — Read second time 2670. — Passed to third reading 2670. — Rules suspended 2723. — Read third time 2723. — Passed 2723. — Record vote 2723. — Signed in the House 2910.

SB 1404. Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, functions, operations, and financing of the Emerald Bay Municipal Utility District.
Author: Lyon
House Sponsor: Hudson, David
Companion document(s): HB 2450
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2633. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2633. — Posting rule suspended 2633. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2854. — Read second time 2869. — Rules suspended 2914. — Read third time 2914. — Passed 2914. — Record vote 2914. — Signed in the House 3232.

SB 1406. Relating to the authority of the Commissioners Court of Cameron County to establish and operate or contract for operation of a water supply or sewage system and to apply for and receive state or federal assistance or grants.
Author: Uribe
Received from the Senate 2798. — Read first time 2853. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2853.

SB 1407. Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, functions, financing, and dissolution of, and annexation and exclusion of land from special utility districts.
Author: Traeger
House Sponsor: Gibson, Bruce
Received from the Senate 3027. — Read first time 3085. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 3085. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3233.

SB 1408. Relating to allowing an incorporated city or town or other political subdivision of the state to issue a permit to a nonprofit organization for the construction of apartment houses for the low-income elderly without requiring metering.
Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Glossbrenner
Received from the Senate 2798. — Read first time 2853. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 2853. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3248. — Passed to third reading 3248. — Rules suspended 3276. — Read third time 3276. — Passed 3276. — Record vote 3276. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 1409. Relating to the composition and compensation of the Nueces County Juvenile Board.
Author: Truan
House Sponsor: Harrison, W. O. Jr.
Received from the Senate 2628. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3241. — Passed to third reading 3241. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 1414. Relating to the licensing, regulation, and supervision of nursing and convalescent homes and other providers of medical assistance and to the investigation of abuse, mistreatment, or neglect of residents.
SB 1418. Relating to the authority and duties of a county historical commission and of a county commissioners court; giving a property owner certain rights.
Author: Santiesteban
House Sponsor: Polk
Received from the Senate 2573. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on Cultural and Historical Resources 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3233.

SB 1423. Relating to the jurisdiction of certain proceedings brought under the Texas Mental Health Code and to the transfer of such proceedings.
Author: Montford
Received from the Senate 3090. — Read first time 3206. — Referred to Committee on Public Health 3206.

SB 1425. Relating to the amendment of a condominium declaration and the authority of a condominium association to alter or destroy a unit or a limited common element.
Author: Brown
House Sponsor: Messer
Received from the Senate 2798. — Read first time 2853. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 2853. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Read second time 3344. — Passed to third reading 3345. — Read third time 3390. — Passed 3390. — Signed in the House 3634.

SB 1426. Relating to the establishment, membership, compensation, personnel, powers and duties, and financing of a juvenile board in Terry County.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Rudd
Received from the Senate 2573. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 2960. — Read second time 3241. — Passed to third reading 3241. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 1427. Relating to establishment, membership, personnel, compensation, powers and duties, and financing of a juvenile board in Yoakum County.
Author: Montford
House Sponsor: Rudd
Received from the Senate 2580. — Read first time 2765. — Referred to Committee on County Affairs 2765. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3086. — Read second time 3241. — Passed to third reading 3241. — Rules suspended 3274. — Read third time 3274. — Passed 3274. — Signed in the House 3606.

SB 1437. Relating to selection of jurors for the municipal court of record in Midland.
Author: Sims
Received from the Senate 3464.

SB 1438. Relating to movement of manufactured housing of certain dimensions over highways, roads, and streets in Texas.
Author: Sharp
House Sponsor: McWilliams
Received from the Senate 3007. — Read first time 3085. — Referred to Committee on Business & Commerce 3085. — Reported from committee favorably without amendments 3233. — Read second time 3307. — Passed to third reading 3307. — Read third time 3382. — Passed 3382. — Signed in the House 3606.